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Preface

A note from the working group chair
This book has been a long time in the making. Its origins go back almost a decade

to a small series of roundtables held in the Parliament of Canada to consider the

impact of information and communications technologies on government. That

was the beginning of the Crossing Boundaries project. It grew quickly and over

the years it has engaged literally thousands of people across the country, in scores

of events, from small roundtables to national conferences. We have published

over forty papers related to the growth and use of new technologies, on topics

ranging from citizen-centred service delivery to e-democracy.1 This book is the

distilled wisdom from that work. It consolidates and synthesizes what we have

learned over the years.

Eight months ago, Crossing Boundaries teamed up with Canada 2020. Together,

we formed a small working group, and set out to produce this study and make the

results public at a national conference in the spring of 2007. While the working

group chair held the pen, the team met regularly to review and comment on drafts

of the chapters. Moreover, the professional and personal friendships between

some of us go back years, and have been forged over many, many hours of discus-

sion, debate and reflection. We decided to write the book for two reasons. 

First, the work undertaken by Crossing Boundaries had reached a point where

synthesis seemed like a natural next step. The various themes and issues that

occupied us had been explored individually. It was time to bring them together

under one cover and consolidate the thinking.

Second, we felt it was time to move from ideas to action. Our hope is that this

book provides a solid foundation for a shift in our efforts toward implementing

the ideas in it.

5The Crossing Boundaries/Canada 2020 Working Group
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So who should read this book? 

Crossing Boundaries has always been a multi-stakeholder discussion. It has aimed

at engaging a wide cross-section of the public policy community—politicians,

public servants, the private and third sectors, academics, journalists—and citizens

in a dialogue. Our starting point is that we are living through one of the great

changes in history. We are in transition from an industrial to an information

society. The nature of this change is so fundamental as to affect not only our insti-

tutions, but the structure of our society and who we are as individuals and

communities—our sense of identity. Our goal has been to find, articulate and

explore the common ground between different groups on the issues this raises. The

search for common ground is the search for appropriate ways to respond. If we

cannot speak to each other intelligently about the changes we see happening in our

jobs and our private lives, we will be unable to work together to address them.

So the book is aimed at a wide audience. It seeks to find and articulate the

common ground. While there is some conceptual analysis, we have tried to keep

it as accessible and non-technical as possible. The discussion is also meant to be

very practical. It is as much about action as ideas. We think governance and

government need to change and we have some very definite thoughts on what

needs to be done to get it right. In the end, the book is meant to be a guide for

Canadians on changing governance.

Finally, let us say a word about footnotes, references and source materials—or the

lack of them. In keeping with the non-technical style, we have steered clear of

scholarly debates, scholarly form and scholarly style. This study has one real goal:

to put some new and provocative ideas before the reader in a very informal way.

Moreover, so much of what we have to say has been gleaned from dialogues and

debates over the years; as a result, there is often no real way to decide who is the

source of what. 

In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity personally to acknowledge and

thank all the people who took part in those sessions and who through their various

forms of participation in Crossing Boundaries have some part in this book. 

With its release, we close the file on the most recent iteration of Crossing

Boundaries—the National Council. That body was created four years ago to

bring together politicians and public servants from across the country, and from

all three levels of government, to explore and discuss many of the issues in this

book. This work serves as its final report. 
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I would like to express my deepest appreciation to all those who served on the

Council, supported it or participated in its work, and especially to Hon. Tony

Valeri, Dan Bader and Hon. Rona Ambrose, whose leadership was critical to 

its success. It goes without saying that they are not responsible for any of the 

content. I also want to thank John Delacourt for his diligent work and thoughtful

contributions as the manuscript was being written.

Last of all, I would like to acknowledge the support the Crossing Boundaries

National Council has received from the Social Sciences and Humanities

Research Council. 

Don Lenihan

March 2007
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Chapter 1

Growing up 
about Government

Time for a new approach to governance
Over the last two decades a growing list of books and studies has documented and

discussed Canadians’ changing attitudes toward authority figures, especially

political ones. They no longer treat leaders with the kind of deference and

respect they once did. [1] They see politicians in particular as quite ordinary and

fallible people—sometimes much worse. They are far less inclined to accept

passively decisions that appear as proclamations from on high. They want their

voices heard. They want their say on the issues of the day. 

This growing assertiveness is part of a seismic shift in our society, one that is

realigning long-standing relationships. The space for personal choice is expanding,

as is the recognition of the individual’s right and responsibility to exercise it. We

see the trend in changes all around us, from the growth of niche markets that

provide more personalized goods and services to law enforcement that turns to

communities and individuals to help keep the peace or redress crimes. 

Governments are something of an exception to the rule—not any particular

government, but governments in general. For the most part, they still operate

like factories that mass produce and mass market their goods. Citizens are the

passive consumers of their policies and programs. While this may have made

sense in the past, it no longer does. It is time to realign the relationship. It is time

that citizens took on a more active role in governance.

9The Crossing Boundaries/Canada 2020 Working Group
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It will not be easy. More than a century of governing from the top down has created

a culture of control and secrecy within government that will be hard to break. It has

also created expectations among individuals—and many NGOs and businesses—

that it is government’s responsibility to solve the problem whenever something goes

wrong. If government has assumed the role of overbearing parent, individuals have

assumed the role of dependent offspring—the 28 year-old who is still living in the

basement, driving his father’s car and letting his mom do his laundry.

The game is up. It is increasingly obvious to everyone, especially citizens, that

governments cannot solve the problems of a complex, fast-paced, information

society like Canada—problems like smoking or obesity, community economic

development or immigration, illiteracy or racism—just by issuing policy directives

from an office tower in Toronto, Halifax or Ottawa. That kind of change takes

other players, such as local governments and community organizations, as well as

engaged and open communities. The discussion around whether or how to change

eating or exercise habits, personal financial practices or attitudes to new Canadians

in the community, must happen at the dinner table, on the street-corner, at social

gatherings and in the grocery store; not just in think tanks, policy shops and

legislatures. Social change can be led but it cannot be proclaimed. It happens from the

bottom-up, not the top-down. Big bureaucracies, with their one-size-fits-all solu-

tions, are too remote to have that kind of influence over ordinary people.

So the argument in this book is that citizens must play a bigger role in making

the plans and choices that affect them, their families, friends, communities and

society. Governments need their help to achieve better health outcomes, safer

streets, a more educated and skilled population, respect for cultural and linguistic

diversity, and elimination of the growing economic digital divide between rural

and urban communities. It is time to reassess the role of governments in our

society and our lives so they can serve us better in the future. It is time that citizens

assume a larger part in our public business, helping to set goals and priorities and

to develop and implement the plans to achieve them. Complex issues require

complex solutions. While governments have an important role to play in

providing them, few people still believe they should be taking on the whole task. 

Governments and citizens must enter into a new and more mature relationship;

one in which governments are genuinely ready to empower citizens; and where

citizens, in turn, are ready to accept a greater level of responsibility for their

personal and collective well-being and for the habits and actions of one another.

This book is an argument for such a change and a guide to achieving it.
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Government as an enabler
The idea that we have become too dependent on government is hardly a new one.

Conservatives like Margaret Thatcher have been arguing this for decades. In

their view, government has become far too paternalistic. “Big government” or the

“nanny state” has undermined traditional values such as self-reliance, creativity

and innovation, and strangled the entrepreneurial spirit. Thatcher and those who

follow her have clear views on how to break the cycle of dependency and rising

expectations. Their strategy is to dismantle large sections of government, espe-

cially social programs, thus forcing citizens to take greater responsibility for their

own well-being. We might call it the tough-love approach. It is based on the

pessimistic view that government is by nature controlling, self-interested,

wasteful and bureaucratic. It is at best a necessary evil. For people of this persua-

sion the rule of thumb is clear: the less government the better. 

That is not the view taken here. Radical experiments with privatization, deregu-

lation, down-sizing and outsourcing have shown that markets are not the miracle

cure many neo-conservatives claimed they were. Countries like New Zealand

that went down this road have since retreated, as did the United Kingdom when

Tony Blair launched his Third Way. The view of government in these pages is a

more optimistic one. Government is generally seen as a force for good. Never -

theless, a healthy dose of skepticism is in order. Government certainly can be

controlling, self-interested, wasteful and bureaucratic. So there is no desire here to

lurch to the other extreme and defend it as the primary force for good in our society.

The sensible middle ground is to recognize that governments have a critical role to

play in a wide range of areas. But that role varies with time and circumstances. 

The last point is important. Government today is too easily seen—and too easily

sees itself—as a provider, decision maker and problem solver. That must change.

It no longer serves us well. Instead, we should see government more as an enabler,

partner and facilitator. We need government that helps us solve our own problems

rather than solving them for us. Citizens must learn to take a bigger hand in

making the plans and choices that affect them, their families, friends, communi-

ties and society. With empowerment comes responsibility. 

These are more than just nice words. As we will see, getting there will take some

major changes in the culture, practices and organization of government; and in

the attitudes and roles of individuals and organizations. This will not happen all

at once. We are in a period of change and transition. Getting through it success-

fully will take time, commitment and effort. In the end, many of the answers

seem to coalesce around the goal of building stronger more sustainable commu-

nities, both of the geographic and non-geographic kind. But while there has been

11The Crossing Boundaries/Canada 2020 Working Group



much talk of more “distributed” or “community” or “bottom-up” approaches,

these are still tentative, few and far between, and tightly controlled by govern-

ments. In reality, there is still much ambivalence about where they may lead and

what they may mean for the system of parliamentary government we have now.

There are real fears over a possible undermining of personal privacy and of govern-

ment’s accountability, as well as its authority and ability to act effectively. A key task

of this study is to help put these in perspective so that we can get on with the work. 

For the moment, however, let’s be clear about the following point: changing

government does not mean dismantling government. It has taken many centuries

and much sacrifice to consolidate public authority in democratically controlled

governments. That is one of the great achievements of modern history. It would

be a huge disservice to the whole liberal-democratic tradition to undo that work

by simply dismantling the state and allowing public space to be gobbled up by

private power-brokers. The real challenge is to change government, not tear it

down. It is to move from a highly centralized, command-and-control style of

government to one in which public authority is distributed across a wider number

of citizens and organizations. It is to deepen our commitment to democracy, not

retreat from it. 

Nor does this mean simply off-loading all sorts of current government responsi-

bilities on the public. Individuals are not being told to fend for themselves. They

are being challenged to assume greater responsibility for setting and achieving

public goals, such as better healthcare, safer streets, a more educated and skilled

population, respect for cultural and linguistic diversity, and overcoming the

growing economic digital divide between rural and urban communities. While

this need not call representative government into question, it does require

changes to the form of it we know. As we shall see, digital technologies and the

internet are powerful enablers here. If we use them well, they let us organize,

discuss, plan and work together in new ways that can strengthen our democracy

by empowering citizens and communities.

Are we ready for it?
Are Canadians ready to take on greater ownership of and responsibility for their

personal and collective future?

As it stands, the answer is yes and no. On the one hand, Canadians want to be

free to question and to make choices of all kinds. On the other hand, they still

turn to governments, almost reflexively, to solve many of the problems that arise

from the very freedom they are claiming. They still cling to the hope that these
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problems can be solved from on high. It would relieve them of the need to take

action themselves. Thus members of a small outlying community may feel that,

because it is their home, they have a right to remain there, even though the local

industry is faltering. But then as times get tougher they turn to governments and

insist they have “a responsibility to the community,” say, to provide on-going

support through subsidies, employment insurance or social assistance.

In short, Canadians are ambivalent about challenging the conventional role of

government. They still depend on it for many things. There is uncertainty about

where major changes may lead. Moreover, there are powerful interests on both

the Left and Right who are heavily invested in the status quo. On the Left, there

will be resistance to anything that sounds like it questions government’s role as a

provider. They are convinced that liberal values like social justice and equality of

opportunity depend on it.

On the Right, there will be concern over how this may impact on security and

over the loss of institutional authority to protect traditional values. They worry

that all this questioning, change and choice is only sowing the seeds of our own

ruin; that we are dissolving the moral and cultural foundations of our society and

that it will leave us rudderless or so lacking in cohesion that our society will

simply collapse. Instead, they will say, we should be taking steps to reinforce it. 

All this change is also psychologically taxing for individuals. As the old ways

break down, familiar situations become uncertain, open to question, even arbi-

trary. That can leave individuals feeling confused, fearful and unsure about their

future, their role in various situations or the appropriate course of action. Indeed,

it can leave them feeling estranged from their own life. Making hard choices can

be difficult and stressful at the best of times. Having to make them in conditions

like these can be paralyzing. 

Nevertheless, a key theme of this book is that Canadians are ready. If govern-

ments rise to the challenge, they will too. Getting there will take a special kind

of leadership from politicians and public servants. While decisiveness and the

ability to act remain critical qualities—there is no intention to deny here that

“top-down” decision making is still needed for many things—leaders must also

be able to listen to ordinary people and to take direction from the results of their

deliberations. They must be willing to empower ordinary people and have confi-

dence in their ability to work through issues and to come to sound judgments

about how to resolve them. 

A second theme is that we really have no choice. We need a new model of gover-

nance. Conventional representative government has served us well enough for

13The Crossing Boundaries/Canada 2020 Working Group



almost a century and a half but our society is changing rapidly and our political

institutions have not kept pace. They were designed for a different era, one when

the world moved more slowly and people were more deferent to authority. Our

grandparents and great-grandparents lived in a country with very different phys-

ical infrastructure, human geography, access to knowledge and information,

economic relationships and technology. In effect, they lived in a different society.

Today Canadians not only want to be free to make choices of all kinds, they must

make them in order to manage their affairs well.

A third theme that shapes our discussion is the idea that treating citizens as

grown-ups is a progressive one. The idea of progress has been part of liberal poli-

tics for at least a century and a half. In the early days, it was linked to the rise of

modern science, especially the theory of evolution, and the new outlook on

nature and society that science brought. Early progressive thinkers thought societies

could evolve and progress. Reason, science and the overcoming of superstition

were the stepping stones. 

During the 20th century, the idea of progress was expanded to include a new focus

on the relationship between key social conditions and personal development.

Government took on a new role as an agent of social equality. To be progressive

was to support the policies that governments could enact to help all citizens realize

their potential. In particular, this became identified with building the welfare state. 

Today, the idea of progressive politics seems to be expanding again. Progress

certainly is still about relying on reason and evidence; and it is still about meeting

needs and providing opportunity. But we think it is also about empowerment and

responsibility. In the 21st century, there should be a clear focus on strengthening

autonomy, for individuals and the communities they inhabit, in ways that give

them greater control over their own futures. But autonomy requires the power to

make and follow through on choices. Progressive governance aims at helping indivi -

duals and communities develop this kind of autonomy.

Overview of the chapters
This last section contains a roadmap for the discussion in the rest of the book. It

provides a brief overview of each chapter, which, taken together, serves as an

outline for the book as a whole.

Chapter 2 looks at how social, economic and technological change is affecting

our society and, more specifically, our institutions of governance. Organizationally,

we are becoming more networked. Businesses and even NGOs have made real
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progress in redesigning themselves for the information age, but political institu-

tions have not kept pace. They were designed for the 19th century and continue

to operate that way. They are too hierarchical and paternalistic. If government is

to become more of an enabler, partner and facilitator, as we argue it should, it

must redesign itself and change how it does business. In a word, it must become

more collaborative. The chapter explains why such a change is needed and identifies

some of the key principles that should guide government’s efforts to realize it.

Chapter 3 asks how we would go about implementing a more collaborative or

bottom-up approach to governance. It introduces two “new tools” for engaging

ordinary folk and community organizations more directly in governance: commu-

nity initiatives and internet-based consultations. They will be employed in various

ways throughout the book. Together, they create a powerful force for change that

could be used to realign the relationship between governments and citizens. 

Chapter 4 argues that governments should recognize the voluntary sector as a critical

partner in engaging citizens and changing governance. Senior governments are

not well placed to connect with citizens at the community level. By contrast,

many community organizations are engaged in just such activities, from literacy

programs to community policing to economic development. Governments

should collaborate more closely with them to develop an agenda of community

partnerships and initiatives. The goal would be to engage citizens in developing

and implementing solutions to the issues they face. 

Chapter 5 notes that an economic digital divide is emerging in Canada that

threatens to split the country in two. While urban Canada is being integrated

into the New Economy, much of rural Canada is getting left behind. This

chapter provides a case study in how community approaches supported by new tech-

nologies can help them find new ways to participate in the New Economy. It provides

examples of two different kinds of communities—one geographical, the other a

community-of-interest—where this approach has been used with success. But

this approach is about more than economic development. It is also about gover-

nance. Communities must take the lead on developing their own strategy. They

are best positioned to know their own strengths and weaknesses. Government’s

role is to act as an enabler and a partner. That, in turn, requires a genuine will-

ingness on its part to empower communities.

Chapter 6 shifts attention to the organizational structure of government. The

19th century structure was not designed for collaboration. Major changes are needed

to rectify this. They can be grouped under three basic headings: more effective

alignment of standards and regulations; a greater ability to work across organiza-

tional boundaries; and a much greater ability to share information across
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programs, departments, jurisdictions, and even with the private and third sectors.

The chapter concludes by recognizing that the proposed changes could have a

major impact on our system of government. The means for protecting personal

privacy, ministerial accountability, and federalism have evolved in tandem with

the conventional model. Changing the structure will impact on them. The next

three chapters deal with the consequences, one area at a time.

Chapter 7 focuses on the protection of personal privacy. It examines how this is

linked to the conventional organizational structure of government. The chapter

goes on to discuss how personal privacy could be protected under a more

networked or collaborative government.

Chapter 8 provides similar analysis around ministerial accountability and explains

why we should be optimistic about the prospects of finding a solution to the

problems that a more collaborative approach to government poses for it.

Chapter 9 focuses on the institution of federalism. It has become a huge obstacle

to transforming government for the 21st century. New technologies and globaliza-

tion are deepening the interdependence between all three orders of government.

As a result, traditional ways of managing the federation, such as the division of

powers in the 1867 Constitution, Executive Federalism, or the Courts, are no

longer adequate on their own. Governments need new sources of guidance and

direction to manage new forms of interdependence. It should come from citizens.

We propose a new approach to federal-provincial (and municipal) relations that

would give citizens a special role in helping to define the goals and outcomes they

want their governments to achieve together in key areas of interdependence.

Chapter 10 starts the process of consolidating the ideas and arguments in the

book. First, it revisits the two basic arguments against collaboration: citizens

don’t want to be engaged; and this kind of approach would undermine our system

of government. We show how we think we have responded to these concerns.

Insofar as we have been successful, what stands in the way of major change

toward a more collaborative form of government? We then go on to consider

what the changes mean for political leadership. Getting citizens engaged will take

a special kind of leadership. This is not the work of a “self-made man” or even a

Great Man. It will take someone with genuinely collaborative skills. Such a leader

must be able to listen to ordinary people and take direction from them. At the

same time, he or she needs to be able to make clear which tasks belong to indi-

viduals, communities and businesses, on the one hand, and government, on the

other. A more collaborative approach also makes new room for backbenchers and

opposition members. Deliberation and debate become a critical and ongoing
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activity within communities of all sorts. The natural “facilitators” of such dialogues

are the elected representatives.

Chapter 11 draws the threads of discussion together by describing how societies

like Canada have evolved and changed over the last few decades and how this is

changing our sense of identity as individuals and our conception of the nation-state. The

chapter outlines a new kind of nation-building for the 21st century, although

“community-building” is probably a better description of the process. The idea is

that social cohesion can rest on something other than ethnic or economic nation-

alism. It can be created by democratic choice, that is, it can result from a commitment

on the part of individuals to a set of goals that define a special purpose for them as

a community, whether at the level of country or a sub-group within it. Canada is in

transition. It is evolving from a conventional 19th century nation-state into a kind

of network-of-networks, or what we call a community-of-purpose.

Chapter 12 brings the discussion to a close. It consolidates the findings in seven

basic recommendations setting out what must be done to ensure that Canadians

are on the right path for the future.  
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Chapter 2

Why Governance 
has to Change

The new paradigm for business 
More than a century ago, the German sociologist Max Weber provided the

classic analysis of modern bureaucracies, private and public—that of the pyramid.

In this view, a well-organized bureaucracy is divided into sections, each with an

assigned task. Roles are arranged in a hierarchy, with those performing the

simplest tasks at the bottom. Higher up are the people who design the final pro -

ducts or services. At the top of the pyramid are the senior managers, who

generate the goals for the organization and oversee the processes below. 

The model was powerfully illustrated by Henry Ford’s assembly line factory,

where complex tasks were broken down into their constituent parts and arranged

in a line, building the car from the wheels up. Indeed, a hundred years ago at the

Rouge Plant in Detroit, Ford’s workers actually began by turning ore into auto

parts—axles, transmissions, steering wheels—and then used the parts to assemble

automobiles. The designers who conceived the product hovered above the

labourers. Finally, above them were the managers, who controlled the production

process, ensuring that tasks were well-defined and uniformly carried out.

Over the last few decades, business has gone through an organizational revolu-

tion. Companies like Nike and Ford are no longer self-contained, hierarchical

structures. They are managers of huge global “supply chains,” involving dozens

or even hundreds of companies from around the world in the production,

marketing and distribution of a product. Their roles are carefully coordinated

and timed to produce it as efficiently as possible. 

Nike is a striking example. It is more a “brand identity” than a manufacturing firm,

using legions of contractors to handle the actual production of running shoes and

clothing while it concentrates on design, organization, marketing and promotion.
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The appropriate metaphor here is not a self-contained hierarchy so much as a

network, with its myriad nodes and connections and its inherent dynamism.

The modern corporation is unlike anything Weber or Ford could have ima -

gined—decentralized, specialized and constantly evolving. Companies around

the world have shed many of their conventional, hierarchical and centralized

practices in favour of partnership approaches. If stability and self-sufficiency were

the watchwords of Weber and Ford’s day, the modern corporation turns this

inside out. Managers talk of creating “synergies,” “alliances” and “leveraging”

abilities of people and organizations with complementary skills. Terms like “business

transformation,” “horizontality,” “collaboration” and “partnering” are standard

in the lexicon. 

Instead of managing for stability, managers today are preoccupied with change—

change in markets and suppliers, change in knowledge and information, change

in skills and resources. Businesses must be able to make and implement the deci-

sions needed to respond quickly and effectively, if they want to prosper. 

So corporations no longer see themselves as self-contained entities that own each

stage of the manufacturing process. Instead, they see themselves as increasingly

interdependent. They are nodes in an ever-expanding global network. The new

view is that distributing the work allows a Ford or Nike to use its own resources

more effectively—to improve its processes by specializing in what it does best,

while remaining flexible enough to adapt to new circumstances. As Thomas

Friedman concludes in his recent book The World Is Flat, these supply chains or

networks are now the organizational basis of the global economy: “[They affect]

everything—how communities and companies define themselves, where compa-

nies and communities stop and start, how individuals balance their different

identities as consumers, employees, shareholders, and citizens, and what role

government has to play.” In the short span of a generation, the entire world of

business has gone through a paradigm change that more than equals in impor-

tance Ford’s invention of the assembly line.

The governance environment today
These changes in the private sector have unfolded alongside other organizational

changes in our society. Over the last few decades there has been an explosion of new

not-for-profit or civil society organizations. They include voluntary organizations,

linguistic and cultural groups, professional associations, community organizations,

advocacy groups, websites and blogs, information networks, and new international

institutions, many of whom also form large national and international networks
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that link people in new and often surprising ways. As a result, they also often cut

across the boundaries of Canada’s traditional communities, as well as its interna-

tional borders. Many are highly engaged in public policy issues and/or the delivery

of public services. Over the last two decades civil society has emerged as a powerful

new force in democratic politics. 

Indeed, between globalization, the rise of civil society and the decline of deference

among citizens, modern democracies like our own appear to be charting a new

course. No one is sure where it will lead but it is at least clear that these new forces

outside government are ready, willing and able to challenge the legitimacy of its

decisions and the processes by which it reaches them. While governments have

responded with talk of greater openness, collaboration, partnerships, democratic

renewal and so on, unlike businesses, they have not gone through anything that

could fairly be described as a paradigm shift of their own. On the contrary, they

remain bound by the hierarchical, controlling and secretive culture of the past. 

But something seems ready to give. The more diverse, complex and networked

our society becomes, the more obvious it is that government is increasingly out

of step. Over the last decade or so, a number of important principles have

emerged that clarify why and how our governments need to change.

First, government can’t keep up with the pace of other social and economic actors.

Notoriously, they are way too slow at making and implementing decisions. They

remain trapped in bureaucratic processes and structures from the past. Virtually

everyone agrees that this a major drag on business, the not-for-profit sector and

citizens. But progress has been slow. If governments don’t learn to move at the real

speed of events, events may well find a way to pass them by. Decision making has to

move closer to the people and organizations affected by it.

Second, by the same token, the speed of change today makes it very difficult for

governments to plan for the future. Fifty years ago, it was quite possible, say, for a

political party to lay out its election platform with a reasonable degree of confidence

that it knew the main issues it would be addressing over the next four years. Today

issues move at blinding speed. A government may be focused on a plummeting

dollar one week and an outbreak of SARS the next. That makes old-style planning,

whether at the political or public services levels, enormously difficult if not impos-

sible. Yet we still expect governments to behave this way. Governments must stop trying

to plan for what they can’t know and focus more on learning to manage change. 

Third, conventional government was not designed to manage complex tasks. In

the old days, government departments focused on more circumscribed tasks, such

as building ports and bridges, keeping the peace or negotiating an international
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treaty. Initiatives like these are fairly responsive to a top-down, command-and-

control approach precisely because they can be circumscribed. It is easier to set

clear goals, develop a plan to achieve them and implement it. This also makes it

easier to fit a particular project into departmental silos. By comparison, issues like

global warming, global terrorism or integrating a national health system are

exceedingly complex. They sprawl across a number of policy fields, requiring not

only high levels of policy and technical expertise, but a coordinated response

from a range of departments and even governments. Achieving this kind of coor-

dination is a huge challenge for conventional governments. More often than not

the left hand doesn’t know what the right hand is doing. Overcoming this will

take some major changes. Collaboration and partnerships are critical tools in an

increasingly horizontal world.

Fourth, governments today often find themselves competing with other organiza-

tions for public support. A half century ago, there weren’t nearly so many players

in the public arena. Now when a government proposes an initiative there may be

scores of private and third sector organizations already active in the field. Many

are well resourced, have high levels of policy expertise, and may be in disagree-

ment with the government’s agenda. When this happens, they can and often do

challenge its plans, perhaps throwing them off course. The media too play a major

role here, presenting ideas, shaping public opinion and provoking reaction. And,

of course, the more informed ordinary citizens become the more likely they are to

hold and express strong views of their own on issues of the day, which can also

surprise a government and undermine its plans. Governments must open up the policy

process to bring in other organizations—and the public—from the beginning. They must

be more willing to see themselves as one player among many in the field.

Finally, as people and organizations connect in all kinds of new ways, traditional

boundaries are becoming flexible and porous. Events that in earlier times would

have seemed unrelated now reveal themselves to have deep and often powerful

connections. Thus the collapse of the Thai Bhat can send currencies around the

world into a tailspin, whereas once upon a time its impact would have been

largely confined to the Thai economy. Similarly, policy areas such as the environ-

ment and population health are now intimately connected so that, say, CO2

released from manufacturing plants on the American side of the border can cause

health problems for Canadians in Toronto. The world of self-contained jurisdictions,

hierarchy and silos reflects the past rather than the future. We are moving into

another era, based on different organizational principles. The network has

replaced Weber’s pyramid as the new metaphor of choice.
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In sum, 50 or a hundred years ago, traditional government worked well because

the world was a slower, simpler place. That has changed. As a result, the environ-

ment in which governments govern has changed. Yet we continue to govern from

within the old paradigm. And our political culture reflects it. Public debate in the

media still proceeds as though there are simple solutions to complex problems; we

want governments to control what is beyond their reach; and we blame them for

not foreseeing what no one could know. Consider, for example, the rise in violent

crime in some cities and the calls to correct it through harsher sentences. Research

has shown consistently that this approach—in isolation—has little effect on crime

rates. They are the product of more complex social and economic issues that will

not be solved by stiffer sentences alone. Yet the calls for harsher measures as a way

to stop crime continue, often encouraged by politicians and the media.

In a democracy, governments should be judged on the basis of their performance;

on their having achieved the commitments they made and on their having made

commitments worth achieving. But the more complex the environment becomes,

the more difficult it is for them to predict what the world will be like a year or so

down the road; or to succeed in implementing and agenda in the interim. As citi-

zens, we need to be more realistic and practical about the role governments

should be playing and the kind of leadership we can expect from them. As long

as we place unrealistic expectations on our governments, it will be very difficult

for them to change. Indeed, it tends to push them in the other direction. As

governments try to develop and implement a conventional agenda, they often

find they are being overtaken by events. The natural reflex is to further centralize

control in order to regain control. This only makes things worse.

Political scientist Donald Savoie’s 1999 study of federal power in Canada,

Governing from the Centre, provides a convenient example of this. He shows how

over the life of the Liberal Government of Prime Minister Jean Chrétien power

was increasingly centralized in the Prime Minister’s Office and a few key agen-

cies, such as the Privy Council Office. As a result, Savoie says, Cabinet was

transformed into little more than a focus group for a handful of ministers and

senior bureaucrats, who were the real decision makers. We cite his findings here

not to cast aspersions on officials at the top rung of this government, but rather

to help us catch a glimpse of how the situation looks from the inside and how that

impacts on governance. 
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Governing from the centre
In a Toronto Star article from November, 2003, written to mark the end of the

Chretien decade, former Chrétien senior advisor Eddie Goldenberg replied to

Savoie’s charges. In his view, the kind of centralized control documented by

Savoie was in fact normal and appropriate. He claimed that is was confined to

“some cross-cutting issues that [could not] be resolved by individual ministers or

caucus committees.” Goldenberg defended the Chretien government’s record by

concluding: “There is no substitute to governing from the Centre.” 

Goldenberg’s argument has a long and venerable history in public administration.

Cross-cutting issues have always been a problem. They affect many ministers but

are the sole responsibility of none—which is why they are cross-cutting. An effec-

tive response must be designed to span the areas affected. In the conventional

view, only the PM and central agencies have that kind of authority; and tradition-

ally it was understood that such a response should be led from the Centre. So, as

things stand, Goldenberg appears to be on solid ground: such issues often require

strong, centralized leadership from the prime minister and central agencies.

But as we move into the 21st century, this way of looking at things is increasingly

unsatisfactory. Something new is happening. Cross-cutting issues are multiplying

like rabbits. Old policy fields are fusing in new ways. Health is an example.

Governments used to think that health policy was about curing sickness. Now

they recognize that it is also about preventing it. This, in turn, has led them to

focus on the causes of illness—such as obesity, smoking, pollutants and workplace

stress—and ways to prevent it, such as exercise, public education or drugs. 

Health policy today is a maze of connections to other areas, such as parks and

recreation, education, the environment and labour. It not only raises all sorts of

new cross-cutting issues—the whole policy field increasingly cross-cuts other

ones. In fact, this is all part of the growing networked nature of our society. A

similar story could be told about the issues in the environment, immigration,

education, security, justice, aboriginal issues and the like. 

Goldenberg’s answer fails to take account of this. It harks back to a time when

Canada was a simpler place; when governments were smaller, more collegial and

organized around more clearly defined tasks. In that world, cross-cutting issues

were the exception rather than the rule. The Goldenberg view made sense. But

that is just what has changed; and it raises a serious issue for democratic gover-

nance. If Goldenberg is right and there is no real substitute to governing from

the centre, we should probably resign ourselves to the fact that the PMO and

PCO will play an ever-greater role in governance. The result will be a growing
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consolidation of power there. The deeper story behind Savoie’s book is thus that

it uncovers a trend, not an aberration. As for Goldenberg, he either underesti-

mates or ignores it.

The immediate lesson is that this trend to centralization is in large part a reac-

tion to complexity, uncertainty, interdependence and the growing number of

players in the field—to the changes under way in our society. The more unpre-

dictable things become the more decision makers at the centre of power struggle

to reassert control, usually by trying to rein in those who fall directly under their

authority—such as government back-benchers and line-departments in the

bureaucracy. Centralization is a logical consequence of the belief of leaders that

they must do what they can to ensure their plans and decisions are carried out in

an increasingly complex, changing and uncertain environment. It is a last-ditch

effort to continue governing from within an increasingly creaky, 19th century

command-and-control structure. 

In fact, this kind of centralization is probably unsustainable. It is on a collision

course with another new trend in our democracy. We saw that a whole range of

new players outside government is forming. It includes “civil society” groups, such

as church groups, women’s groups, labour unions, and public advocacy organiza-

tions, as well as all kinds of think tanks and a highly engaged private sector. These

groups constitute a new and rising force in democratic politics. Many are led by

well-paid, highly-skilled and very knowledgeable persons, whose job is to get the

issues they care about before government and the public. They are seeking a larger

role in governance. In part, this new-found independence has been fostered by the

tendency of senior governments to off-load responsibilities on these organizations

in fiscally tight times. It has encouraged them to become self-reliant and far less

willing to take direction from those governments. To ignore these “stakeholders”

is to invite their criticism, which for governments can be stinging. They are

emerging as a huge counterweight to the centralizing trend. Their growing

numbers and influence is forcing governments to reach out and consult them on

a wide range of issues, from the environment to taxes, making it harder and harder

for politicians and bureaucrats to make policy in isolation. 

The result is a growing recognition, first, that the old approach to governance is

changing; and, second, that there is a real and viable alternative to governing

from the centre. It aims at de-concentrating power through collaboration; at governing

more from the bottom-up by moving decision making closer to the people and

situations it affects. Such a change would also strengthen democracy. It would

empower communities, organizations and citizens by giving them a bigger role

in setting goals and priorities and in designing and delivering the programs and

services they care about. 
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This does not mean that all decision making should be more collaborative or bottom-up.

There are lots of places where top-down, command-and-control decision making

remains essential to good governance, from national security to some regulation

of the environment. Nor is it simply a question of either/or—either we govern

from the top-down or the bottom-up. There are degrees and forms of consulta-

tion in between the two extremes, from simply informing stakeholders of

government’s intentions to initiatives like the citizens’ assemblies on electoral

reform in British Columbia and Ontario. Where, when and how far governance

should be more bottom-up is a question for discussion. Suffice it to say here that

governments are hardly in danger of governing too much from the bottom-up.

Indeed, as we will see in later chapters, there are many places where more of this

would be highly desirable.

Still, many people within government resist this conclusion. They worry that it

will lead to cacophony and paralysis. “Too many cooks spoil the broth,” they

insist. This response plays to the deep and long-standing belief that ordinary

people are not up to the task of governing. It reflects a paternalistic view that only

government can be trusted to decide how best to promote our collective values

and way of life. The argument is deeply etched in our political psyche. But some

interesting and remarkable developments in computer programming have begun

to show the bogus nature of the assumptions on which it rests.

Open-source programming
With conventional software like, say, Microsoft Windows users can see what is

on the screen and are free to use the various functions as they wish; but they do

not have access to the program code behind the functions. That belongs to

Microsoft, who keeps it secret. However, a major trend in programming known

as open source challenges this thinking. It places users on an entirely new footing

by giving them access to the program. In effect, this turns the programming

model inside-out. Open source not only lets someone use the system; it also

invites them to alter the program as they see fit. 

To appreciate how radically this challenges conventional thinking, imagine that

when you purchase Windows you not only get to use it on your PC, but you’re

given access to the master file at Microsoft headquarters in Redmond,

Washington, and are free to change the program as you desire. While such an

arrangement may sound like a formula for chaos, it is just what open-source

programming does; and it has led to some spectacular results.
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One example is Linux, a computer operating system that is now used by thou-

sands of public and private organizations world-wide. Linux began humbly in

1991 as the spare-time project of Finnish computer scientist Linus Torvalds, who

was trying to develop a Unix-like operating system for his personal computer.

Eventually Torvalds realized that the project was too big for him to carry out

alone. The system was posted online, making the programming code available to

anyone who wanted it. In effect, they were invited to contribute to the project by

making whatever improvements and additions they thought best. 

Interest in the project exploded. Experts from around the globe got excited by

the idea and started logging on to participate in the development and refinement

of Linux, linking it into the broader GNU or free software movement. Today, it

is one of the most widely used operating systems in the world. The Chinese

government has made it the basic operating system for a number of its compa-

nies. Sony relies on it for key functions in its PlayStation 3. The fact that it is

available free of charge has allowed small companies and developing countries to

use it to build systems that they otherwise could not have afforded. Low cost and

high flexibility have made Linux the system of choice for a wide range of appli-

cations. According to Wikipedia, “Linux has become a major competitor to the

proprietary Symbian OS software and in handheld devices, it is an alternative to

the Windows CE and Palm OS operating systems.” 

Linux’s success rests on a remarkably simple idea: remove the barrier that sepa-

rates program and user. By allowing anyone, anytime, anywhere to enter the

system and change its basic program, this open-source approach revolutionizes

how system development happens. It is a radical experiment in open-ended

collaboration that has become the basis of an entire movement. There was no

central plan to organize or direct the volunteers who worked on Linux or a host

of other projects. The open-source approach just leaves it up to each participant

to decide what they could usefully add to the project. As a result, systems like

Linux exist in a state of constant change and evolution. Moreover, because this

evolution is driven by the community of users, it happens from the bottom-up.

There is no centralized control and no grand plan for how the system should be

improved, why, when or by whom. It is a result of the combined effort of all the

people who have contributed to its development. Indeed, the genius of the open-

source approach is that it can draw on an almost limitless pool of talent and

ingenuity and incorporate the results—something top-down systems simply cannot

do. Open source thus allows everyone who participates to put their own special

insights, ideas and expertise to work building the system. As a result, improve-

ment and innovation are a daily occurrence. 
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But can we really trust a piece of technology based on such ad hockery? Isn’t it at

constant risk from hackers who will try to sabotage it, eccentrics who will see it

as a platform for their latest crazy idea or dilettantes who are just plain incompe-

tent? Before Linux, most people would have written off the open-source idea

with the wave of a hand on the grounds that it is utterly naïve and violates

commonsense. But reality is sometimes stranger than fiction. These problems

solved themselves. The system is protected against error, eccentricity, vandalism

or sabotage by the community of users themselves. Just as they are responsible

for its development, they constantly monitor changes to the program and quickly

move to correct or improve them, as needed. There is thus a kind of continuous

peer review under way. So a hacker who tries to throw a wrench into the works

will be detected quickly and quarantined by a legion of volunteers who are

policing the system. These volunteers have a real sense of ownership of the

system and responsibility for its integrity. They are prepared to back that up with

action. So much for commonsense!

Computer programming is not the only place that the open-source concept has

been applied with remarkable results. It is emerging as much more than a

programming strategy. Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia, shows how open

source can also be applied as a knowledge-management strategy. Wikipedia is not

a computer program but a constantly evolving piece of scholarly knowledge. The

site now boasts over 1.3 million articles in English alone on almost every topic

imaginable. Articles can be written, posted, edited and expanded by anyone. And

anyone can access the text of any article and alter it. As with Linux, the high-

quality of the contributions is assured by the community of users, who constantly

monitor the system and move quickly to correct errors, quarantine vandals, and

build on or improve articles that are already there. At the same time, Wikipedia

can draw on an almost limitless array of talent and expertise from around the

world to produce, evaluate and edit its articles. Finally, the overall coherence of

the project arises from the users’ shared commitment to the goal of developing

an online encyclopedia that is freely available to everyone, comprehensive in its

subject matter, accurate, readable and up-to-date.

Conclusion
This chapter began with some arguments about why governance needs to change

and some principles that can help guide us toward the goal. We also looked at the

recent trend toward centralization at the highest levels of government. Finally,

the open source cases show that the conventional wisdom around how organiza-

tions work is deeply flawed. The traditional assumption that the best way to

coordinate large numbers of people around a common goal is through hierarchy
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and centralized control turns out to be demonstrably false. There are other ways

of doing it. In particular, large-scale, bottom-up initiatives not only can work,

they can be enormously innovative and productive. 

But if governance needs to change, and even if we have some principles to guide

us, getting there will not be easy. It requires a change in the basic relationship

between governments and citizens. For their part, governments need to learn

what it is to be more of a facilitator, enabler and partner, helping citizens, organi -

zations and communities to assume a new role in setting and achieving public

goals in many areas. But modern governments were not designed for such a

relationship. They were designed to control, not collaborate; to command, not

facilitate. As for citizens, NGOs, and so on, they need to accept that government

cannot continue to try to govern as it once did; that its power and ability to

foresee the future or solve multifaceted problems is very limited. We must be

ready to adjust our expectations and to ask what sort of leadership we can reason-

ably expect from our governments in the 21st century. 

In the next chapter we will look at how two sets of emerging tools—community-

based initiatives and internet-enabled engagement—could be tapped by

governments to begin changing how governance works. We have the tools, the

knowledge and the experience to start doing a lot of things differently. It is not

rocket science. Nor do we have to commit ourselves to a Big Bang that will

reshape the public sector in one felled swoop. There is nothing stopping govern-

ments from rolling up their sleeves and getting to some real, practical work on a

wide range of manageable, but hopefully trend-setting, projects.
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Chapter 3

Governing from the
Bottom-Up: Tools and
Approaches

The trend to consultation and engagement
For much of our history, policy making happened mainly inside government.

Policy expertise was concentrated in the public service; discussions about options

happened largely behind closed doors; and the results were announced by ministers

only after a plan was in place. Given their hierarchical and secretive nature, this

is hardly a surprise.

But, as we saw in the last chapter, today there is growing insistence on the need

for more openness and for “meaningful” consultation. While the public doesn’t

expect it on every issue, businesses, civil society and citizens want their voices

heard on issues of special concern to them. And they want to know that the final

results—the options considered and decisions made—have taken account of what

they had to say. 

Governments are in many ways still reluctant participants in such exercises. They

are afraid of losing control. Governing from the centre thus seems like the right

and natural thing to do. Nevertheless, in recent years the number of public

consultations has skyrocketed. Processes get launched on everything from

geneti cally engineered foods to social justice. Most major departments now have

consultation secretariats and are considering developing formal consultation

policies that will set out criteria defining when consultation is appropriate and

which processes should be used in which circumstances. 
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At the same time, this trend is raising concerns that the democratic process is

being hijacked by “special interest groups.” We saw how the number of public

advocacy organizations has grown. This new chorus of voices has become a major

player in the public policy process. Most claim to represent some sub-group of

citizens—such as immigrants, single mothers, the business community or the

homeless—and to be experts on the policies that respond to their needs. They

argue that governments therefore have a special obligation to consult them on

these issues. 

It is often very hard for governments to know how true such claims are. According

to the critics, they are often very misleading. Many of these organizations really

represent the views of the elites who control them, not citizens. In this view, while

ordinary citizens certainly want good governance, they are not especially inter-

ested in being engaged between elections. They have busy lives and with rare

exceptions—such as the 1992 national referendum on the Charlottetown

Accord—are content to leave the work of governing to governments. The real

pressure for citizen engagement comes from “special interest groups,” many of

whom are accountable to no one. The trend to more consultation and engage-

ment is therefore misguided.

The charge that the democratic process is being hijacked needs to be rebutted.

Not because it is wholly false, but because turning back the clock is not an option.

We are entering a world where there is likely to be far more consultation, not

less. If the critics are right that this could undermine democracy, it could also

greatly strengthen it. We must ensure that happens. It will take a lot of hard

work. The first step is to get clearer on why we need to engage Canadians more,

not less; and why organizations outside government have a critical role to play in

this. The next two chapters are dedicated to this. In this chapter, we begin by

providing a response to the critics, based on three points:

• We need better ways to assess what ordinary Canadians really think

about key issues; 

• New consultation and engagement tools are coming online that not

only make that possible, but allow governments to engage large

numbers of ordinary Canadians in deliberative discussions on issues

of concern to them; and 

• These new tools can be combined with other ones to move

Canadians and organizations from dialogue to action, enlisting their

help in solving a wide range of issues that governments cannot solve

on their own. 
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In Chapter 5 we will go on to consider why the not-for-profit sector has a special

role to play in strengthening our democracy by helping to engage ordinary citizens

more directly in governance.

A new engagement tool
One way to test where the public—or some subgroup within it—stands on an

issue is to connect with citizens directly and ask them what they think.

Traditional tools such as public opinion polling, surveys and focus groups fill this

gap. They can provide an important check on the claims of advocacy groups, as

well as helping to legitimate options and views under consideration. Nevertheless,

the suite of tools available for these purposes is less than perfect. Opinion polls and

surveys are confined to people’s responses at a particular moment in time. But this

can and does change quickly. Debate, exposure to the views of others, or new

information—all can affect how people think about an issue. 

A more reliable test would overcome this weakness by incorporating deliberation.

In other words, it would track the evolution of citizens’ views over time as they

discuss them with others and encounter new information. Focus groups take us

some distance in this direction. They allow a more nuanced discussion in which

participants can learn more about an issue. They can also interact with one

another, exchange ideas, adjust their views and even make trade-offs on options.

Not surprisingly, focus groups have become a staple for policy makers. But they

too have a weakness. They usually involve only a small number of people. As a

result, the findings are not very reliable. 

Ideally, then, to overcome some of the limitations of traditional consultations

processes, governments would have a way to engage large numbers of people that

is methodologically rigorous, designed to produce an informed, deliberative

discussion, and, of course, cost effective. 

The internet is launching a new era here. Governments, political parties and

advocacy groups are already using it to engage citizens and stakeholders in new

ways—just as they turned to the telephone, radio and TV in an earlier era. Online

consultations of all sorts have been used for over a decade now. But they have

suffered from a key weakness. Not enough people were available online to

ensure, say, that a survey could be truly representative of some group. There was

a high risk the results would be skewed. 
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That is changing. Internet use is exploding. As a result, reliable ways of engaging

a representative sample of citizens in an online consultation are within reach. Soon

we will be able to recruit a thousand or more “ordinary Canadians” from across

the country for a process with the same confidence we now have for telephone

surveys. Similarly, it will be possible to recruit participants from subgroups, such

as seniors, the disabled, members of the business community or citizens of a city.

Unlike telephone surveys, however, such processes can be genuinely deliberative.

They could continue for weeks or even months, allowing the moderators to

introduce new information at various points, giving participants access to expert

opinion, and permitting them to discuss, review and revise their opinions, as well

as make compromises and trade-offs. 

This is only the beginning. As new multi-media tools develop, the quality of

interaction and the kinds of forums available for engagement will improve.

Whole new technologies will appear. As they do, more and more people will

become accessible through them. At the same time, the cost of engaging people

will fall dramatically. Relative to the cost, say, of bringing a few hundred people

together from across the country for a two-day conference or assembly of some

kind, such tools will allow us to achieve the same results at a fraction of the cost—

and without travel time. All this virtually assures that they will be used by

governments, civil society and businesses for a wide variety of purposes. They are

a key part of our future, just as surely as public opinion polling, surveys and focus

groups were of our past.

Learning to use the tool
In its very early days, opinion polling involved face-to-face interviews in the

street or in people’s homes. By the mid-1920s Literary Digest was doing large-

scale mail surveys to predict the outcome of presidential elections. But polling

only really took off with the telephone. Once pollsters discovered they could

gather a scientific sample in a single night and broadcast the results the next day,

the die was cast. For the next half-century, politics would become increasingly

poll-driven. 

But as far as democracy goes, the results have been mixed at best. For example,

elected representatives used to be central to the policy process. They were the

direct link back to the voters. Leaders relied on them to get a sense of what

people were thinking on the ground and to help them decide how the public

might respond to a new policy or initiative. Similarly, political parties once

helped broker big ideas by bringing together like-minded people and trying to

capture their thinking on the issues of the day.
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Polling changed all that. Governments and party leaders found it cheaper, faster

and more reliable to poll than to listen to elected representatives or conduct party

processes. Today, their role is largely filled by a new cadre of strategists and

consultants. As a result, the influence of representatives and of the party rank-

and-file has declined. Politics has become more centralized and elite-driven.

Internet tools will take us a quantum leap beyond opinion polls, surveys and focus

groups. As we will see in a later chapter, they will also give us a chance to reverse

the elitist and centralizing trend of the last few decades. Governments and

politi cal parties could use them to make the policy process more inclusive, open,

transparent and responsive. Elected officials could use them to engage their

constituents in new ways, both in the riding and in parliamentary processes. 

But none of this is guaranteed. As the tools come on line, governments, political

parties and advocacy groups will use them—that is given. But will they use them

to strengthen citizens’ voices or to concentrate more influence in the hands of

party strategists and consultants? That has yet to be decided. If we want to get

beyond the status quo, we must begin developing and testing new and genuinely

deliberative approaches to e-consultation that will promote informed discussion

and debate, synthesis, compromise and trade-offs. Governments should be

leading this charge. Much work needs to be done around building the right skills.

There are also all kinds of methodological issues around these new engagement

tools. For example, research and analysis are needed on:

• Strategies on how to get participants to work through issues together,

without prejudicing the outcome; 

• Identifying the kind of information (and how much) needed to

ensure that they are well informed; 

• Blending existing consultation techniques with new technologies; 

• Benchmarking and tracking progress quantitatively and qualitatively

for different kinds of consultations; and 

• Resolving practical issues, such as the use of official languages or

ensuring that participants remain respectful of one another while still

speaking their minds.

In the end, the real challenge is to build a new civic culture, one that expresses

more clearly our roles, rights and responsibilities as citizens. Such a culture

reaches beyond our political institutions and into the workplace, our organiza-

tions, schools and communities. Organizations outside government, especially

so-called “civil-society organizations,” have a big role to play in this. 
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The community approach
Traditionally, when senior levels of government designed programs and services

for communities, they tended to focus on similarities rather than differences—

often in an effort to ensure that all communities are treated fairly. In practice,

“fairly” has tended to mean “the same.” Unfortunately, while treating everyone

the same way may be fair in one sense, it can also prevent governments from

tapping into unique resources and important opportunities. As a result, the

programs tend to blur rather than respond to differences. 

Over the last two decades governments across the country have been experi-

menting with “community approaches” in a variety of areas, ranging from

economic development to the delivery of public services. This is the result of

growing recognition that, while every community is different, federal and

provincial governments are not well-positioned to identify—let alone respond

to—their special needs, strengths or weaknesses.

A community approach aims to correct for this. It helps communities leverage

their special strengths or address their particular weaknesses by encouraging local

citizens, organizations and governments to develop and implement their own

solutions to their own problems. In this sense, the approach is meant to be

“bottom-up” rather than “top-down.”

In particular, communities contain a variety of networks, from community

service providers to church groups. These networks are often well connected

to—indeed, are constituted by—local people who know the community’s needs

and preferences, as well as its strengths and weaknesses. They contain pools of

knowledge and expertise regarding local concerns, issues, opportunities, and

resources that are essential to determining the special strengths, weakness and

opportunities that a particular community might have.

A community approach leverages this capital by getting the networks to work

together to identify opportunities, align themselves around a common goal and

formulate a realistic plan to achieve it. It is thus collaborative rather than hierar-

chical. At the same time, the process of engagement, reflection and debate is

critical to building the kind of unity-of-purpose, sense of ownership and empow-

erment among community members and organizations that will be needed for

them to work together effectively to implement the plan. It is thus also about

building or strengthening the sense of community.
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An example
Regent Park, home to some 7500 people, is one of the oldest publicly funded

housing communities in Canada. It is also among the poorest areas in the City of

Toronto. The average income is half that of other Toronto residents. One in five

people report no income at all. More than seven in ten families live in poverty,

including nearly five thousand children. Before Pathways, the high school

dropout rate in Regent Park was 56%, or twice the city average. Most of these

young people were winding up either in low paying jobs, crime and/or homeless-

ness. Previous efforts to reverse the drop out rate had failed.

The Pathways to Education project was launched in 2001. It aims at breaking the

cycle of poverty by getting young people to stay in school. It relies on a range of

tools, including financial rewards, such as a $4,000 bursary for post-secondary

tuition; group mentoring; and student-parent support workers, who link the

community, parents, students and schools together through the program. The

critical and innovative thing about Pathways, however, is that it uses these tools

to enlist students, parents, family and neighbours in the project of changing how

the community works, by changing the habits, attitudes and expectations of its

members. It recognizes that the drop-out rate is a social problem and that the

community must take a hand in solving it. The success rate speaks for itself.

Since its launch, 97% of Regent Park youth have enrolled in the program.

Pathways has:

• Cut absenteeism by over 50%; 

• Reduced the percentage of academically at-risk students from 40% 

to 14%; 

• Helped students achieve more credits than their peers at all 37 high

schools attended; 

• Helped students earn over 35% more credits in English, Science, and

Math, a dramatic increase from previous Regent Park students. 

The results achieved by Pathways are striking. The innovative aspect of the

program lies in its having recognized that the members of the community need

to be directly engaged in the task of solving the problem because they are far

better positioned than government to alter the values, beliefs and attitudes of

potential drop-outs. But to become engaged, first, they must see themselves as

having a real stake in the issue. In this case, that stake is the long-term well-being

of their children. Second, they must believe that they are in a position to make a

difference. This, in turn, means that they must have the authority to make some

choices about how to respond to the challenges. 
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If such a program is to succeed, governments must be prepared to stand back and

let community members put the resources to work in novel ways that they believe

are most likely to bring about results. This does not mean they are free to use

resources any way they wish. Nor does it mean that they needn’t account for that

use. It does mean that when governments sponsor such a program, they must

build enough flexibility into it to allow community members to make some real

and meaningful choices. They can hardly be expected to take responsibility for

solving problems unless they are empowered to make some decisions.

The community-engagement theme is an enormously rich one that could be

applied by governments to help achieve a wide range of goals, from the integra-

tion of new Canadians to environmental stewardship. We will explore some of

these opportunities in other chapters. For the moment, we should draw together

a few fundamental lessons from the case:

• First, a solution to social problems like these must involve the

community directly. Parents, students, community groups and

organizations, schools and governments must work together to help

people change basic habits, attitudes and expectations that stand in

the way of real change. Engagement strategies like mentoring or

incentives like bursaries are critical tools. 

• Second, community organizations are a lynchpin. They contain people

on the front lines who really know and care about the community, its

members and its problems. It is no accident that the Pathways project

began in a local health clinic. 

• Third, governments have a critical role as partners and enablers but

the heavy lifting must be done by the people on the front lines. This

kind of engagement cannot be managed from the 23rd floor of an

office tower in Ottawa or Toronto. 

• Fourth, cases like Pathways underline that social cohesion is about

more than reducing racial, cultural or class tensions. It is about

getting people and organizations working together in pursuit of a

common goal. It is about building a stronger sense of community. 

• Fifth, community initiatives like these work because they challenge

ordinary people to play a greater role in solving their problems. But

this makes sense only if they are free to make some choices about

how to do that. Cultural change cannot be imposed from the top

down. It must come from the bottom up. 
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• Finally, dialogue is critical. People need to hear one another and be

heard. They need to know that their voice counts. They must learn

to listen to others and to weigh what they say and think fairly. In the

end, they must be able to make compromises and adjustments in

order to work together to realize their goals. 

The complementary nature of these two tools
We said that for governments to be bottom-up is to have them engage citizens

more directly in setting and realizing public goals. We also said this involves a

more “distributed” kind of governance, by which we meant that decision making

moves closer to the people and organizations affected by it. The Pathways to

Education project is a good example.

Distributing governance is hardly a new idea, but until now it was manageable

only on a small scale, like the Pathways project. It takes a lot of coordination,

information sharing, planning, discussion and so on. Doing this with telephones,

file folders and snail mail is simply too slow and inefficient to work well on a large

scale. For organizations of any size, such as corporations or governments, the

logical alternative has always been centralization—until now.

As we saw in the last chapter, businesses today have moved away from the

pyramid model and are far more networked and decentralized. Old-style corpo-

rations have been transformed from stodgy, self-contained, hierarchical

structures into flexible global supply chains connecting dozens or even hundreds

of companies from around the world. 

Similarly, all kinds of associations and organizations in civil society are now

organized into networks. Thus while members join a group because of their

common interest in a purpose or goal, such as saving the whales, protecting a

language or lowering taxes, they are often relatively free to use their own ideas,

experiences and expertise to add value to the group as they see fit. They manage

their own place and role within it. They are bound together into a cohesive force

by their shared commitment to the goal.

Both business and NGO networks depend on new forms of management, gover-

nance and information sharing. New technologies are a critical enabler here. They

allow groups and organizations to multiply, to be of almost any size, to involve

members from anywhere and to be more-or-less self-organizing structures. 
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By the same token, we can use these tools to create the infrastructure needed to

manage large-scale, community-directed partnerships. They make it possible for

a whole community—whether a geographic one or a community-of-interest—to

discuss and debate issues; and for organizations and governments to share files

and information, plan and coordinate their activities. This creates huge potential

for engaging citizens and organizations in new ways. There are an increasing

number of public policy issues where a more bottom-up or community approach

would be very fruitful. As more and more citizens become internet literate, the

opportunities will grow. 

But are citizens really ready, willing and able to participate in this kind of gover-

nance? It would be too simple just to say yes. As we argued in the opening chapters,

ordinary citizens are very dependent on government. They look to it to act on their

behalf as a decision maker, provider and problem solver in a wide range of areas.

Perhaps ironically, however, governments are increasingly unable to solve many of

the issues facing them without the help of citizens. The reality, then, is that citizens

must become more involved if we want to find lasting solutions. Encouraging them

to do so and engaging them in the rights ways may be the single biggest challenge

now facing our governments. As we will see in the next chapter, the not-for-profit

sector has a key role to play in helping them solve it.
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Chapter 4

Engaging Citizens:
A Role for the Not-for-Profit
Sector

Do citizens really want a say?
In the summer of 2005, Crossing Boundaries, SES Research and the Public

Policy Forum conducted a telephone survey of over a thousand Canadians on

democratic engagement. First, they were presented with the following two state-

ments; and then asked which one best reflected their view:

• Citizens should have a more direct say in influencing public policy

and should have more opportunity to shape government decisions. 

• Between elections, it is the responsibility of the elected official to use

their best judgment and make policy decisions on behalf of citizens. 

Three out of every five participants chose the first statement over the second.

Apparently, a majority of Canadians is not content to leave governance entirely

to their elected representatives. They want a say in at least some of the issues. 

However, that conclusion seemed to conflict with another finding. The poll also

asked respondents if they had ever taken part in five common avenues of political

participation. The results were as follows:
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• 43% had never signed a petition;

• 62% had never attended a town hall meeting;

• 68% had never written a letter to an elected official;

• 78% had never joined a demonstration;

• 80% had never joined a political party.

A disappointing 24% or approximately 1 in 4 Canadians have never engaged in

any of these forms of political participation.[2]

When the results were published, media commentators all drew the same conclu-

sion: If you ask people whether they want a say in governance, of course they will

say yes. But when it comes to acting on that, it is a different story. In effect, their

attitude is, ‘I’m all for having a say, just don’t ask me to make any effort to get it.’ 

Oddly, none of the commentators seems to have noticed that there is another way

to read the results. Perhaps what Canadians were really saying is that they have

no confidence in any of these traditional forms of engagement. In this view, they

don’t believe that activities such as joining a political party or signing a petition

will make much difference so they don’t bother to participate in them. If that is

correct, it would explain the apparent contradiction in the responses.

There is a least one strong piece of evidence for this interpretation. Many of

these same Canadians are in fact very engaged in debate and action on public

policy issues, ranging from local crime to the environment. But they are doing it

through initiatives like Neighbourhood Watch or by supporting organizations

like the Sierra Club, rather than through political parties.

This possibility was the subject of a second Crossing Boundaries-SES Research

project. Sixty-nine “ordinary Canadians” were engaged in a deliberative, online

discussion about the not-for-profit sector.[3] The goal was to explore the relation-

ship between it and citizens, through a dialogue with citizens. Over a two-week

period, participants exchanged views on questions ranging from how they define

“community” to how they compare the role of not-for-profits with that of the

private sector or governments. 
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In the end, at least two important findings emerged from the dialogue. One was

that most of the participants (and the people they know) regard community

organizations, charities and NGOs as an effective way of becoming more active

in their communities. The other is that dialogues of this sort are an effective way

of testing ideas, engaging citizens and building networks. As we will see below,

these findings are consistent with other recent research.

But back to our starting point: We believe that Canadians really do want a more

active role in helping to solve key public policy issues, especially those that affect

them directly. The question we should really be asking is how best to engage them

in ways that they find meaningful. That is the main subject of this chapter. Drawing

on the Crossing Boundaries-SES dialogue and other recent work in the area, our

answer is that the not-for-profit sector has a vital role to play in the process.

Government and the not-for-profit sector—new trends
The idea that governments should work with the not-for-profit sector to serve

citizens better is hardly new. It has been discussed in the public policy community for

some time. In 1997 Tony Blair’s government in Great Britain attracted international

interest with its first series of compacts with the not-for-profit sector—agreements

that affirmed they shared common goals in the provision of public services. The main

emphasis was on developing partnerships around service delivery, though there was

also recognition of the role of civil society in policy development.

A similar approach occurred in Canada. Shortly after the Blair government’s

compacts, Statistics Canada issued a report detailing the size and economic

activity of the not-for-profit sector. The findings only confirmed how important

this part of the economy was becoming. It includes 161,000 organizations and

more than 6.5 million volunteers. As a percentage of GDP, Canada boasts the

second largest not-for-profit sector in the world. It spent $25.4 billion in 2001,

representing 2.5 % of the overall economy – more than 6.4 % when hospitals,

universities and colleges were included. 

In 2001, the Government of Canada signed its own accord with the not-for-

profit sector. It was drafted with the input of the “Joint Accord Table,” a group

comprised of fourteen representatives from the Government of Canada and the

voluntary sector, who were selected “to reflect a cross section of federal govern-

ment departments” as well as the sector itself. After two rounds of consultations

the parties emerged with a “consensus about the content of the accord and the

values, principles and commitments necessary for a stronger relationship

between the Government of Canada and the voluntary sector.” 
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The Accord explained that “external pressures”, such as “globalization, an increasingly

diverse population, new economic and social realities, and changing government

roles,”[4] led the parties to look for better ways of working together. It also

acknowledged the increased public awareness of the not-for-profit sector, and the

contribution it makes to civil society in “giving voice to citizens, identifying impor-

tant and emerging issues, shaping policies and providing important services.”[5] 

So over the last decade the not-for-profit sector as come to be seen by all three levels

of government as a prodigious and effective service provider, and as an impressive

source of policy expertise in virtually every area of public policy. As a result, govern-

ments now recognize the value of partnering with them in the delivery of public

services and the importance of consulting with them on policy development. For all

that, however, there has been little real discussion of their potential role as effective

agents for engaging citizens more meaningfully in governance.

Building community through civic engagement
The Accord defines the voluntary sector as follows: “[It] consists of organizations

that exist to serve a public benefit, are self-governing, do not distribute any profits

to members, and depend to a meaningful degree on volunteers. Membership or

involvement in these organizations is not compulsory, and they are independent of,

and institutionally distinct from the formal structures of government and the

private sector. Although many voluntary sector organizations rely on paid staff to

carry out their work, all depend on volunteers, at least on their boards of directors.”

Given these broad parameters, it is not surprising that the sector is as diverse and

multi-faceted as the communities it serves. Nevertheless, as the definition

suggests, we can still identify some key features of not-for-profits. For one thing,

unlike private sector organizations, they tend to emerge almost spontaneously.

People gather together in schools, church basements or legion halls in order to

solve a problem, contribute to a cause or achieve a goal. Where the need is great

enough, these informal processes may crystallize into an organization. Profit,

however, is not the driving force. Rather, it comes from the desire to contribute

to the community by helping to solve an issue or advance a cause. The culture of

such organizations thus is shaped not by personal gain but by a sense of personal

belonging and responsibility or public spiritedness. We can call it a sense of commu-

nity. It arises when people spontaneously join together to promote a cause or solve
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an issue they care about. Participation in such initiatives is very appropriately

described as civic engagement.

Not-for-profits thus make a contribution to our social well-being beyond the

pursuit of worthy goals. Robert Putnam, author of Bowling Alone and Making

Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy, has shown how the networks of

relationships that form through community initiatives are an essential part of the

social fabric of healthy democracies. They help establish trust, a basis for coop-

eration and a respect for egalitarian political relations between members of the

society. In short, they help ensure the kind of social cohesion democratic societies

need for everything from business relationships to politics. This “social capital”

is thus an extremely valuable by-product of civil society. Without it, our business

relationships would be more litigious, our politics more authoritarian and our

social life more fragmented.

The exchanges in the Crossing Boundaries-SES dialogue confirm these views.

Several of them commented on the public-spirited nature of participation in not-

for-profit organizations and community initiatives. As one respondent said: “While

I volunteer because I believe that I can contribute my skills and experience to help

the community, I also really enjoy doing it. In fact, I feel pretty good about making

a difference for each individual I serve when working the front-line...”

Other participants noted how their participation in voluntary organizations rested

on some kind of personal link to the issues. One person explained how having a child

made her far more conscious of her need to be active in her community and moti-

vated her to seek out others who were also raising children. Once the child grew up,

she lost the connection and stopped participating in local programs and events.

As for those who did not volunteer, their reasons did not reflect a lack of trust or

interest. On the contrary, there was a wistful note in their explanations. Thus one

respondent mused how as people get older it is harder to stay involved. Others

spoke about the challenges around finding time to volunteer in a long and hectic

work week.

Participants also emphasized the important role that dialogue and information

networks play in promoting community engagement. As one person said,

“Information gathering is a first level activity necessary to understand your world

and choose what you will do in it.” A whole discussion ensued about the impor-

tance of local news in supporting community involvement and dialogue.

Respondents lamented local papers being bought up by corporate chains with

syndicated editorials, and worried about how this made it so much more difficult

to keep a community focused on its issues.
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In sum, participants had a positive attitude about the not-for-profit sector and

were very well disposed to the idea of participating in community initiatives.

They saw such work as meaningful, rewarding and a good way of getting in touch

with their own communities. Whereas respondents to the telephone survey had

reported a low rate of participation in conventional political practices, a large

majority of participants in the dialogue were active in their community through

some volunteer role:

• 42% said they were occasionally active within their communities; 

• 35% said they were regularly active; 

• 23% said they were never active. 

These findings testify to the important role community initiatives play in

fostering a sense of community; and, in turn, the important role it plays in

making communities of all sorts work. 

So, in conclusion, effective government requires social capital, or what we have

called community; and community, in turn, results from civic engagement.

Insofar as this conclusion is correct, engaging the public in community initiatives

should be seen as a basic condition of good governance. Community-directed

initiatives help build both the autonomy of individuals and cohesion within their

communities. On the one hand, they encourage individuals to take responsibility

for and control over their own lives and to find the solutions to their own prob-

lems. Through such processes, the people involved develop the skills needed to

make and execute difficult choices. On the other hand, these processes are also

about the members of a community working together to solve a collective problem

or achieve a common goal. By working together to build or rebuild their commu-

nities, they are also building the new relationships and bonds of trust that will

help ensure its cohesiveness in the future. Such experiences thus are politically,

socially and personally empowering.

Collaboration: The real challenge
Now if participants were well disposed to the not-for-profit sector, they did not

simply believe that all was well there. In fact, they had quite a lively discussion

about the role of not-for-profits and their relationship to governments. It began

with some worries over accountability. One participant summed it up this way:
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A major difficulty I see with allowing the volunteer sector to deliver

core programs is a lack of accountability. See, if the provincial govern-

ment mucks things up, well, at least we have the ability to throw the

bums out in four years. Who do we throw out if an unelected, unac-

countable volunteer board mucks up the provision of critical services?

Although almost 90% of participants felt that the work done by the voluntary

sector plays an important or somewhat important role in their local community,

they were by no means inclined simply to turn responsibility for the delivery of

public services over to it. On the contrary, they were very clear about the need

for governments to remain engaged:

“I suppose then, that in some sense I’m conflicted on the issue. I defi-

nitely see the need for volunteering and I spend a good part of my life

in volunteer pursuits in my communities. On the other hand, we need

government to adequately fund critically needed programs, if you see

what I mean.”

“Can governments deliver the quality of service that I could get from a

volunteer organization? Probably not, but they can at least ensure that

the demands are met, whereas a volunteer organization may not have

the capacity to meet the demands.”

But if the conversation began with exchanges over accountability and funding, it

did not end there. As it progressed, it became clear that participants thought

these were more like the tip of an iceberg. They found themselves wondering

how the public and third sectors could work together to find effective solutions

to problems, without creating processes that end up paralyzing government. One

respondent summed this up well:

Government and volunteers need to work together to ensure the provi-

sion of services. But I’d also like to say that, in certain cases,

government cannot and must not await the actions of volunteers.

In the end, leadership, accountability, coordination and coherence emerged as

the key themes in this dialogue around the relationship between the public and

not-for-profit sectors. Through their exchanges, participants made it clear that

they were not contemplating a radically diminished role for governments, but

rather a changed one. Indeed, their overall view of the challenges for the future

can be summed up in a word: collaboration. They wanted governments to work

more effectively with each other, the not-for-profit, and even the private, sector.

The Accord makes a similar point:
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Canadians believe that their quality of life would improve if govern-

ments were able to more effectively coordinate their actions…they

expect all levels of government to work together to renew and improve

the environment, the local economy, community services and infra-

structure. And they do not want to pay more taxes for this.[6]

We share these views. We believe that the real challenge that the surging growth

in the not-for-profit sector poses for governments today is to learn to collaborate.

We have already raised the basic reason a number of times is this study. It is

straight-forward, well-known and has been widely discussed. James P. Ellsworth

and Dr. Lawrence Jones-Walters describe it eloquently in their paper “Journeys

in Governance: the Role of Federal Governments in Addressing Community

Issues and their Underlying Causes.” They argue that Canadians have a clear

sense that big issues like crime, homelessness, urban sprawl and climate change

are never going to be solved through the efforts of one government or sector.

“Citizens are convinced that these challenges require the public, voluntary and

private sectors to come together in redefining citizenship, community and lead-

ership.”[7] The authors rightly conclude that these issues must be tackled through

a “community paradigm,” rather than the traditional command-and-control

approach of government. That is how they are experienced by communities. And

that is how they will be solved. 

Shifting paradigms
Over the last two decades, the not-for-profit sector has worked with governments

on a wide range of community partnerships, such as Pathways to Education,

which was discussed in the last chapter. By-and-large, however, there is still a

strong tendency on the part of governments to see these partnerships as little

more than a contract for services. In such cases, government defines the terms

and conditions of the “partnership;” it writes them into a contract; and then it

manages the “partner” through the contract. In effect, this treats the NGO as

little more than an extension of the government’s own operational machinery,

which it then directs from above. These “partnerships” thus are still very much

part of the traditional command-and-control paradigm. 
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As we have already noted, however, community organizations are often much

more in touch with what is happening on the ground than governments. They

are better positioned to decide how services should be provided to maximize

benefits to local communities. By contrast, governments rarely have this kind of

knowledge of things at a community level. As a result, they tend to fashion one-

size-fits-all solutions.

If we want better results through more effective collaboration, governments must

be willing to tap into the not-for-profit sector’s specialized knowledge. As a first

step, this means taking a broader view of what is involved in service delivery part-

nerships. NGOs must be given more flexibility to shape the programs and services

they deliver in partnership with government, so that they match the needs of the

communities. The Accord with the federal government goes some distance in

recognizing this, but there is still a long way to go in implementing it. For their

part, the provinces seem more willing, perhaps because they are more deeply

involved in delivering key services, such as health, education and community serv-

ices. Nevertheless, the general point stands: governments have much to learn

about sharing resources, risk, decision making, accountability, and responsibility.

But even this does not get to the heart of the matter. Challenges such as commu-

nity crime, illiteracy, the integration of new Canadians, obesity and

environmental conservation will not be solved by partnerships around service

delivery, however flexible. Something more is needed. Governments must enlist

the public in helping to solve these issues. Lasting solutions require a change in

the public’s values, attitudes and behavior. Governments cannot command this.

Nor are they likely to bring it about through yet another program or service.

Citizens must realize that unless they are willing to make efforts and/or sacrifices,

and to influence others around them to do the same, the solutions will fail. The

challenge for governments is to help citizens assume this responsibility by giving

them a more meaningful role in defining the solutions. 

Not-for-profit organizations are well positioned to help here. It would be a short

step to enlist them. In many cases, they are already working with citizens to solve

such problems through community initiatives. NGOs and governments could

work together to use such projects to engage the public in ways that genuinely

empower them. Such a partnership thus would take us well beyond service delivery

and even policy development, and into governance. 

The process would begin with dialogue. Those involved need a chance to

exchange views, consider relevant information, weigh options, deliberate, make

trade-offs and compromises. The partners need to arrive at common goals and

priorities, and formulate a plan for achieving them, together.
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The Crossing Boundaries-SES dialogue helps us see how that would work. New

technologies can be used to engage a whole community—geographic or other-

wise—in such a dialogue. This is about much more than creating a huge chat

room and asking everyone to become a blogger. It is about hosting a deliberative

dialogue aimed at defining the goals and developing the plan we need to build or

strengthen some aspect of a community. It is about building relationships and

learning to collaborate. 

In this respect, pilots like the Crossing Boundaries-SES one are very encour-

aging. They show that the participants can interact effectively and respectfully

with one another in such a forum; that they can be responsive to new informa-

tion and ideas; that they can be willing to allow their views and opinions to be

discussed and challenged; and that they can change their perspectives and adopt

new positions as a result. Such processes are powerful tools for testing ideas,

setting goals and priorities, establishing new relationships and networks, and

building consensus—in short, for engaging citizens.

It is time that governments recognized that this kind of multi-sectoral, cross-

boundary dialogue and collaboration is an essential part of good governance.

They can no longer achieve the results they seek working in isolation. Issues such

as affordable housing, adapting to the knowledge economy, or integrating and

employing skilled and educated newcomers, will not be solved through old-style,

top-down approaches. The only alternative is for governments to learn to collab-

orate more effectively—between departments, with each other, with the private

and voluntary sectors, and, of course, with citizens. 

To get a clearer picture of what this looks like in practice we turn now to two

recent examples where community approaches were used to help the partners

overcome what we call the economic digital divide.
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Chapter 5

An Example:
Overcoming the 
Economic Digital Divide

The economic digital divide
Most Canadians regard Canada as a “sharing community.” Our social programs

transfer wealth from the more to the less well off. We have a progressive tax

system. Equalization ensures that in all parts of the country Canadians have

access to comparable levels of basic services. So if there is a growing debate over

sharing the wealth, it is not over whether sharing is the right thing to do, but how

far the commitment extends and what it includes. 

In particular, sharp differences have surfaced over government’s role in

promoting economic growth in underdeveloped regions of the country; and over

helping rural communities sustain themselves when times get tough, say, because

of a plant closure or the depletion of a key resource like fish or timber. Over the

last four decades Canadian governments have relied on economic development

programs, Employment Insurance and social assistance, to address these issues.

They have spent billions of dollars to diversify, rebuild or support local

economies that have faltered; and to help underdeveloped regions catch up. 

Today there is broad agreement that regional development strategies have not been

very successful. As for supporting faltering communities, policy makers worry that

too many of them have become chronically dependent on EI or social assistance.

Such benefits, they say, undermine the incentive to accept low-paying jobs or make

adjustments as conditions change. As a result, many parts of the country now find
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themselves facing two major problems: an underdeveloped or faltering economy

and a history of growing dependence that inhibits change and innovation.

There is a growing feeling in many quarters that the only real solution to chronic

underdevelopment is to move to where the opportunities are. But for more and

more people that turns out to be one of a handful of cities, including Halifax,

Montreal, Toronto, Calgary and Vancouver. Over the last two decades metropol-

itan areas like these have gained a new status. They are part of a network of cities

around the world that have been transformed by globalization and the rise of the

New Economy. Old industries like tourism, healthcare, pharmaceuticals and

aerospace are being rejuvenated and new ones are being born, from the genetic

engineering of plants to software for animated movies. 

From the viewpoint of rural communities—and even the smaller urban centres—

this is a troubling development. It threatens to turn their economic situation

from bad to worse, plunging them into an accelerating downward spiral. The

more they look shut-out of the New Economy, the more difficult it becomes to

attract or hold major investment or immigrants or, most importantly, to hang

onto their young people. 

So if in the past economic disparity was seen largely in terms of regions, such as

the Maritimes vs. southern Ontario, today it has been reconstituted as an urban-

rural divide. While a metropolitan area like Halifax shines, rural Nova Scotia

fades. A huge new political fault-line is emerging. We can call it the economic digital

divide. It is growing rapidly and threatens to become a crisis across the country. As

Michael Ignatieff recently noted, “…the rural-urban, metropolitan-regional

divide in Canada is the undiscussed national unity challenge of our time.” 

Victims of size, prisoners of geography 
From an economic perspective, rural economies have always been handicapped

by two factors: their size and their geography. Most were formed around resource

industries, such as fishing, mining, logging, or agriculture. The resource was

usually harvested for export, either domestically or abroad. In such communities,

industries that add value to a basic resource by refining it, such as turning logs

into furniture, are few and far between. That kind of work gets done elsewhere,

for two reasons. 

First, local markets are rarely big enough to support such businesses; and, second,

the factories and mills that add value tend to locate in urban centres, where they

have access to all the special services they need. Thus trees are either shipped out
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of rural areas as logs, or at best milled into basic timber. There a few factories

making furniture. As a result, most rural economies have failed to develop a

manufacturing sector. By the same token, their small populations limit their

capacity to spawn new businesses outside the community’s economic base, such

as restaurants or dry-cleaners. They too require a large enough population to

ensure a clientele.

The prospects for diversifying such communities look even worse today. Not

because they have been shut out of the New Economy. They have not. Their

resources find larger and larger markets overseas or south of the border.

Globalization is part of their daily life. The problem is in the way they partici-

pate in the New Economy. They feed its voracious appetite for resources, but

they do not enjoy the benefits and opportunities. For them, advances in tech-

nology simply mean that fewer and fewer people are needed to extract the

resource or get it to market. The result is higher levels of harvesting but falling

levels of employment. At the same time, globalization means that whatever

meagre efforts they might make to add value through manufacturing quickly pits

them against low-wage giants like China or Brazil, so there is even less hope of

diversifying the local economy than before. 

In effect, these communities are watching their resources disappear at an

alarming rate. At the same time they are receiving an ever-smaller share of the

benefits. As a result, their populations are shrinking and their towns are deterio-

rating. Most remain deeply dependent on a few major corporations, whose

interest is focused on extracting and selling the resource. No wonder they feel

vulnerable, threatened and helpless. In the face of the rapidly expanding and very

impersonal forces of globalization, the people of rural Canada recognize all too

clearly that they are victims of their size and prisoners of their geography.

Fortunately, there is some light on the horizon. 

Something new on the horizon
Four years ago Chris Anderson, the Editor of Wired Magazine, produced an essay

called ‘The Long Tail.’ It showed how e-commerce is revolutionizing industries

like books, music and film by moving us from mass production and mass

marketing to niche products and niche marketing. Anderson has since turned the

paper into a book of the same name. It is an exciting account of how new tech-

nologies are changing the global economy. To see how, first we need a thumbnail

sketch of recent economic history.
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The “old economy” emerged in the early 1800s with the shift from cottage indus-

tries to smokestack factories. Then, about a century ago, Henry Ford launched a

second revolution with his invention of the assembly line. It took the complex

tasks in a factory, broke them down into their constituent parts and arranged

them in a line. Ford’s brilliant insight was that the assembly line would let him

produce a particular item—the Model T—cheaply enough to make it affordable

to the average American. The era of mass production, distribution and marketing

had arrived. 

As we saw in Chapter 3, since the 1980s business has undergone yet another revo-

lution, moving from factories to networks. Nevertheless, while companies like

Nike may have abandoned their factories to build global supply chains, they still

have one foot in Henry Ford’s world. These supply chains still aim at mass

producing and mass marketing consumer goods. They are, in effect, global

versions of Ford’s assembly line.

According to Anderson, the next revolution is already well under way. If supply

chains allow a company like Nike to concentrate on what it does best, e-commerce

is pushing this to its logical conclusion. In the new model, businesses definitely

should do what they do best; but not only as part of a supply chain producing,

say, millions of running shoes. In the New Economy there is a market—a niche—

for just about anything. All you have to do is find it.

For example, Amazon.com hosts a network of specialty bookstores from around

the world. People everywhere use it to find obscure books. All they need is the

title, the author or a few key words and they can search the database, find it in

minutes, and have it delivered in days. 

Before this kind of e-network existed it just didn’t pay to run such a bookstore,

unless you were in a city the size of New York or London. Today a scholarly book-

store that belongs to Amazon’s network could as easily be located in Kapuskasing

as New York, because its real market is thousands of people scattered around the

globe. Moreover, there are thousands of obscure books on Amazon’s inventory list

that no one is actually looking for, yet it successfully markets them by programming

its system to form profiles of the users. It then uses these profiles to recommend

other titles from the list that may match a customer’s tastes. As a result, a big chunk

of Amazon’s sales now comes from obscure texts, many of which sell only a few

copies a year. Obscure books, it turns out, are very big business!

According to Anderson this is part of a massive two-step process that is changing

how business is done around the world. First, the internet lets a supplier like

Amazon offer consumers a vast supply of some item, such as rare books; second,
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various e-tools are used to help them find similar books within the mountain of

books on file. Whereas in the past sellers found buyers through advertising, today

e-commerce gets the buyer to drive the process. But when clients start seeking

new products, they look for ones that are specially suited to their tastes, not mass-

marketed ones. The result is exponential growth in “niche” markets—and a

buyer for almost any product. This, concludes Anderson, is the way of the future.

Small is beautiful. 

From a small-business perspective, the possibilities are huge. We can see, for

example, that it doesn’t take deep pockets to become a player of this sort in the

global marketplace. Increasingly, it is open to very small entrepreneurs, who in

principle can use it to market everything from home-made quilts to astrological

advice. e-Bay is the prototype. As a result, the global market is no longer the

exclusive domain of nations or corporations. It is increasingly possible for enter-

prising individuals and small groups to stake their own claim. As an economic

force, Anderson predicts that they will grow in significance and extend into a vast

range of products and services. 

If this is right, it is a ray of hope for troubled rural communities. A new kind of

economic equality is settling in whose implications are far-reaching. Anderson’s

“long tail economy” means that it is increasingly possible for individuals from

underdeveloped communities to overcome the restrictions of their size and

geography by using new technologies to break into e-commerce and market

something unique. 

In fact, we can push the envelope even further. It is worth asking what happens

when we combine Anderson’s long-tail idea with a more community-directed

approach to economic development. The answer is that it can help whole

communities mobilize their collective resources for the development and

marketing of a unique product or service. Cases can already be found where

communities have worked together to identify, develop and market their special

skills and assets and succeeded in vaulting themselves over the traditional barriers

to growth and development. Today they are punching well above their weight in

the New Economy. It is worth looking briefly at two such success stories to help

us see how new technologies and be combined with this kind of community

approach to generate growth and development.
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Two success stories

The Prince Rupert case
Prince Rupert is a small community in northern British Columbia with approxi-

mately 16,000 people. A decade ago, the city was in decline. Its traditional place

as a major port for the lumber and wood products industries was disappearing.

There was no clear alternative or vision for the future. 

The city responded by creating what at first looked like a regular development

committee—the Economic Development Commission. In hindsight, it marked

the beginning of a remarkable process in which stakeholders from across the

community engaged one another in discussion and debate, reassessed their tradi-

tional roles in the community and forged new relationships that allowed them to

work together in a new way.

As the initiative progressed, the commission found itself playing a critical role as

the facilitator of a community-wide debate over the community’s past, present

and future. As the process unfolded, this role expanded to include other vital

tasks. For example, it became the conduit for information for entrepreneurs and

a liaison for contacts in and outside the city. It lobbied with political and regula-

tory bodies beyond the municipal level and it served as both a problem solver and

strategic planner for the changing face of the city’s economy.

This last role in particular helped the Commission break new ground. As the

discussion progressed, it began to synthesize the findings into a single, coherent

vision for the future. At an early stage, the Commission concluded that it had to

focus attention, if it was to arrive at a clear plan. It decided to concentrate on

three key areas: waterfront development, value added industries and expansion

and support of existing industries. 

The commission defined the town’s key assets (North America’s closest port to

Asia, the continent’s deepest harbour, etc.) as its main strengths and proceeded to

launch a discussion around the kind of strategic plan it would need to capitalize

on them. As a result, a number of steps were taken. 

First, the city established a port authority in 1999 that has since transformed the

waterfront into one of the most vital on the west coast. Second, in considering

opportunities for development, the commission did not just look to the city’s

status as a port. Prince Rupert is also the western terminus of Canadian National,

the only railroad in North America to cross the continent both east-west and

north-south. Shippers therefore had seamless connections with major North
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American centres. By partnering with CN, the Port of Prince Rupert was able to

offer strategic connections throughout the continent.

The third and final pillar of its strategic plan lay in communications technologies,

which the commission recognized were essential to complete the economic infra-

structure it needed to realize its goals. It therefore went on to launch a project

called the Broadband Initiative, which is today transforming Prince Rupert into

one of the most connected communities in the country. The Broadband Initiative

is the only municipally-owned telecommunications network in western Canada.

It has provided the flexibility and independence needed for the city to take on

partnerships and joint ventures in the technologies industries. 

Today, Prince Rupert has rebounded, becoming one of the busiest ports on the

West Coast. When it found itself facing decline, it assembled its key stakeholders,

discussed and debated who it was as a community, what it felt were the strengths

it could build on, and developed a vision and a plan to achieve it. This turn-

around could not have happened without the participation of the whole

community. Changes of all sorts were needed on a variety of levels. Everyone had

a role to play. 

The Winnipeg film industry
In 1993 the film industry in Winnipeg was little more than a loose collection of

independent filmmakers. Very few major productions were actually filmed in

Manitoba and those that were took place in the summer months. As a result, skilled

professionals who wanted year-round work were forced to leave the province after

the summer season to seek work in other cities, such as Vancouver or Toronto. In

short, the industry was small, fragmented and highly seasonal in nature.

A decade ago, a visionary leader in the community concluded that the Winnipeg

film community had the resources to do much more. She pulled the local

members of the industry together and argued that they had a sufficient supply of

skilled labour to support a year-round industry. She persuaded them that if they

banded together, developed a single strategy and went after the Hollywood

producers, they could make the case to them that Winnipeg had the capacity for

year-round filming, that its cultural and physical diversity allowed for a wide

variety of projects, and that it would be cheaper to film in Manitoba than

Toronto, Vancouver or the U.S.

The Winnipeg film community responded. It pulled itself together into a virtual

community connected by email networks, websites and other communications

tools. A similar strategy was developed to target and communicate with key
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stakeholders in Hollywood. Through persistence and ingenuity the strategy paid

off. In effect, the film makers in Winnipeg not only united themselves, but they

became an active participant in the larger film community in Los Angeles,

building new contacts and relationships with their counterparts there. Today the

film sector has become one of the fastest growing businesses in the province.

Indeed, they are now marketing Manitoba filmmakers globally. 

Lessons
Insofar as we are discussing community approaches, these two cases differ in at

least one obvious respect. While Prince Rupert is a geographical community, the

Winnipeg film industry is a community-of-interest. Yet, in the end, that point is not

terribly important. Community-building—which is what we are really discussing

here—is about organizing a group of people around a shared goal, and then

getting them to work together in ways that will achieve it. Whether or not they

must share the same geographical space depends on their particular goals. We

can divide the community approach into four basic stages.

The first stage is about building the trust, commitment, mutual responsibility

and ownership of the process that a community needs to succeed in its endeavour.

As with the Prince Rupert Commission, it begins by engaging the members in a

deliberative discussion of who they are as a community and who they want to be

in future. This involves such things as history, values and culture; the identifica-

tion of collective resources, from skills to infrastructure to natural surroundings;

and aspirations for the future. The goal is to lay the foundation for a genuine

collaborative partnership between citizens, community organizations, businesses,

and governments. 

Once the base has been established, the group can move to the second phase of

discussion: planning. This includes identifying the special opportunities they are

well positioned to exploit, developing a realistic plan-of-action, and deciding how

they can work together to achieve it

The third stage is marketing the product or service. It means gathering and

sharing business intelligence among the various stakeholders and partners, the

identification of possible networks where the product could be marketed, and the

building of a client-base.

The final stage is, of course, delivery of the product or service and maintenance

of the client base.
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In setting out these four stages, it is important to underline the critical role of

new technologies. In the first stage, they provide the infrastructure that allows a

community to carry out a community-wide engagement process, to share infor-

mation, discuss options, make trade-offs and choices, and so on. In short, they

underwrite the process by which the community pulls itself together and begins

to relate to itself as a single, integrated entity.

In the planning, marketing and implementation phases, technology provides the

basic infrastructure to gather and share information, connect with networks

beyond the community’s borders, to deliver the product or services, and build the

relationship with the clients. 

Over the last two decades, new technologies have vastly expanded our capacity

for all these tasks. They allow us to build highly integrated communities, both

geographical and virtual, that can engage their entire population in deliberative

dialogue, share information among their members, coordinate activities, and

work together effectively to achieve goals, even though the membership may be

scattered across a province or around the world. In the old days of snail mail, tele-

phones and filing cabinets, community-building of this sort on any significant

scale was simply impossible.

The overarching lesson from this discussion is that the opportunities and bene-

fits associated with the New Economy are not tied to any specific geographical

boundaries or to size. The New Economy is not a distant place, confined to big

cities. Indeed, it is far less tied to geography than traditional economies. The

challenge for communities seeking to break into it is to find a niche that they are

well positioned to fill, develop the products or services, skills and strategies to fill

it, and market them. To achieve this, they must be able to band together and act

as a community—a group of people with a sense of mutual responsibility and

trust, a shared goal, a realistic plan to achieve it, and the skills, tools, resources

and commitment to work together to implement it.

Until now taking and holding a real space in the global economy required heft

and leverage of a sort that usually left individuals and small communities on the

sidelines. It was mainly the province of governments and big corporations. But as

the networks and supply chains develop, it is increasingly possible for small

players to tap into this burgeoning new resource and use it to build relationships

for a wide variety of purposes, of which commerce is only one. 

In The World is Flat, New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman arrives at a

similar conclusion. In his view, we are living in a world that has been rendered

“tiny” through the use of technology. But there has been a remarkable side effect:
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shrinking the world has also had the effect of “flattening”—or, as we might say,

levelling—the economic playing field. The optimistic message in Friedman’s

book is that, in the Information Age, anyone can be a player. We would add that,

by banding together with other like-minded individuals—building a commu-

nity—individuals can pool their skills and assets and leverage them in new ways

that can increase the impact exponentially.

Before closing, the final question we need to address here concerns the role of

governments. What should they be doing to facilitate this?

The Role of Government
Repositioning the relationship
We know that dependence can remove the incentive to take responsibility for

one’s own future and frustrate even the best efforts by others in the community

to promote change and development. Community approaches can help reverse

this trend. They empower citizens and local organizations, leading to stronger,

more self-reliant communities. Encouraging citizens and stakeholders to take

more responsibility for the decisions that shape their future and affect their well-

being results in a more entrepreneurial, dynamic and engaged relationship

between community members, community organizations, businesses, and

governments. It gives communities a sense of ownership of the process and moti-

vates them to engage in it in ways that may be critical to its success. For example,

if in its efforts to promote tourism a town asks its citizens to plant flowers in their

yards and improve the look of their community, they are more likely to comply

if they feel that they are the original authors of the project, rather than having it

imposed by government. In short, community approaches are an antidote to

dependence and fragmentation and a builder of autonomy and cohesion.

Members encourage and motivate one another to participate, to speak out, to

plan and to experiment—together.

A community-directed approach thus requires a new kind of relationship

between governments and citizens. It moves us beyond the traditional one in

which citizens are essentially passive consumers of government services and

toward a view of them as active participants in governance. This does not mean

that governments simply abdicate all control or responsibility. They must

continue to play a critical role in such initiatives. Municipal governments are

especially important here, as they are often on the front lines. They can help

organize and engage people at the grassroots level. In many cases they are the

natural candidates to lead such initiatives. By contrast, federal and provincial
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governments should aim more at acting as facilitators, enablers and partners. To

get a clearer sense of what this means in practice, we can sort federal and provin-

cial roles into three basic categories: 

• Removing obstacles;

• Helping to build capacity and infrastructure; and

• Supporting community plans.

We conclude this chapter with a few comments on each one.

Removing obstacles
Much work still needs to be done on simply understanding the community

approach. Many government departments still operate from the top down and

their programs are designed and administered in ways that are often as much a

deterrent to community-directed change as a support. 

For example, even when the language of partnerships is used to define the relation-

ship, there is still a strong tendency to micromanage projects or to explain away and

excuse overly complex application and approval processes. While accountability is

essential, current practices are often a significant barrier to exploring innovative

ways to access the New Economy. Too many reporting practices are unnecessarily

complex, restrictive and inflexible. All of this makes it difficult to plan and launch

initiatives. The real challenge is to get governments to agree on a set of goals,

priorities, standards and targets and then let communities operate within that

framework. To the extent that governments are unwilling to do that, the flexibility

communities need to tap into their own networks and resources disappears.

Duplication of services from different levels of government and jurisdictional

squabbles is another irritant that complicates community development. Greater

coordination between governments combined with a shared commitment to

support a bottom-up approach would make it easier for different partners to find

their own ways to organize around a common goal. 

Program silos too are a concern. In particular, development programs are scat-

tered across federal and provincial departments, making it hard to know which

ones are available or appropriate. Moreover, they are often narrow in focus and

time consuming to access. As a result, communities that develop a plan may be

forced to deconstruct it and then piece together funding for the various parts.

There is rarely a good fit so that even the pieces must be shoehorned into a

program. The result is to make a camel out of what was originally a horse.
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A final problem is that governments no longer provide core funding to commu-

nity organizations. As a result, they are forced to cast about in search of projects

that fit existing government programs so that they can fund their operations.

This makes it very difficult for them to do long-term planning and means that

much of their time, energy and resources are invested in simply keeping the

organization afloat.

Building capacity
While the issue of capacity building is a huge and complex one, space limits us

here to mentioning three things. First, communities cannot participate fully in

the New Economy without the right infrastructure and skills. These range from

traditional infrastructure, like roads and bridges, to technical skills to build and

maintain ICT infrastructure, to the soft-skills around collaboration.

Governments must help them meet these needs. Rural and northern communi-

ties feel particularly ignored.

Second, the really big challenges around capacity-building lie in helping commu-

nities assume a hands-on role in the development of a community plan and in

identifying and developing the skills and processes that would allow them to use

the new technology to organize differently.

Third, there are major issues around access to quality information. If information

is the critical resource that will help communities find a special place in the New

Economy, federal and provincial governments must become key stewards of it.

They have a natural role as knowledge brokers, a role that will grow rapidly as

we move into the Information Age. But old habits die hard. Far from acting like

stewards, they remain highly secretive and controlling in their use of informa-

tion. This has to change. Governments must learn to manage information in a

way that makes it readily available to the communities and businesses that need

it to develop the new relationships, products and services they need to prosper. 

Supporting the plan
We said that community approaches require a new relationship between citizens

and communities, on one hand, and governments, on the other. It should be clear

from our discussions that this is as much a cultural change as an organizational

or legal one. Getting there will require a clear recognition of their mutual

responsibilities and a high level of trust on both sides.
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For their part, citizens and community organizations need to know that, if they

rise to the challenge by coming together as a team, reviewing their past, assessing

the present and developing a realistic plan for the future, senior levels of govern-

ment will respond in kind. Communities must feel confident that, while

government is not the answer to all their needs, it will meet its responsibilities as

an enabler, facilitator, capacity builder and partner. 

For example, a community plan may call for regulatory changes that can only be

brought about by government, as happened in the Prince Rupert case. Governments

must be willing to respond quickly, reasonably and fairly to such requests. Or,

perhaps a community needs help in finding investment capital or acquiring technical

expertise. Governments should be ready, able and willing to help them solve such

issues. In short, they must be willing to come to the table as supportive and willing

partners. We can sum these expectations up in two key points.

First, governments need to have sufficiently flexible policies and instruments to

support community-driven approaches. In some cases this will involve a signifi-

cant change in how governments deal with communities. For example, insofar as

various government programs are designed to support such initiatives, from

funding to capacity building, they should be streamlined and made more easily

accessible. The narrow, silo-type approach needs to be more open and many

programs could be consolidated. Communities should not have to deconstruct

their plans to make them fit into a range of narrowly focused programs. 

Second, federal and provincial governments must be prepared to collaborate with

one another to avoid the kind of jurisdictional barriers that often interfere with

community efforts to launch a plan, from regulatory and licensing issues to training

and income support. There should be more robust agreements between those

governments that will permit front-line staff from different departments or levels of

government to work together to provide support for community-directed initiatives. 

In effect, we are calling for a new compact between communities and federal and provin-

cial governments, one in which communities would take greater responsibility for

solving their problems in exchange for a commitment from governments to work

more collaboratively with each other to support them.

Notwithstanding these comments, we fully appreciate that governments have a

responsibility to see that tax dollars are used wisely and properly accounted for.

Our point is that many current practices are unnecessarily restrictive and a more

open-minded discussion of how to balance accountability with flexibility is

possible and necessary. 
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Finally, let us say something about the responsibility governments carry for

funding such initiatives. The cold, hard reality is that the days of reliable and on-

going government funding for economic development are gone, if they ever

existed. If economic development is to be sustainable, strategic plans must be

based on innovative ways to attract investment or to market new products and

services. While this does not exclude a role for government as a funder—espe-

cially around the development of capacity, such as skills, infrastructure and

information—it shifts the burden for major or long-term funding elsewhere. The

case of Prince Rupert provides an impressive example of what can be achieved on

this level through the right kind of community-directed approach.
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Chapter 6

Building the Machinery
We Need to Govern Together 

We need new government machinery
Over the last few chapters we’ve talked a lot about community and community-

building through collaboration. It might be useful here to summarize what’s been

said. First we noted that communities can be geographical or non-geographical

(communities-of-interest), large or small, domestic or international. We

discussed how new technologies make possible the use of community approaches

on a scale far beyond anything that could be achieved with telephones, filing

cabinets and snail mail. They provide the infrastructure that lets a group of

people and organizations carry on a dialogue, arrive at common goals, then form

and implement a plan to achieve them. We then argued that governments should

view the not-for-profit sector as a potentially powerful ally and partner in

community-building. It is a reservoir of networks, organizations and people that

governments could tap to engage the public. 

Finally, in the last chapter, we looked at how two different communities—one

geographical and one non-geographical—turned to a community approach to help

them succeed in the New Economy. They not only used it to engage their commu-

nity directly, but to work together in ways that cut across traditional government

structures, such as programs, departments and even national boundaries. We

concluded that, if community approaches are to play a bigger role in solving public

policy issues, we need a new compact between governments and communities, one

that facilitates this kind of multi-stakeholder, cross-boundary collaboration. But

how ready, willing and able are governments to engage in such partnerships? 

Notwithstanding the examples provided in this study, the reality is that govern-

ments are very ambivalent about using community approaches on a large scale.

There are at least two reasons for this. One is organizational. Governments still
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operate very much from within the old paradigm—the self-contained, hierar-

chical silos. As a result, even when they want to collaborate, the system makes it

difficult, if not impossible. The other is more legal and constitutional. In many

ways, our system of government was actually designed to discourage collabora-

tion. In particular, it raises questions around our established views of privacy,

accountability and federalism.

If we really want our governments to collaborate more, then it is not enough to

call on our leaders to support partnerships. Leadership is essential but machinery

and rules matter too. Governments have no choice but to work with the tools at

hand and to abide by the rules. Without real changes at these two levels, progress

will quickly stall no matter who leads it.

So what kind of changes do we need? Over the next four chapters we will try to

answer that question. The issues here are deep, complex and often technical. In

keeping with the goals of this study, our aim is at once modest and ambitious.

Modest in that we do not expect to fully resolve them, but more to frame and

present them in a way that is accessible, informative and fair. Ambitious in that,

by framing them the right way, we try to point the way forward in a way that

shows why the issues are not intractable. 

This chapter begins the discussion by sketching the kind of organizational

change that is needed to make collaboration work—what we call “the machinery

issue.” But changing how government works, in turn, poses three key issues for

our system of government, which we call the “privacy,” “accountability” and

“federalism” questions. Chapters 8-10 carry on the discussion by framing each of

these issues and providing suggestions for how then might be addressed. A good

place to start the discussion is with the delivery of government services, where the

debate over collaboration has been under way for a couple of decades.

Seamless service and the fragmented 
state of governments
Not long ago, Crossing Boundaries conducted a national consultation on improving

government services. During one phase we worked with teachers in a Toronto high

school to develop an unusual research project for their political science students:

“What do you think it’s like to go out and get government services?” we asked them.

Most had interacted with government before. For example, the majority had drivers’

licenses, transit passes and health cards. Some even told stories of losing their wallets

and going to replace the contents at offices around the city. 
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But we pushed them a step further. We asked them to look into what was

required to start a business of their choosing. What permits and licenses would

they need? What would they have to do to get them? We gave them just enough

direction to get started and then left the rest to them. 

When we met again a few weeks later to hear their reports, they had a lot of

interesting things to say. Some described the experience as “daunting”, “VERY

time consuming” and a “big, full circle that got me nowhere.” Others felt that it

was “overall, a positive experience” or even “a great experience.” But virtually

everyone agreed on one point: Getting the things they needed to start riding

stables, jewelry businesses, clothing manufacturers and nightclubs could—and

should—be a lot easier. Why? 

When they turned to government to get a business number, a restaurant license,

record-of-employment forms or agricultural permits, the students found they

were getting bounced from department to department, and between levels of

government. The process made little sense to them. They were confused and

frustrated as they struggled to navigate through what seemed like an unending

series of offices, departments and levels of government. Why, they asked impa-

tiently, can’t there be one office that provides answers to all my questions, no

matter which level of government is involved? Governments have all the infor-

mation. Why can’t they just use it to give me an answer to a question based on

what I need to know rather than on what their department or jurisdiction is

responsible for? 

In the end, our students felt that if at times it really was necessary for an official

to pass them off to another department or level of government, at least the tran-

sition should feel simple and effortless for them—what public servants call

seamless service. But that was not the case. On the contrary, the various steps in the

process were disconnected and scattered, they were forced to act as the

connecting link between them, and their ability to get the information they

needed or closure to the various steps, was unreliable and frustrating.

These findings won’t surprise many people. Most of us have our own stories to

tell. But, like our students, what ordinary citizens find difficult to understand is

why. Why are government services so slow and uncoordinated? The private

sector seems light-years ahead of government here. For example, it has been

possible to use a bankcard in any ATM in the country and get access to your

personal account for over a decade. If businesses can work together to coordinate

services across organizational boundaries, why can’t governments too? What

must we do to make services more seamless? 
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In fact, the lack of coordination among government services is the tip of a very

large ice-berg. It is a visible indicator of the fragmented state of the government

bureaucracy lying below the surface and out of view of the public eye. If govern-

ments want to fix this, like the private sector, they must reorganize themselves in

ways that make them less hierarchical, less compartmentalized, and more flexible

in the assignment of roles. What most citizens—and business leaders—fail to

appreciate, however, is that such changes raise issues for governments they do not

raise for businesses. Governments must ensure a level of transparency and

accountability, respect for personal privacy and respect for the responsibilities of

other governments, that far exceeds any similar requirements for the private

sector. That makes organizational change much more difficult.

Nevertheless, if, as we have been suggesting, collaboration really is a critical

requirement for better governance, the fragmented state of government bureau-

cracy is now the single biggest obstacle to real progress. The moment we try to

launch a community initiative around, say, economic development or health serv-

ices, we start running up against the fragmented state of government. It makes

real collaboration very difficult, if not impossible. We call this “the machinery

issue.” As we move into the 21st century governments urgently need to fix it. If

they fail, their ability to work effectively with communities, businesses or other

governments will be seriously handicapped. This, in turn, means their ability to

achieve their goals will be too. Fixing the problem requires major change on at

least three fronts. Governments must be willing and able to work together more

effectively to:

• Streamline and harmonize regulatory frameworks; 

• Work across established boundaries at the program, departmental

and jurisdictional levels; and 

• Collect, use and share information in new ways. 

We will consider each of these points in turn; then conclude with a brief statement

of the issues they pose for our system of government.

Harmonizing standards and regulations
A few years ago, the federal government, the Government of Ontario, and the

Regional Municipality of Halton, Ontario cooperated on a ground-breaking

study. In an effort to determine how to make services more seamless, the three

governments decided to “map” the process a person must go through to obtain a

restaurateur’s license. To their surprise, they found that it involved getting over

30 permits, from all three orders of government. Worse still, when officials tried
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to trace out the various steps in the process, they found no clear pathway from

beginning to end. Citizens were expected to navigate the maze on their own,

much as our students found with their projects. 

The researchers then decided to examine the process to find out how this

labyrinth was formed and what could be done to improve it. It turns out that the

key cause has to do with the standards and regulations governments were

creating for a variety of purposes, ranging from health and safety to zoning.

These measures were imposed by a variety of different departments and govern-

ments, who then often required the restaurateur to obtain a permit to

demonstrate that he or she had met the requirements. This, in turn, meant

making a visit to the right office to get it.

Moreover, the measures had been accumulating for decades. There had been

little or no contact between government departments to ensure that they were

coordinated, up-to-date, effective or necessary. As a result, the study uncovered a

bewilderingly long, complex and sometimes inconsistent list of regulations and

standards. In one eye-popping example, researchers found three different

temperatures at which a restaurant owner was required to freeze fish!

Sadly, the Halton case is not an exception. What the study brings to light is that

over the years a complex layer of regulatory requirements, standards, and

processes of all sorts has formed around many government services. Until now, it

has been all but invisible to the public eye. When we did hear about it, it was

usually in the form of anecdotal reports from disgruntled business people,

consumer organizations or the chambers of commerce. Government officials

typically responded by “explaining” that they were constrained by their jurisdic-

tional responsibilities. They would point out, for example, that having three

orders of government separates tasks and, as a result, issuing a license is a

complex affair, involving a variety of departments and governments. 

A clear lesson of the Halton study is that if services are ever to become more inte-

grated around the users, these frameworks must be streamlined and harmonized.

Thirty permits must be reduced, say, to five. But this is much easier said than

done. For one thing, there are often legitimate differences of opinion over regu-

lations and standards. Suppose that a particularly bad outbreak of salmonella

poisoning occurred in a certain town. It may be that the local town council was

elected on a promise to ensure that it would never happen again. As a result, they

may have introduced a regime of regulations that were far stricter than anything

that had come before. Provincial regulators, on the other hand, may have

concluded that the outbreak was a freak occurrence and so no major changes were

needed. As a result, they may have left their original regulations intact. The two
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governments end up with quite different views of what they think needs to be

done to adequately protect the public. This can make harmonization very difficult.

In a pluralistic democracy like our own, such differences are normal and legiti-

mate. Indeed, one reason why we want multiple levels of government is to ensure

that our governments deal with our interests differently at different levels. Thus

municipal governments are very focused on the particular history and needs of

the community they serve. By contrast, federal regulators take more of a national

and even international perspective on issues. This difference in focus and

perspective is often a good thing. Too much harmonization or agreement

between governments would eliminate it. So to some degree we expect our

governments to hold different views of what will best serve the public.

Still, not all such differences come down to a legitimate difference of views. Very

often they are the result of a simple failure to coordinate properly in the first

place. Thus particular governments or departments make regulations without

consulting others who are active in the field. As a result, the left hand simply does

not know what the right hand is doing. The Halton study is just one example.

In such cases, the real problem is less a disagreement over policy than a failure of

the process. The usual way of resolving such differences is for teams of bureaucrats

from the different governments to meet in hotel rooms around the country to

discuss and negotiate with one another over which changes are appropriate. But

because of the hierarchical nature of the bureaucracy, team members rarely have

the authority simply to agree to proposed changes. Rather, they must take these

back to their respective governments so that they can be reviewed by superiors. Not

surprisingly, such reviews often generate counter proposals of their own, which

must then be re-reviewed, and so on. As a result, meetings often drag on for years. 

The maze of standards and regulations that now exists is a serious obstacle to

effective collaboration. In practice, it means that a group of citizens, community

organizations, businesses and governments who are trying to work together to

solve problems often end up running into one regulatory obstacle after another

so that each step risks choking the entire initiative in red tape. As we saw with the

Prince Rupert example, however, the task of rebuilding the town’s economic base

required that governments were willing and able to expedite key regulatory

changes needed to make the plan work. 

From the viewpoint of collaboration, the overarching lesson from the Halton

study is two-fold. First, we need a faster, more effective way of streamlining and

harmonizing these frameworks so that they do not become a roadblock to legit-

imate efforts to solve problems in new ways. Second, we need to ensure that in
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future there is ongoing consultation and collaboration with the appropriate

parties around regulatory activity. We will return to how both of these conditions

might be met in Chapter 10 on federalism. 

For the moment, we need to go on and peel back yet another layer of the onion

of government bureaucracy in order to get at a second major obstacle to collab-

oration—the fragmented state of most major program areas, such as health,

education and community services. This problem is so pervasive that it now

threatens our ability to sustain key programs and services into the future. A

recent groundbreaking pilot in Alberta, the Alberta Hip and Knee Replacement

Project, helps us see both the current state of things and the opportunities and

challenges for the future.

The Alberta hip and knee replacement project
The one-year project involved 1200 hip and knee surgeries and was completed in

April 2006. Its goal was to test new ways to deliver services to see if they would

reduce wait-times. By any standard, the results were remarkable. Wait-times to

see an orthopaedic specialist were slashed from 35 to 6 weeks; the time between

the first consultation and surgery was reduced from 47 weeks to 4.7 weeks. A few

basic changes are behind these impressive results. 

First, instead of sending patients to a general practitioner, who would then refer

them to a specialist, patients’ first stop was a team of health professionals with the

combined expertise to do a full assessment of the patient’s needs. In effect, the

team was a one-stop shopping approach to a range of health services. This elim-

inated wait-times between the usual series of referrals. 

Second, a case manager was assigned to each patient, whose task was to guide the

individual through the various stages of the process, ensuring a smooth hand-off

from diagnostic test, to specialist, to surgeon. 

Finally, instead of keeping their own lists of patients, doctors “pooled” them.

This is much the same idea as the single line-ups at banks. It allows the next

person in line to go to the next available teller. That way no one gets stuck at the

end of a long, slow-moving queue.

Perhaps the most important finding from this pilot concerns the fragmented and

disorganized state of the health-care system—and the gains that can result from

better coordination between, and integration of, different stages of treatment. Such

gains will be needed if we are to sustain our health system into the future.
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According to one estimate, in the year 2000 health care costs consumed 31 per cent

of total provincial and territorial government revenues. By 2020 that figure is

expected to rise to 42 per cent. Unless governments can bring these rapidly esca-

lating costs under control, we risk losing our public health system. Similar

arguments could be made in other areas, such as education and community services.

A key part of the challenge lies in using new technologies to improve efficiency

and effectiveness. The Hip and Knee pilot is instructive here. It helps us see what

kinds of changes would achieve this. Generally speaking, the key changes in the

pilot were all aimed at organizing services more tightly around the needs and care

of the patient, what doctors call a “patient-centred” approach, and what public

servants call more generically a “citizen-centred” approach. 

The principle of patient-centred health care is almost universally accepted. After

all, it is hard to resist the idea that public services should be organized around the

service provider’s needs rather than the patient’s. But putting it into practice is

not so easy. For one thing, we must be willing to work across or even redraw

some deeply entrenched boundaries around roles and responsibilities, which, in

turn, can and often does challenge powerful interests. Second, we must be willing

to collect, use and share information in new ways, which, in turn, raises questions

about personal privacy. We turn now to consider what is involved in each of

these, beginning with the boundaries question.

Crossing boundaries
Working across or shifting established boundaries can raise serious issues. For

example, in the Hip and Knee pilot sending a patient directly to a team of special-

ists involved bypassing the general practitioner. Some people worried that this

could undermine the traditional doctor/patient relationship, which they saw as

the cornerstone of the health system. Others replied that doctors simply have a

vested interest in maintaining the status quo and put any unwillingness to change

down to intransigence. 

Whatever one’s view on the matter, the reality is that such differences of opinion

often arise. When they do they can make efforts to reorganize a system that is

difficult and very time consuming. Moreover, professional boundaries like these

are not the only, or even the most difficult, ones to deal with.

Suppose we were to suggest that the governments of Ontario and Quebec should

share MRI services to ensure that they get maximum use from their equipment;

or that Maritime governments should coordinate with one another so that each
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one could specialize in some particular service and share it with the others in

order to benefit from economies of scale. 

Initiatives like these might lead to a better use of resources and a drop in wait-

times. But they also raise questions about which governments should pay for

which services; or what services should be covered by a province’s health bene-

fits. Sorting out such issues would likely require that the governments involved

plan together to ensure that things like training, technology purchases, facilities,

and so on met their respective needs, as well as harmonizing some of their prac-

tices and aligning some policies. In short, it would require them to collaborate on

a potentially wide range of policies and services.

Or suppose that we wanted to improve the therapy services needed to rehabili-

tate patients after surgery, say, by providing therapy in their homes. A closer

working relationship would be needed between private or not-for-profit organi-

zations who provide these services, hospitals and doctors who request them, and

governments who pay for and regulate them. 

In short, if the pilot already required us to redraw the boundaries between patient

and physician, efforts to wring even greater benefits from the health system by

further integrating various services would force us to cross jurisdictional and even

private and third sector boundaries. This, in turn, would challenge us to decide

how committed we are to keeping jurisdictional spaces separate in order to protect

provincial or federal autonomy or to ensuring a sharp line between the role of the

public sector and that of other sectors in providing health care services.

A slightly different version of the crossing boundaries problem arises from

another important technique for integrating services, what bureaucrats call “clus-

tering” services. In this approach, similar or related services should be accessible

from a single point of access, so-called “single-window service.” Thus in the

federal government many departments provide services for seniors. A single-

window approach would aim at making as many of these services as possible

available from the same place. That would make it much easier for seniors to find

the services they need and to apply for them easily. But clustering services this

way quickly raises questions about where the boundaries of the new cluster lie. 

For example, if we agree to cluster services around seniors, does this include, say,

health services? If so, all or only some? What about financial or investment

advice, should they be included? And how broadly should we cast our jurisdic-

tional net? Should it be only those services within a single department? Should

we include all seniors’ services within a single government? Or should we take an
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intergovernmental view, in which seniors services from all three orders of

government will be included? What about NGOs and the private sector?

There is no right or wrong answer to these questions. There are only choices

about the trade-offs we are willing to make for different purposes. The point here

is that it is getting more and more difficult to justify the high price we pay for this

kind of fragmentation, and more and more difficult to see what real benefits it

brings. In the old organizational paradigm, individual programs, departments

and governments were viewed as self-contained entities, separated by well-

defined boundaries. They operated on their own, relatively isolated from other

programs and departments. 

That paradigm is breaking down. Today a policy field like health is vastly more

complex than even a few decades ago. It is connected in all kinds of ways to new

knowledge in other fields, such as the environment and education. This growing

interdependence between fields is forcing governments to change how they think

about and manage conventional boundaries. In practice, they are being crossed,

moved or broken down all over the place. Conventional ways of doing business

are less and less viable. Different parts of the system need to be joined up in new

ways to ensure that they are coordinated and that resources are being used effi-

ciently and effectively to achieve the goals we have set.

New technologies are both a driver of these changes, and a critical enabler for

managing the effects. For example, we are increasingly able to use them to help us

form a picture of the health system as a whole, much as satellites make it possible

to observe large weather systems. While this picture helps us see just how frag-

mented the system is, it also helps us see where changes can be made to improve

and integrate it, say, through reorganization, streamlining or automating processes.

But if we want to take advantage of this, we must be ready to confront the issues it

raises and make some hard decisions. In particular, we need to recognize that inte-

gration requires working across or even redrawing some conventional boundaries.

That, in turn, will have an impact on traditional roles and responsibilities.

Sharing information
The third major obstacle to collaboration concerns government’s willingness to

collect, use and share information in new ways. Making policies, running programs

and delivering services is an information-intensive business. Governments need

lots of it, and very different kinds, to do all the jobs they do. This can range from

personal data to demographic profiles to regional economic reports, to any number

of other kinds of information, depending on the program or service. 
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Collaboration multiplies the volume of information it takes to do a job, as well as

the number of people who need access to it. Indeed, one reason collaboration

failed to catch on earlier was that governments simply could not manage the flow

of information needed to make it work well. In the days of telephones, snail mail,

filing cabinets and carbon copies, the challenges around trying to share informa-

tion among, say, a dozen partners, most of whom were in different departments

or governments, would have been all but impossible to meet. The silo model thus

was not only the natural choice for the times—it was the right one, precisely

because it minimized the need to share information across boundaries. 

Internet technologies vastly increase our capacity to gather, organize, use and

share information for a variety of purposes, such as research, policy development,

case management, application processing, accountability, communications and

administration. This, in turn, makes it possible for much larger numbers of

people and organizations to collaborate on a task or series of tasks. But for that

to happen we must be able to ensure that the right person has the right informa-

tion at the right time, to perform the assigned task. 

For example, in the health sector there is much talk of creating a “system navi-

gator,” that is, a case manager who would guide patients through the various

stages of treatment and recovery. Ideally, the case manager would “hand off” the

client to the right care-givers at each stage in the process, ensuring, say, that an

elderly patient with a hip injury moved seamlessly from admission, to surgery, to

recovery, to therapy to homecare. But if this integrated approach is to work, the

case manager needs access to a wide range of information regarding the patient’s

needs, say, through an electronic health record. In addition, he or she must have

reliable communications links with all the people who have a role in providing

the patient’s care. Together, the electronic record and the communications

network provide the basic infrastructure for the kind of patient-centred health

services we need to make the system work better. They make it possible for a

diverse group of service providers to collaborate effectively and efficiently. 

A different approach to integrated services would allow citizens to become their

own portfolio managers in a system that is designed to allow them to access and

personalize their services to meet their particular needs. In this model, rather

than having a one-size fits all approach, governments would make programs flex-

ible enough for citizens to tailor them to their particular needs. The benefits of

such an approach are obvious. Just as the private sector allows us to tailor, say,

insurance programs to our needs, it would allow us to have a more personalized

relationship with government. But, as with health services, achieving this

requires access to a wide range of information, as well as the establishment of a

communications network that links the necessary service providers together. 
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In sum, information and information networks tell the people in the system what

to do and how and when to do it. They are to integrated services what software

is to computers. At bottom, this infrastructure is really a set of relationships and

information pathways, whose purpose is to ensure that the right information is

available to the right person at the right time so that they can perform some task.

Building such infrastructure is not a small challenge. The relationships must be

established one at a time. But once that has been done it becomes possible to

organize and integrate a diverse group of service providers so that the client can

move seamlessly from one stage in the process to another.

In an information society, citizens need many kinds of information for a wide

variety of purposes. For example, we need new information networks to help

businesses succeed in the New Economy; to ensure that decision makers have the

information they need to make informed policy choices about the heath care

system, immigration or labour market development; to ensure that citizens have

the information they need to make an informed choice in a democratic debate;

and to support First Nations and other cultural communities who are seeking to

maintain their linguistic and cultural identity in the midst of Canadian society.

Building the right kind of information networks is critical to ensuring that all of

these parties will be able to get the services they need when they need them.

More fundamentally, it is the basis for a different way of organizing government

that makes it possible to collaborate effectively across traditional boundaries,

such as programs, departments and jurisdictions.

Three issues
While politicians and many public servants now speak the language of “collabora-

tion,” most are still in the dark about what it really takes to make that happen and,

as we have noted, there is far more talk than action. Nevertheless, in the coming

years, public pressure on governments to work together to achieve better results

and provide better services is almost certain to intensify, for at least three reasons. 

• Information and communications technologies are making it easier for

us to peer into a world that until now remained largely hidden.

Mapping processes, such as the one use in the Halton Regional

Municipality study, allow governments, business organizations,

academics and others to put government under the microscope and

then present their findings in graphic detail for all to see. As a result,

the extent of the fragmentation, duplication, regulatory confusion, and

so on is becoming clear—as are the overall economic and social costs. 
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• Citizens see the private sector bounding ahead in its use of new tech-

nologies to improve services. Increasingly, they will expect similar

progress from governments. 

• It is increasingly obvious that our ability to sustain high quality social

programs in the future will require major adjustments to how they

are organized and delivered. 

In responding to these pressures, a basic challenge for governments is to do a

better job of coordinating and integrating programs and services. In practice, this

means clearing away obstacles such as outdated regulatory schemes, learning to

work together more effectively across organizational boundaries of all kinds, and

building the information networks needed to make information flow. But

jumping these hurdles raises new questions. Redesigning government in this way

challenges traditional assumptions about how it should work, from who controls

resources and who is responsible for errors, to how information should be used

and how we can ensure privacy. We can capture many of these concerns under

three basic headings: privacy, accountability and federalism. By way of a conclu-

sion, we introduce each one below, before turning to a more in-depth discussion

of each of them over the next three chapters.

PRIVACY: Governments are used to controlling access to their information hold-

ings and organizing them around their own priorities and interests. They are not

used to sharing information and in the case of most programs and services there

are strict rules prohibiting it. We have argued that more collaboration is essen-

tial for better government and governance; and that this requires a major increase

in the flow of information around the system. This, in turn, raises concerns about

the impact such changes may have on our personal privacy. According to some,

we are being asked to choose between more effective government and our

commitment to privacy. While we disagree with that view, we do think that our

conception of privacy needs to be revisited to help us adjust to a wired world.

ACCOUNTABILITY: We have seen that seamless government requires collaboration

between program managers, departments, governments and even the private and

third sectors. Many people worry that this poses a challenge to our traditional

understanding of ministerial accountability. In principle, each decision should be

traceable back to the person who authored it and, ultimately, back up the chain

of command to the deputy minister and the minister. By contrast, collaboration

suggests that decision making should not be seen as strictly vertical, that some-

times it is shared or jointly exercised with “partners” outside the organization’s

boundaries. Insofar as this breaks the chain of command on which traditional
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accountability rests, it raises the following question: How can the minister or

deputy minister be responsible for a decision that came from outside the system?

FEDERALISM: We saw how efforts to integrate programs and services quickly

bumped up against jurisdictional boundaries. Given the commitment in our

Constitution to the separation of federal and provincial spheres of activity, this

raises a particularly sensitive issue. There is often very strong resistance, espe-

cially from provinces, to the idea of integrating programs and services in ways

that require the alignment of policies across jurisdictional boundaries or the

creation of new mechanisms for joint or shared governance. These jurisdictional

walls—and the political culture that supports them—are one of the most serious

obstacles to the transformation of government. While we recognize that the

commitment to federalism is an essential part of our system of government that

must be respected, we argue that the practice of federalism has evolved and

changed over the years. It needs to be revisited again in light of the rise of digital

technologies to consider how best to deal with their impact on federalism.
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Chapter 7

The Privacy Question

Distinguishing between security and permission
When most people think about how new technologies may impact on their

personal privacy, they think of how more and more personal data is stored electron-

ically, from financial information to health records. They recall stories of how a

bank or government department mistakenly sent confidential information about

one client to another; or how hackers broke into a database and corrupted or stole

personal information, perhaps using people’s credit card numbers to buy things or

circulating confidential information about them. Understandably, they get worried.

However important these concerns may be, they cover only one aspect of the

privacy issue. They are focused on the level of security around how information is

stored or exchanged. This is an integral part of privacy protection, but the issues

it raises are largely technical ones that will be solved, if at all, by people with high

levels of expertise. Security in this sense refers to the level of protection that, say,

a particular firewall provides against hackers or a particular protocol against

human error or system malfunctions. There is an army of experts at work on

these issues and much progress has been made. 

But government’s responsibility to ensure our privacy reaches beyond the storage

and transmission of personal information. We also worry about how government

itself may use that information against us. We don’t want it to know too much

about us. This shifts attention away from security and onto who controls the

collection and use of personal information, which is a very different question. It

is grounded in long-standing views about how our system of government works;

and, in particular, about the limits it places on government’s authority to collect

and use personal information. These views are part of what is sometimes called

our “social contract,” that is, the basic principles and values that define the rela-

tionship between citizens and government. Governments cannot change the

terms of this arrangement without consulting citizens. It would therefore be

wrong of them to change how they gather, share or use personal information in
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ways that would alter our basic understanding of privacy without consulting citi-

zens. If they want to do that, first they must get citizens’ permission. What must

they do to meet this requirement?

In the end, there will be more than one answer to this question. Privacy protec-

tion is a complex idea and governments will need different kinds of permission for

different tasks. Sorting out which ones are needed where will take time, consulta-

tion and dialogue. The first step is to clarify what is at issue and how governments,

stakeholders and citizens should engage one another to decide what kind of

permission is appropriate for which task. That is the focus of this chapter. 

Privacy protection and the traditional 
architecture of government
In the last chapter we saw that a more collaborative approach to government

means that information—including personal information—must be shared more

effectively across program, departmental, and even jurisdictional, boundaries. As

a recent report by the Canadian Joint Public Sector Service Delivery and Chief

Information Officer’s Councils notes:  

A majority of Canadian citizens now expect seamless services and

service delivery… If we are to meet this expectation, there is a need for

integrated data collection and business processes so that … citizens can

apply for related services [such as business permits and licenses or

employment insurance and job training] in a single process, and infor-

mation is collected once and reused, consistent with legislative and

privacy safeguards.

So what is involved in getting “integrated data collection and business

processes?” What kinds of changes must we make to government? 

Conventional government is organized into groups of departments and agencies,

such as the departments of Health or Agriculture or the Canadian Space Agency.

Each one houses a number of programs and services that it uses to achieve its

goals. For example, a department of health may have a program that ensures that

people with chronic illnesses can get special drugs paid for by the government. 

To get access to such a program a person usually has to apply and be approved.

The application process will request personal information, perhaps about the

person’s financial status or illness. To ensure confidentiality, officials are not
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allowed to share that information with anyone outside the program, even if they

come from the same department. Moreover, the information usually cannot be

used for purposes beyond those for which it was gathered.

These twin commitments—to keep pieces of personal information separate and

to restrict their use—are the basis of government’s system for protecting our

privacy. They create a barrier between programs, effectively turning each one

into a personal-information silo—the industrial era equivalent of a firewall. This

prevents government from knowing too much about us; and so from being able

to use that knowledge in unacceptable ways. 

As we have already seen, however, there is a price to pay for the silo-approach,

namely, fragmentation. In earlier times, when governments had far fewer

programs and services, and relied on filing cabinets, snail mail and telephones,

that price was acceptable—perhaps even unavoidable. Today, it makes less and

less sense. Governments are now capable of much more sophisticated coordina-

tion between service providers and much greater integration of services. Citizens

expect it. And it will be necessary if we want social programs like healthcare to be

financially sustainable into the future. But these changes will not happen unless

program managers can use and share information—including personal informa-

tion—in new ways. 

So are citizens ready to let governments share more personal information in

exchange for better services? If so, how should governments go about getting

their permission to do so?

Trust is the real issue
Many of the options and strategies for getting permission have something in

common. They rest on a common principle, which we call the “Must-Ask” principle.

In essence, it says that, if governments want to use personal information in new ways,

they must tell citizens what they want to do with it, and ask them if it’s okay. 

In recent years, numerous strategies based on this principle have been proposed.

For example, some people think that government offices could give citizens a

choice, say, between a short, fast-moving queue that provides seamless services

and a long, slow-moving one for each individual service. They would be asked to

fill out a simple form or “tick a box” to signal their consent before getting the

integrated services. The assumption is that most people wouldn’t worry much

about the fact that faster service required more information sharing. They would

just opt for the better service and move on. As more and more services came
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online, the public would become comfortable with the changes and make the

adjustment. A similar strategy was used very successfully by the banks to intro-

duce Automated Teller Machines. 

Another possibility is to enlist the help of the Voluntary sector. These organiza-

tions already provide many services that involve the sharing of sensitive

information with governments, such as family counseling or community health

services, and many of them enjoy a high level of respect among Canadians.

Governments could benefit from this by asking NGOs to act as a kind of honest

broker for seamless service by delivering new, integrated services on behalf of

governments. Citizens might feel better about trusting them with the manage-

ment of their personal information.

Proposals such as these suggest that the issue around permission is not very trou-

bling. That conclusion is reinforced by the view that new technologies provide a

remarkable opportunity to improve how governments work, in everything from

processing applications to policy development. They could help patients navigate

a complex health system; help immigration officers to speed up the approval

process; and assist revenue officials to track down tax fraud. Citizens want these

kinds of improvements as much as governments. So why would they refuse to

give governments the permission they need to make them happen?

Unfortunately, things are not so simple. When we look more closely at the

changes needed to really integrate many services, many people get nervous. For

instance, to integrate health services a case worker must be able to access infor-

mation from across the health system and share it with other service providers,

like doctors, pharmacists, physiotherapists or homecare professionals, at other

points and stages. The simplest way to do this would be to link it in a single file—

an electronic health record. 

While some people are comfortable with this, lots are not. Someone who is HIV

positive may worry about having this information recorded on a master file. He

or she might fear that, once that happens, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to

stop all sorts of people from getting access to it. Where will all this lead, they

might ask? Could it create new forms of discrimination or unequal treatment?

Will the information leak out to my work mates or friends?

Similarly, someone who relies on social benefits such as welfare or employment

insurance but who owes money on their taxes may feel very vulnerable if officials

from the tax department have access to his or her social assistance files. Would

officials be tempted to use that information to intimidate them?
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The real point here is that, from the public’s perspective, the issue of permission

is closely linked to another idea—trust. The public certainly want better services

but there is also much distrust of government. Giving government yet more

power to peer into our private lives is worrying, to say the least. The specter of

Big Brother looms very large.

Examples like these also show us how the trust issue reaches beyond questions

around permission and into security concerns, as well. We already noted that

security issues are largely technical questions, such as how to create a robust fire-

wall. Most of us are not qualified to know when such a system is or is not secure.

We have to take government at is word when it tells us that, say, an electronic

health record is safe. Again, we are thrown back on trust—our trust that govern-

ments will be competent in their assessment and forthright in their findings. On

this, there is a lot of skepticism.

What can be done to reassure people that, once the permission has been given,

governments will continue to use this information in appropriate ways? Without

an adequate answer to this question, many people will continue to resist the idea

that governments need more flexibility to redesign themselves for the future. To

see where this leads, let’s look more closely at the Must-Ask principle and try to

unpack some of the intuitions behind it.

The private property paradigm
If we take the Must-Ask principle at face value, it suggests, first, that govern-

ments should not collect personal information without our consent; and, second,

that they should not use it for any new purposes without asking us. In theory, this

gives each person almost complete control over when, where, how and why his

or her personal information will be used by government.

The principle reflects an underlying view of the relationship between an individual

and his or her personal information. It invites us to see personal information as our

private property. Just as we think that others should not feel free to use our tools or

home without our consent, we think they should not feel free to use our personal

information without our consent. If governments want to share a piece of personal

information that they have collected on us, it follows that they should tell us what

they intend to do with it, and ask our permission to do so. We can call this the

private property paradigm. The Must-Ask principle flows logically from it.

Now there is certainly something attractive in this view. Most of us will like the

level of individual control it gives us over government’s use of our personal infor-
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mation. Indeed, many people are quite convinced that it is the “right” way to

think about personal information. But before we embrace it, we need to stop and

ask ourselves where it leads. 

In the current context, it suggests that, if we distrust what governments will do with

more control over our personal information, we not only have every right to block

their efforts to evolve in that direction, it is the rational and right thing to do. And

there are all kinds of influential people who argue just this. But is it really the right

way to think about privacy protection? Does it really do justice to the full range of

our intuitions about our relationship to government, or just some? 

If it is true that we want governments to respect our privacy, it is equally true that

we want them to be efficient, effective, responsive, innovative and creative. Too

narrow a focus on the private property paradigm will undermine this. The sheer

volume of information now flowing through governments is staggering—and it

is growing every day. On the one hand, this information is a huge new resource.

It could vastly improve government in all kinds of ways. On the other hand,

governments will not be able to integrate services, conduct new forms of research

or develop innovative new policies, without much greater flexibility to experi-

ment with it. This means being able to make all sorts of choices—often on a daily

basis. Practically speaking, if governments are required to keep coming back to

citizens each time they want to try something different or new, they will be

contacting citizens all the time. Nothing will get done.

So the real problem with the private property paradigm is that, without anything

else to act as a counterbalance, it fosters a culture of permission that is conserva-

tive, backward-looking and impractical in an information society—indeed, it is

unworkable. It may have been fine in a simpler time, but today information is a

key resource for almost everything governments do. It moves at lightning speed

and in quantities that are growing exponentially. Putting these kinds of restraints

on how government can use it would lead to paralysis. 

This forces us to ask whether there is a different way of thinking about privacy

protection—one that reinterprets the Must-Ask principle—and, if so, whether

citizens would be willing to accept it.

The public resource paradigm
Given our focus on personal information, it is useful to start by considering how

new techniques in data-mining are blurring the traditional distinction between

personal and generic information. Until very recently, whether a particular fact is
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personal or not has been regarded as a black or white, yes or no, affair. That is

changing. Increasingly, it depends on context. Consider the following.

If we are told that someone is a doctor, earns $300,000 per year, has three chil-

dren and lives in Langley BC, is this information personal or generic? Ten years

ago, it would have been considered generic, as long as there were no personal

identifiers attached, such as a name or address. Today, the status of these facts

from a privacy viewpoint may vary. As new techniques in data-mining improve,

it is increasingly possible to link “generic” data from a wide variety of sources and

then link them back to small groups or even specific people.

As data-miners get more skilled at pulling information together from different

sources, more and more “generic” facts like these will be able to be linked to very

small groups or individuals. So what appeared generic in one context may become

personal in another. What does this mean for our views on privacy protection? 

If such a world is subject only to the private property paradigm (and the Must-

Ask principle), the logical consequence is that there may be almost no limit to

what citizens can claim as their personal information. In our view, this can’t be

right. The real lesson here is that an information-rich society must recognize that

it cannot rely too exclusively on that paradigm. It leads to the unacceptable

conclusion that every citizen should have a very high level of control over an

almost endless amount of information about themselves. That would paralyze

governments. So in our view, to agree that citizens should have a strong say in

how their information is used does not imply that they own it in the same sense

that they own their car or their furniture. Nor does it mean that governments

own it. There is middle ground.

The alternative is that the information held by government is not anyone’s exclu-

sive property. It is a kind of public resource that belongs to the community as a

whole. The more knowledge-based our society becomes, the more important a

role this resource will play in helping our community prosper. Governments

should be seen as trustees or stewards of this resource. They have a responsibility

to use it in ways that will help Canadians adjust to change and prosper. At the

same time, governments have a responsibility to consult citizens on how they

plan to do that.

But neither do citizens have exclusive claim on the resource. They are more like

stakeholders in it, much as they are the stakeholders in Canada’s natural resources

or its accumulate ones, such as its cities and highways. Nevertheless, citizens

often have a much greater interest in some kinds of information, such as tomb-

stone data, health records or personal financial information, than in other kinds.
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That is because we are often vulnerable to how it is used. Misuse of it can harm

us and we have a right to be protected against that.

In the end, a balance must be struck. On the one hand, citizens must continue to

have enough direct and meaningful control over how their information is being

used to ensure their safety. On the other hand, it does not follow that they need

or should have full control over it, as the property paradigm suggests. It is a ques-

tion of degree. Others in the community also have an interest in how our

personal information is used. They expect their governments to be able to use it

to experiment, innovate and improve their policies and programs for the good of

the community as a whole.

In fact, support for the public resource view of information is already strong in

some cultural communities. Aboriginal peoples, for instance, are strong advo-

cates of it. They view some kind of community control over their information

resources as critical to preserving their identities and culture, especially regarding

traditional knowledge, such as medicine or their cultural history.

We can call this view the public resource paradigm to distinguish it from the private

property paradigm. How would it change the way personal information is used

or permission obtained? Would that help address the trust issue between citizens

and their governments?

How would it work?
Rather than expecting governments to ask permission for each new use of

personal information, the public resource paradigm suggests that governments

could ask citizens to let them use it in a variety of ways within a restricted area. 

For instance, information sharing might be limited to a certain cluster of services,

such as youth or seniors’ services, or, perhaps various sectors, such as health or

business. Inside these domains governments would be freer to share information.

However, this permission would not be open-ended. Governments would be

restricted by a framework of values, goals, principles, rules and protocols that

would guide them in how they used it within that domain. Oversight mecha-

nisms—such as an auditor of information or a privacy commissioner—would be

empowered to keep government in check. 

We should be clear that in defending this approach we are not rejecting the prop-

erty paradigm in favour of the public resource one. They should be seen as two

ends of a continuum. In an increasingly information-rich world, citizens will
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want governments to use the new resource to improve what they do. This means

that, as we move into the information age, we are collectively moving more

toward the public resource end of the continuum. But we must recognize that

different situations still call for different levels of consent. In many situations we

will still expect governments to explain precisely how and why they want to use

our information. In other cases, it may be impractical and only frustrate govern-

ment’s efforts to fix serious problems. In such cases, it may be appropriate to ask

citizens to endorse a framework approach based on the public resource paradigm.

Sorting out which cases go where will require dialogue, analysis and negotiation

among citizens, stakeholders and governments.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we think that separating these two paradigms help us to see more

clearly how the tension between information sharing and personal privacy might

be managed. While the approach we are proposing may give citizens less direct

control over some of their personal information than a strict application of the

property paradigm, we do not see that as a problem. There is every reason to

think that it can meet our needs and that the public would be comfortable with

it. With the right privacy frameworks in the right areas, they would still have

adequate protection and governments would have the flexibility they need to

innovate and improve. 

As Canadians enter the information age, new technologies are creating an

exciting, even historic, opportunity for governments to make major gains in how

they serve citizens. Our governments need to discuss more fully what it means to

look on their information holdings more as a public resource—and themselves as

the chief stewards of it. If governments rise to this challenge, they will be far

better positioned to support citizens as they adjust to and prepare for the future.

But citizens must also do their part. They must recognize and accept that govern-

ments need to redesign and reorganize themselves. In particular, they need to

accept that governments must change how they use and share information. The

public must be confident that its interests in privacy will be protected and will not

suffer in the process. In part, it means moving away from the tendency to think

and talk too exclusively from within a paradigm that sees personal information

only as someone’s property—whether citizens’ or governments’. All sides must

come to see it as part of a larger public resource that belongs to all Canadians.
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Chapter 8

The Accountability
Question[8]

Collaboration and accountability
This study argues for a more collaborative approach to government and gover-

nance. We think it is the way of the future and that the pressure to move in this

direction will only increase. In responding to these pressures, governments have

already begun to reach across program, departmental and jurisdictional boundaries,

as well as those separating the public, private and third sectors. They have been

experimenting with partnerships of all sorts for at least two decades. 

As we noted in a previous chapter, however, many elected officials and public

servants are still in the dark about what it really takes to make collaboration work.

Moreover, if there is much friendly talk about partnerships and collaboration,

there is also ambivalence, skepticism and even hostility, inside and outside

government. Privacy, as we saw in the last chapter, is one reason for this.

Concerns over accountability are another.

The problem, in a nutshell, is that, while collaboration is all about thinking and

acting horizontally, traditional practices of accountability are organized vertically.

In particular, there is a question whether a collaborative approach is consistent

with ministerial accountability. Indeed, “horizontal” or “joint” initiatives have

posed a significant challenge, not just for senior public servants, but also auditors

general, parliamentarians and other watchdogs of government.
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In our view, much of this angst is misplaced. While there are real questions about

how to adjust our practices of accountability for a more collaborative world, there

is no reason to think that it will undermine parliamentary government. On the

contrary, over the centuries that system has proven remarkably flexible. Not only

has it been exported to countries around the world from its original home in the

United Kingdom; it has evolved and adapted to other cultures and institutions.

In Canada, for example, the parliamentary system has been successfully

combined with federalism and more recently with the introduction of the

Charter of Rights and Freedoms. We are confident not only that it can survive

the digital revolution, with its powerful horizontal thrust, but prosper in it. The

task of this chapter is to frame the issue in a way that helps us address some of

these concerns and point the way forward.

Accounting for collaborative initiatives
Our practices of accountability have evolved in tandem with the traditional

hierar chical and closed structure of government departments. In a parliamentary

system of government, the primary focus of accountability is the minister. From

there it moves to the deputy minister and down the various levels of the bureau-

cracy. In principle, each decision should be traceable back to the person who

authored it and, ultimately, back up the chain of command to the deputy minister

and the minister. By contrast, collaboration suggests that decision making should

not be seen as strictly vertical, that sometimes it is shared or jointly exercised with

“partners” outside the organization’s boundaries. Insofar as this breaks the chain

of command on which traditional accountability rests, it raises the following

question: How can the minister or deputy minister be responsible for a decision

that came from outside the system?

This concern over accountability is often cited as the biggest impediment to

collaboration and integration. Parliamentary government, the argument goes,

simply wasn’t designed to handle the sharing of information, resources, risk,

reward, responsibility and decision making beyond clearly defined organizational

boundaries, such as a program or department. Ministerial accountability assumes

that each initiative is neatly circumscribed and that authority for managing any

part of it can be traced back up the chain of command all the way to the minister.

Many people conclude that, in effect, this means we must choose between collab-

orative government, on one hand, and accountable government, on the other.

In our view, the argument is both unsustainable and unsatisfactory—unsatisfactory

because it is simply not good enough to oppose collaborative government because

it challenges us to rethink some of our conventional practices; and unsustainable
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because experiments in collaboration thus far have shown that parliamentary

government is quite agile and seems to be doing a pretty good job of adjusting to

collaboration. Increasingly, they are working together to achieve goals they could

not achieve on their own. 

Suppose a city’s leaders decide they want to make their streets safer by reducing

the crime rate in a particular part of town. The high crime rate will have a

number of causes. These may include drug abuse, availability of firearms, low

employment, a lack of recreational facilities for youth and high numbers of

single-parent families. Launching a program that addresses any of these issues in

isolation will have little impact on the overall crime rate. It will be overshadowed

by the other causes. There are simply too many of them. 

If the city’s leaders really want to make progress, first they need enough of the

right players to create the critical mass to make a real difference; and, second, the

partners must coordinate their various initiatives to ensure they all converge on

the same goal. That is what collaborative initiatives are supposed to do.

While they take many forms, collaborative initiatives share a common feature

that is germane to accountability. Each participant in such a partnership has their

own source of authority for what they do and their own lines of accountability.

Insofar as they are all working together, the relationship between them is therefore

one of equals or partners. Some people take this to mean that partners should

only be accountable for those resources and efforts they contribute to the initiative

and only answer for their individual contribution to attaining the collective goal.

Thus, in the crime example listed above, every participant would have to report

back to their legislature through their minister. And as long as they had performed

their own tasks appropriately, they would have met their accountability require-

ments. Let’s call this the conventional view.

Other commentators disagree. They argue that making these initiatives work

often takes a significant investment of resources to align a host of individual

priorities and goals. It may also require new management practices, governance

mechanisms and instruments. The partners must discuss and commit to all these

things. This, say the commentators, suggests that the partnership is more than

the sum of its parts. In addition to each partner’s accountability requirements,

therefore, there should be some way of accounting for the effort as a whole. They

conclude that collaborative initiatives require a new, second level of public

accountability. Let’s call this the shared accountability view.

So who is right? And, if we need some kind of accountability for the partnership

as a whole, what does it involve? Who is accountable to whom and for what? 
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Two kinds of accountability
The first step in resolving this issue is to distinguish between two kinds of

accountability. One is what might be called “compliance” accountability. In this

view, when we say that governments should be accountable, we mean, first, that

every decision or transaction should conform to established principles and rules;

and, second, that someone must be responsible to ensure they do. 

In a parliamentary democracy such as Canada’s, all authority within a department

is derived from a cabinet minister, who delegates it in various degrees to subor-

dinates. This establishes a chain-of-command that runs from the minister down

through the various levels of the department. Officials use their delegated

authority to act on the minister’s behalf, but when they do their actions must

comply with rules. These range from basic principles, such as those in the

Constitution, to rules governing the exchange of public funds, such as those in

the Financial Administration Act, to directives and guidelines for hiring staff,

such as those established by the Treasury Board. 

These rules ensure that all decisions taken in a minister’s name are legitimate.

They ensure that something as simple as the purchase of office supplies will be

both transparent and accounted for. Of course, the minister is not expected to

know about every decision made in his name; nor is he or she to be blamed for

all bad ones. Ministerial accountability through the chain means that it is the

minister’s responsibility to ensure the exercise of public authority within his or

her department follows the rules and that, when it does not, he or she is able to

report on it to Parliament (answerability) and ensure corrective action is taken.

As citizens, we care very much whether the decisions taken or public funds allotted

respect such rules and lines of authority that exist to ensure traceability and trans-

parency. Without rules and lines of authority we would have no way of controlling

what goes on in government. Nevertheless, this does not exhaust our interest in

accountability. It says nothing about the quality of the decisions taken or what the

public received in return for tax dollars spent. It tells us about how something was

done, not what was done. Today, citizens care at least as much about the “what” as

the “how.” In other words, they care about the outcomes or results that are

achieved. As a result, over the last few decades there has been a major emphasis on

so-called results-based accountability. Virtually all OECD countries now report

regularly on the results they have achieved for the money spent. 

For their part, auditors have responded to this development through what are

known as value-for-money audits. In such an audit, the auditor looks beyond

whether money spent accorded with the rules of process and tries to assess
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whether it was “well spent.” For example, did the department clearly state the

goals it was trying to achieve? Did it choose the most efficient means to achieve

them? Did it actually achieve them?

While such audits are often controversial and the range of criteria used to arrive

at conclusions varies from auditor to auditor, it seems clear that some form of

value-for-money audits is now an essential part of the role of auditors general. The

real debate is over how far-reaching this role should be and what it should include.

Accounting for collaboration
Distinguishing between compliance- and results-based accountability helps clarify

what is really at issue in collaborative arrangements. First, let’s note that there is

nothing inconsistent about demanding that a minister be fully accountable for

both process and results in his or her department. We elect governments to set

goals and priorities and we are right to judge them on their success in achieving

them. At the same time, we expect ministers to report on the means their depart-

ments use to achieve the goals—the choice of regulations, programs, services and

so on. Finally, we believe that the means should respect the rules of process, but

they should also be as efficient and effective as possible. Thus the minister will be

criticized for choosing a very ineffective means to achieve a goal, even if it respects

all process requirements. By the same token, he or she will be criticized for

choosing a means that is highly effective and efficient but that breaks the rules, say,

by ignoring due process or requirements under the Official Languages Act.

Collaborative arrangements add a layer of complexity to results-based accounta-

bility. Suppose that the governments of Canada, Newfoundland and Labrador and

the City of St. John’s develop a joint initiative aimed at promoting community

development in St. John’s. Suppose further that they want their approach to be

citizen-centred so they invite community organizations to lead local residents in a

discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of their community and then to help

them formulate a plan that builds on what they believe are their real strengths. 

The three governments also agree they want their new program to be flexible

enough to respond to what citizens want. They work together to create a “devel-

opment framework” for the program. It consists of a set of goals and principles

that sets broad parameters around the idea of community development. They all

pool their funds in the program and then appoint a board of directors made up

of representatives from the three governments and the community. The board’s

job is to approve applications from the community and to oversee implementation
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of the various plans. Finally, once a year it is required to publish a report explaining

how the funds have been used.

In the course of its work, the board will be called upon to interpret the frame-

work in light of proposals that come forward from the community, to approve

proposals it decides meet the objectives and reject others that do not. Further, it

must oversee implementation of the plans, deciding at various points whether a

plan is working, whether the goals it is achieving correspond with those proposed

at the outset, and whether in the end they are consistent with those in the frame-

work. In performing their role, board members will have to discuss and debate

issues, interpret the program and sometimes vote on key decisions. 

Now let’s ask how the conventional view of accountability would report on this. 

Insofar as all three governments are funding the program, their respective ministers

would have to report back to their legislatures on how their respective funds were

being used. Suppose then that each minister tabled a report on their government’s

contribution to the program and explained how the objectives set out in the frame-

work agreed with the department’s goals. Finally, suppose that he or she committed

to reviewing the board’s annual report to ensure the project was working. Would

that satisfy our intuitions about what we need for full accountability?

Our answer is no. The board is clearly a very active decision maker. It is made up

of community members and public servants. Moreover, although some of its

members are acting in their capacity as public servants, their role on the board

breaks the traditional chain of command in such a way that, from the viewpoint of

the department, it will sometimes be unclear who authorized a decision or who

spent a dollar. If the only accountability requirement for the partners is that minis-

ters report on their respective contributions to the project, we will fail to capture

this. We will be papering over a crack in the conventional view without acknowl-

edging it. In effect, we will be leaving an important source of public action exempt

from scrutiny. As a result, the process as a whole will be opaque at key points. 

So it seems the critics are right. As important as it is, the conventional view of

accountability is not enough to give the full picture of collaborative arrange-

ments. We need some form of shared accountability. But before we get too

comfortable with this conclusion, it is worth taking a step back and looking a

little more closely at collaborative arrangements.
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Broadening the debate around 
collaborative initiatives
Over the last two decades Canadian governments have engaged in many collab-

orative initiatives, involving everything from social services and health care to

environmental management and infrastructure. One clear conclusion from all

this work is that when it comes to framing and implementing such agreements,

there is no single model. One size does not fit all. Different initiatives are

designed to accomplish different tasks and fit different circumstances.

For example, in some cases formal agreements are used to spell out in precise

terms the goals of the initiative, the process to achieve them and the relationships

that will govern the joint effort. In other cases, however, leaving certain aspects

of the initiative ambiguous gives partners the room to maneuver on issues they

don’t fully understand or can’t foresee—something which is often unavoidable. In

such cases, the looseness of the objectives can be an asset. Moreover, it may even

be offset by more tightly defined governance arrangements, so that we make up

in one place what may have been lost in another.

Or consider the issue of trust. Virtually everyone agrees that successful partner-

ships require it. But sometimes partners have to work to build it. Sometimes this

is done through a memorandum of understanding. MOUs can formalize the

commitments on which trust is based, say, by ensuring that the expectations of all

parties are clearly defined.

Some experts have also recommended informal mechanisms such as ministerial

committees and working groups to support more formal arrangements. Very often,

such mechanisms provide the flexibility written framework documents cannot.

Finally, there appears to be a consensus among experts that the cornerstone of

successful collaborative initiatives is strong and flexible project leadership.

According to Hopkins, Couture and Moore, project support, whether in the form

of resources or encouragement from senior departmental officials is critical

because the “the reality of working horizontally in a vertical institutional setting

means linking back to the vertical structure that is normally the source of funding

and authority…without vertical support, horizontal initiatives are vulnerable.”

The more the joint initiative requires partners to be innovative, the more the

need for strong leadership will be acute – without it, there is no incentive for

project leaders to risk.

As these comments suggest, collaborative initiatives can and do take many forms.

They are shaped by the tasks and goals that parties set for themselves and by the
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circumstances in which they operate. For our purposes, the noteworthy point is

the lack of concern over the diversity of approaches one can take to collaborative

initiatives. If it is true that collaborative initiatives create a tension between the

pursuit of better results and the requirements of process, you would never know

it from watching people in the field. In practice, it does not seem to have prevented

governments from engaging in all kinds of very successful collaborative initiatives.

Are people simply ignoring the problems inherent in making them work?

We don’t think so. In fact, most collaborative initiatives do not seem to involve the

kind of ongoing shared decision-making sketched in the community development

example above. On the contrary, much of the real work still happens in silos. 

For example, suppose some partners agree they will work together to promote

economic development in a particular region. Once they establish that goal, they

will likely go on to discuss how each partner plans to contribute. In real life, it is

hard to find examples with the kind of pooling of funds and high level of joint

responsibility we saw in the St. John’s example. More likely, the players at the

table already have programs up and running that they will bring to the table (or

they will want to develop their own). 

So if, for instance, Human Resources and Social Development Canada is one of

the partners, it might propose a contribution in the area of skills development,

say, by providing training courses to residents. If the other partners are doing the

same thing, the main decisions they will make together have more to do with

coordinating their programs. And that happens in the early stages. Once this is

done, the partners tend to manage from their program silos. Thus, HRSD officials

would likely step back from the partnership table and formulate their own more

specific sub-goals, targets, measures and so on to guide their participation.

HRSD would eventually use this information as the basis for how its minister

would report back to Parliament. 

If this is a fair assessment of how many collaborative initiatives work, the idea that

they involve an on-going commitment to shared decision making or pooled

resources is a bit of an overstatement. For the most part, the nature of these part-

nerships is more coordination than collaboration. Most of the real

“collaboration” happens in the early stages when the partners are still trying to

decide what they want to do together. While it may not be possible to give a full

accounting of how those decisions were made, we probably don’t need one. The

agreement itself serves as a pretty good record of the decisions. If there is a loss

of transparency, it is likely marginal and we are quite willing to live with it to get

a partnership that leads to measurably better results. 
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Partnership reports
Nevertheless, even if this is an accurate picture of a joint initiative at work, we

should not be cavalier. Even where collaborative initiatives are largely managed

from silos there will be an ongoing relationship between the partners. There will

be meetings, documents exchanged, discussions and decisions. New possibilities

may present themselves. The partnership may grow and develop. 

If we look at collaborative initiatives from this viewpoint, things begin to change.

Let’s recall that the reason for undertaking them in the first place was to achieve

outcomes that matter to citizens – outcomes that do not necessarily fit neatly into

the jurisdictional boxes of individual governments and departments, or that cannot

necessarily be achieved one program at a time. Seen in this light, collaborative

initiatives are not just tools for a job, they are a strategy for transforming how

government works. They are an investment in the future. More specifically, part-

nerships build networks that are the basis for new forms of collaboration, learning

and innovation. Collaborative initiatives are thus a way of building the social infra-

structure we will need to prosper. This is what we saw in Chapter 5 on working

with the voluntary sector. The public therefore has a real interest in knowing how

these relationships are being managed and whether there are other uses to which

they should be put. An individual minister’s report to his or her legislature does not

include such information. It must come from the partnerships as a whole. This

could take the form of something that might be called a “partnership report.” 

A partnership report would be the product of an on-going dialogue between the

partners of an initiative. For each of the partners to manage their contributions well

and meet their accountability requirements to their own legislatures, they must

focus on clear sub-goals with targets, indicators and so on, and report individually

to their respective legislators and auditors. Partnership reports, on the other hand,

can and should be used for more purposes. The partners should make them the

basis of an ongoing discussion over the relative success of the partnership, grounds

and means of changing it, lessons to be learned from the experience, sources of new

opportunities, and the contributions of the various partners and their value. 

In agreeing to undertake such a study, the partners would be establishing a new

level of accountability. They would make themselves publicly accountable to one

another. This new accountability relationship highlights their responsibility to

engage one another in open dialogue to ensure they maximize the opportunities

and benefits of the partnership. In this sense a joint initiative is as much a

commitment to learning as it is to performance. It is based on mutual trust, the

sharing of information and a willingness to respond to new circumstances.
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In the 2002 report to the House of Commons, the Auditor General of Canada

suggests a definition of accountability that seems to point in a similar direction. In

chapter nine of the report, Modernizing Accountability in the Public Sector, the AG

defines accountability as “a relationship based on obligations to demonstrate,

review, and take responsibility for performance, both the results achieved in light

of agreed expectations and the means used.” (Office of the Auditor General of

Canada, 2002, 5) She then goes on to say such partnerships require a new level of

accountability based on “accountability among partners” or “reciprocal accounta-

bility.” She reminds us departments must remain accountable to Parliament; but,

in addition, she recognizes there is a mutual responsibility to work to ensure the

success of collaborative initiatives by ensuring the partners are accountable to each

other, and “to the arrangement’s joint coordinating body.” (Ibid, 15) 

A key element of the value of collaborative initiatives thus lies in the potential for

learning, innovation and improvement that can come from working together. To

ensure that the partners are accountable on this level, they should collectively

develop and publish partnership reports on a regular basis. The requirements of

such a report would depend on the “depth” of the partnership, that is, on the

extent to which it involves ongoing joint decision making or the pooling of

resources. In general, the deeper the partnership, the more demanding the

requirements of these reports, so that they might consider governance issues

along with issues around learning, innovation, opportunities, trust and perform-

ance. Over time, we would expect the requirements around such reports to

become more structured and formalized, as more and deeper partnerships

emerge, and as more and more is learned about them. In our view, there is neither

a need nor a justification for trying to formalize these requirements too early.

The reality is that we are still in early days and governments still have a lot of

learning to do about them. It will take time and discussion.

Conclusion
So in the end we can see that efforts to redesign the structure of government for

the information age are impacting on traditional accountability practices. This

should hardly be a surprise, given that the structure and practices have evolved

together. They are deeply intertwined. We cannot redesign one without affecting

the other—just as we saw with privacy protection. 

The result, understandably, is ambivalence. On the one hand, the issues facing

decision makers—patient wait-times, assistance to parents, climate change, and

organized crime—cry out for an integrated approach. On the other hand, concerns
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over the impact on accountability (and privacy) leave many decision makers

fearful of anything more than dabbling in the area.

Nevertheless, insofar as governments have been experimenting, there have been

some good examples of hammering out creative new mechanisms that let them

work together effectively, while still reporting reliably to their legislatures. We

have quite a lot of experience with partnerships and much of it is good.

From these experiences, we learn that there is no single model of accountability

for all partnerships. We need different ones to do different jobs. Partnerships

require that we sit down and narrow the options; decide what we want to do

together; how each of us can contribute to the goal; and what parts of it we need

to report on together. This certainly pushes the boundaries of conventional

accountability. Exactly how far, varies from case to case.

More generally, however, the lesson is that we need to look at partnerships as

more than simply tools to do a job. They are also a strategy for changing how

government works and for adjusting it to a changing world, step by step. If they

break down conventional structures, they also build new ones in the form of the

new networks and relationships we need to prosper in the information age.

So we shouldn’t be panicked by abstract arguments suggesting that such initia-

tives will make the bottom fall out of our established accountability practices.

There is much to learn but we are finding our way. Partnerships don’t just

dissolve traditional accountability relationships, they create new ones. While

there may be some genuine problems around how to conceptualize them that we

haven’t solved yet, it needn’t prevent us from moving ahead. We are learning as

we go. There is no other way. This is unexplored territory. In this way, account-

ability is a bit like Canada: it is not always clear why or how it works in theory,

but it seems to do so in practice.
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Chapter 9

The Federalism Question

Introduction
In Chapter 7 we saw how the conventional, hierarchical structure of government

prevented governments from collaborating with each other or with the private

and voluntary sectors. Over the last two chapters we discussed how efforts to

change that structure challenge long-standing practices of accountability and the

protection of privacy. In effect, these practices evolved together with government

and are deeply intertwined with its structure. Efforts to change it therefore

inevitably affect them. 

There is yet a third area where the structure of government is deeply intertwined

with cherished institutional practices: federalism. Given the commitment in our

Constitution to the separation of federal and provincial spheres of activity, the

idea of integrating services across jurisdictional boundaries, of allowing personal

and generic information to flow more freely, or of promoting a more collabora-

tive, partnership model of government and governance—all raise a particularly

sensitive issue. There is often very strong resistance, especially from provinces,

to the idea of integrating programs and services in ways that require the align-

ment of policies across jurisdictional boundaries or the creation of new

mechanisms for joint or shared governance. 

These jurisdictional walls—and the political culture that supports them—are one

of the most serious obstacles to the transformation of government. While we

recognize that the commitment to federalism is an essential part of our system of

government that must be respected, this chapter argues that the practice of feder-

alism has evolved and changed over the years and that it needs to be revisited

again in light of the rise of digital technologies.
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The federal vision in 1867
In 1867 Canada’s “Fathers of Confederation” decided that the new country

would be a federation. It was not a foregone conclusion. Some, including Sir

John A. Macdonald, wanted a unitary state. In the end, however, the parties

agreed that, because the new country included diverse linguistic, cultural and

regional communities, federalism was a good compromise between full integra-

tion and independent colonies. The commitment to respect this diversity has

thus been with us since the beginning. The strategy behind it was simple enough.

The federal government would attend to “national” matters, while the provincial

governments would occupy themselves with “local” ones. The 1867 Constitution

divided federal and provincial responsibilities into two mutually exclusive sets of

powers. The two orders of government would operate freely within their respec-

tive spheres with little or no conflict.

It was a fine idea. But we should note that the role of government in 1867 was far

less ambitious than it is today. Governments focused on a few core tasks such as

building roads, railways and ports, maintaining an army, managing trade relation-

ships with other countries, regulating businesses and keeping the peace.

Moreover, bureaucracies were a fraction of the size they are now. Even govern-

ments that were large by the standards of the day, such as the Government of

Canada, could still house a major department in a single two- or three-story

building. In addition, the officials who ran them often spent their entire career in

the same department. As a result, they came to know its business very well. Their

long-term presence helped ensure stability within the policy areas and continuity

among the various roles.

Finally, Canadian society, too, was a simpler place. Most people lived in the coun-

tryside and worked on farms. Few had a high school education. Radio and

television had not yet been invented.

If the idea of a federal state organized around a basic distinction between national

and local tasks made a lot of sense in the Canada of 1867, it was because these

circumstances prevailed; because the world was a simpler place. As a result, the

British North America Act met Canada’s needs quite well for a time. 

Industrialization
During the first half of the 20th century, however, things changed. Canadians

flocked to the cities, exchanging farming for manufacturing jobs. Living in cities

and working in factories raised new issues. Canadians needed new tools and
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machines, new knowledge and skills to build and operate them and new private and

public services for urban life, from automobile insurance to streetcars and sewers. 

Governments responded by assuming new roles. They expanded into new areas of

law-making, regulation and services, many of which could hardly have been

glimpsed by the Constitution’s authors. As Canadian society became more complex

and differentiated, so did government programs and regulations. But these changes

had an unexpected consequence. They began to expose—or perhaps create—links

between what until then had seemed like separate spheres. As a result, constitu-

tional responsibilities that seemed black and white in 1867 became progressively

grey. It was getting harder to say what was local and what was national. 

As the interdependence of the two spheres grew, the Courts were called on to play

the role of “umpire” of the federation, defining where the boundaries lay. In contrast

to Macdonald’s vision, however, it steered a pretty clear course toward decentraliza-

tion, gradually chipping away at centralizing elements in the Constitution. 

Now, with almost a century and a half of experience behind us, a clear lesson has

emerged about our federation. The distinction between local and national roles

is a relative one. Whether something is local or national often depends on how

we look at it. And that can change over time. Not so long ago, clear-cutting a

forest looked like a local matter. Now we know that it can have all kinds of effects

on other parts of the ecosystem, from migrating birds to the levels of CO2 in the

air. The lesson is that the more knowledgeable and differentiated our society

becomes the more new connections we find between these two levels. 

The social union
At the end of World War II, another wave of change washed over the country.

For governments, it was the start of a huge expansion as they got to work

building the welfare state. Major new programs were launched, such as the

Canada Pension Plan, family allowance and medicare. 

The period was one of especially intense growth and building for the provinces.

They found themselves designing and delivering huge new programs in education,

health and community services. That led to a major expansion of their bureaucra-

cies, got them involved in new policy areas and precipitated new forms of taxation

and spending. The result was enhanced visibility, profile and influence among citi-

zens. It also purged the political culture of any remaining vestiges of the old

centralized vision of the country. The new constitutional vision of the relationship

between federal and provincial powers was captured in the metaphor of a balance. 
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From the perspective of federalism, this second wave of change was accompanied

by a profound deepening of the interdependence between the two orders of

governments. The federal government assumed an important new role as a

funding partner and a champion of the principle that basic social programs

should be available to all Canadians in all parts of the country. For the most part,

Canadians responded enthusiastically. They liked the vision of Canada as a

sharing community, committed to promoting equality of opportunity for all its

citizens. They also liked that they were free to move about the country, while

enjoying similar levels of protection and security anywhere. For an increasingly

mobile population, it was an attractive benefit of being Canadian.

At the same time, other new policy fields were emerging, such as telecommuni-

cations. As the framers of the Constitution could not have foreseen such

developments, they were nowhere to be found in the division of powers.

Governments therefore turned to the courts to clarify which level owned them.

The courts, in turn, based their decisions on earlier precedents around the division

of powers. They explained this way of elaborating the Constitution by picturing

it as a living tree, whose branches grew and multiplied over the years, but all of

which were supposedly joined in a single trunk. 

While the metaphor is a suggestive and powerful one, the actual result of this

interpretive work has been confusing and often controversial. Indeed, far from

displaying the symmetry and elegance of a stately old tree, case law around the

division of powers is a labyrinth of Byzantine legal reasoning that can leave

scholars baffled and the two levels of government deeply entangled. It is more

like a thicket of brambles than a tree. For example, while the federal government

is responsible to regulate the airwaves and so to issue broadcasting licenses, in the

1970s the Government of Ontario created TV Ontario, a public broadcaster, to

achieve certain policy goals. As a result, its cultural policy is now entangled with

the federal responsibility to regulate broadcasting.

Challenging the old ways
However profound the impact of the social union may have been on federalism,

an even more far-reaching set of changes came to light in the debate over the

Meech Lake Accord. In 1987 Prime Minister Brian Mulroney assembled the 10

premiers to discuss Quebec’s place in Confederation. They emerged from their

meeting to announce that they would be proposing an amendment to the

Constitution to their respective legislatures.
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At first, public reaction was upbeat, even celebratory. Within a few months the

mood had changed. Three years later, as the time-limit on ratification of the

agreement was expiring, the debate around the Accord had become the political

equivalent of a hurricane. Many citizens and civil-society organizations fiercely

attacked the agreement. Some feared that it would lead to the unravelling of the

country. Others thought it bestowed a special status on Quebec. But perhaps the

most stinging—and in some ways surprising—criticism was reserved for the First

Ministers themselves. Canadians demanded to know why “11 men in suits”

thought they could simply go behind closed doors and change the country. It

mattered little that, in fact, that was how it had always been done. The clear

message from Canadians—and especially from the organizations of civil

society—was that they felt a new sense of ownership of the Constitution, and of

the processes around amending it. 

This sense of public ownership of what were traditionally elite-driven processes

marks a fundamental change in our political culture. While it had been incu-

bating for some time, with the debate over the Meech Lake Accord it finally burst

onto the political scene. Since then it has spread through our political institu-

tions. There are clear signs of it in Canadians’ willingness to challenge the

legitimacy of the Courts, especially regarding decisions that effect social policy,

and in the public’s insistence that governments should consult with “stakeholders”

before changing laws, regulations, programs and services that affect them.

At the same time, citizens and advocacy groups have shown a new willingness to

use the Courts to achieve their own policy goals by challenging laws they oppose,

or getting new rules imposed on governments. The equality rights in section 15 of

the Charter of Rights and Freedoms have been an especially powerful tool for this. 

The effort of Paul Martin’s short-lived Liberal government to launch a national

child-care program showed yet another way that the policy process has changed

over the last two decades. As the Liberals pursued their vision of a new national

child-care strategy with the provinces, they unexpectedly found themselves

running afoul of organizations that were already delivering child-care services.

Many worried that the federal approach might conflict with their own and that

they would be forced to adjust their programs to align them with the new one. 

These organizations insisted that federal and provincial governments should

work with them to find ways to accommodate different approaches. When it comes

to providing community services, they expect to be treated as partners, not the

hired help. A few decades ago they would have had neither the self-confidence

nor the moral authority to stand up to governments this way.
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Nor is this kind of activism confined to national or local issues and organizations.

Many citizens are deeply engaged in international issues and belong to groups

that are active in national policy debates in countries around the world. Consider

the role played by the Sierra Club or Greenpeace in the debate over Canada’s

commitment to the Kyoto accord.

Finally, we should take note how far Canadian governments themselves have

come in recognizing and accepting these changes. The 1999 Social Union

Framework Agreement commits governments to a range of measures aimed at

involving citizens more fully in the policy process, such as creating mechanisms

for them to participate in developing social priorities and reviewing outcomes;

and establishing processes for citizens to challenge unfair administration practices

or bring forward complaints about access and service.

The digital revolution
We can complete this historical sketch, bringing ourselves into the present, by

calling to mind the huge changes now under way—and that occupy us in this

study—as a result of the digital revolution. Suffice it to say that the impact on our

society and institutions could make all the previous ones pale by comparison.

From email to global capital markets, new technologies are connecting citizens

and institutions in ways that would have seemed like science fiction only a few

decades ago. As for the impact on federalism, we have seen how earlier waves of

change, such as industrialization or the rise of the welfare state, deepened the

interdependence between governments. The digital revolution is pushing this to

levels unlike anything we have seen before. These technologies have an extraor-

dinary ability to connect people and institutions in new ways. While we can still

make many choices about the form our new levels of connectedness will take, that

they will profoundly deepen interdependence—at all levels—is hardly open to

question. It is simply a consequence of living in the information age. 

Five lessons for federalism
In summary, this historical sketch shows how growth and change within our

society have pushed us beyond the vision of federalism in the 1867 Constitution.

As a sketch, the story is necessarily incomplete. Important parts of it, such as the

efforts to accommodate linguistic and cultural differences, are described only

indirectly through the idea of a “commitment to respect diversity.” But filling in

these parts would not change the point of the story, which is that governments

responded to new circumstances and expectations by taking on new roles and
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responsibilities; and, as a result, found themselves more and more involved in one

another’s jurisdictions. There are many lessons that could be drawn from this

sketch, five of which will be discussed here.

The first lesson is that we cannot simply return to the original constitutional vision

based on local vs. national responsibilities. It belongs to a different era. Entanglement

and interdependence is a fact of life. It is a reflection of the complexity of our society, the

values that define us and the peculiar nature of our constitution. [9]

The real challenge is to find an effective way to manage interdependence that is

also respectful of our diversity. So far our governments have failed. Our political

discourse careens back and forth between pan-Canadianism and the language of

the BNA Act. Neither does justice to the complex relationships that now exist

between the three orders of government, civil society, businesses and citizens. On

one hand, the commitment to respect diversity—regional, cultural and linguistic—

has never been more important. It remains a fundamental principle of Canadian

federalism. On the other hand, interdependence is a complex—and growing—

reality that manifests itself in many ways. It will not be solved by trying to isolate

and quarantine large policy fields, such as immigration, skills and development,

education or health. Yet our political discourse continues to suggest that it will. 

This leads to the second lesson, which is that the division of powers no longer

exists in splendid isolation. New principles of governance can and do appear, such as

the commitment to equality-of-opportunity behind the social union or, more recently, to

citizen engagement in the SUFA. As governments use them to shape and redefine

their roles, policies and programs, tensions will arise between the various priori-

ties and commitments to which they give rise. Managing those tensions will always

be a challenge for our federation. Nevertheless, the emergence of new principles

is an essential part of the evolution of our society and institutions. If, as the Courts

have said, the Constitution is a living tree, then Canada is a work in progress.
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A third lesson is that we are paying a high price for our refusal to confront this reality

squarely. As we saw in Chapter 7, over the decades, the tendency of governments

to act in isolation has produced a hodge-podge of policies, regulations, programs

and services. This is unacceptable—or at least it should be. It is a huge drain on

resources; it undermines the effectiveness of many government policies and

programs; and it creates a burden for citizens and businesses who must sort

through the mess to get the services they need. The Seniors Canada On-line portal

provides a convenient illustration. It is a bit like a phonebook in that it contains

a list of services for seniors from all three orders of government. While such a list

is a good and useful thing for seniors, it also serves an unintended purpose: it

underlines the fragmented state of these services. A few minutes of browsing on

the website turns up hundreds of services, with topics ranging from Aboriginal

Affairs to Zoology. In fact, the portal is a lot like a junk drawer. It is full of bits

and pieces, odds and ends, all loosely linked together through their connection

to seniors. The more we rummage through them, the more unsettled we become.

We start wanting answers to pointed questions:

• Are seniors well served by so many, often narrowly-focused, initiatives?

• Do they even know what’s available? 

• Are there better ways of helping them find the services they need? 

• If so, are they flexible enough to let seniors “integrate” them into a

package that responds to their particular needs? 

• How effectively are governments working with seniors (or the organ-

izations that represent them) to see how this might be done? 

Governments have been developing portals like this one for more than a decade.

As a result, the fragmented, disorderly state of their policies, regulations,

programs and services now stands exposed for all to see. The clear message from

a long list of studies and surveys is that citizens want it fixed. They want govern-

ments to work together to ensure that these initiatives are aligned to make them

work better for citizens and to achieve common goals. They want governments

to take a more holistic approach to policy and program delivery. They want them

to focus more on outcomes and less on jurisdictions.

But “getting beyond the silos” is easier said than done. It will take more than the

right attitude on the part of senior officials or ministers. It will take a major

change in the culture and practice of federalism—which brings us to the fourth

lesson from our historical sketch: Executive Federalism is no longer adequate for

managing the federation. It is not an effective way of motivating governments to

solve such problems; and it leaves no authoritative way to resolve differences over

values, goals, priorities or trade-offs. Too often the result of such meetings is

arcane debates, procrastination or simply a stand-off. What is the alternative?
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In fact, there is only one real answer to this question: citizens. All governments

exist to serve them. Only citizens have the moral authority to demand that govern-

ments roll up their sleeves and work together to solve such problems; and only

citizens can provide the kind of guidance that governments need to resolve differ-

ences over values, goals, priorities or trade-offs. Federalism must become more

citizen-centred. Our governments must recognize that multi-sectoral, cross-

boundary dialogue and collaboration is an essential part of good governance.

Indeed, as we saw with the Liberals’ consultations on child-care, governments

ignore this at their peril. The old days when elites got together behind closed

doors and simply made policy are coming to an end. The public-policy process is

becoming just that—a public policy process. The fifth and final lesson from our

sketch is that these new trends in governance need to be aligned with federalism. The

Public Health Goals for Canada project helps us see how this can be done.

Toward a more citizen-centred federalism 
In September 2004 First Ministers agreed that a good health system must be

about more than curing illness. It should also focus on preventing illness and

promoting health. This requires action in other areas, such as pollution control,

income support, and regulation of the food supply—what experts call “determi-

nants of health.” First Ministers agreed to work together to coordinate their

efforts in ways that would improve the health and safety of their citizens by

focusing on these determinants. As a result, the Public Health Goals project was

launched, beginning with a national consultation involving stakeholders, experts

and ordinary Canadians to define public health goals for Canada. According to

the website (www.healthycanadians.ca): 

Improving the health of populations needs to consider the broad range

of factors that influence health. These health determinants are inter-

linked in complex webs of causation that influence health-related

behaviours and health status necessitating comprehensive approaches

to improve health. Public health approaches will typically comprise

combinations of education and skill building, social policy, regulation,

community development, and the support of effective clinical preven-

tive interventions. Inter-sectoral partnership and collaboration are of

critical importance because many of the determinants of health lie

outside the direct influence of the health system. There are therefore

crucial roles for multiple levels of government, different government

sectors, non-governmental organizations, and the private sector to

work collaboratively in improving the health of Canadians. 
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We see then that many of the issues raised by public health lie outside the

conventional health system. Some will be federal responsibilities, such as regu-

lating parts of the environment. For example, to meet its commitments under an

eventual Health Goals agreement, the federal government might need to pass a

law restricting the chemicals that can be used in producing some foods. Such

action certainly would be consistent with the federal role implied by the Health

Goals project. Nevertheless, it does not tell the whole story; and if we stopped

there, we would miss a critical point. 

The Health Goals project also gives citizens and stakeholders a role in helping to

identify new ways that the two levels of government should be working together

to respond to changing views around health. 

Consider the 1982 Constitution. It commits the Government of Canada and the

provinces to supporting the mobility of citizens. It also commits them to promoting

equality of opportunity, say, by ensuring that Canadians have access to comparable

levels of service, wherever they live. The Health Goals project would extend this

vision to new areas. As awareness of public health issues grow, citizens see new links

between issues outside health and the overall effectiveness of their health system.

For example, they are now far more conscious, say, that lack of exercise, pollution,

bad eating habits or second-hand smoke are as important to their health as curing

illness. They are starting to see governments’ efforts to address such issues as an

integral part of their overall health system; and therefore as linked to their right to

move freely across the country and enjoy the benefits of a high-quality health

system. As this progresses, they will likely come to expect governments to work

together in new ways to ensure that they have access to the things they now believe

they need to stay healthy. For example, they may expect governments to ensure that

wherever they go in Canada they will have the opportunity to exercise properly or

to be protected from second-hand smoke. In a citizen-centred approach to feder-

alism, governments remain responsive to such developments by including citizens in

discussions about change; and then working together to respond appropriately. 

The Public Health Goals project is a step in that direction. It brings governments

together with stakeholders and citizens to articulate a changing vision of health.

This helps governments decide how constitutional principles like mobility and

equality of opportunity should be applied to the new field. 

At the same time, nothing here implies that the federal government is the only

or even the natural champion of these principles. On the contrary, provinces can

and often do work together to eliminate barriers to mobility or promote equality

of opportunity. One of the goals of the new Council of the Federation is to

provide a forum in which such issues can be discussed.
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Using the new engagement tools 
We saw that until quite recently policy development happened mainly inside

government. Although governments consulted from time to time, they rarely felt

bound by what they heard. The argument in this book is that governments must

learn to engage citizens and stakeholders in ways that are meaningful to them, that

is, through processes in which they feel genuinely empowered to affect outcomes. 

One hurdle is the public distrust in consultations that has accumulated over the

years. Ordinary citizens and stakeholders are skeptical of governments’ willing-

ness to listen to them. They have seen too many cases of governments just going

through the motions. If these processes are to provide direction and legitimacy

to decision making in difficult areas, citizens must be convinced of their authenti -

city. They need to see some real results that reflect their input. 

From this perspective, the Health Goals project is an impressive effort but, in

hindsight, perhaps an overly ambitious one. It aims at painting a picture on a very

large canvass—in effect, a whole new policy field. Notwithstanding the good

work that has been done here, there is still a very long way to go. With the

change in government at the federal level, however, it appears to have lost

momentum. There is a lesson here. Big projects take a huge amount of time and

effort, which means they are vulnerable to changing circumstances of all kinds.

The lesson is that scale is a risk. It is often wiser to aim low; to pick something

smaller and try to move forward by degrees, rather than in big leaps and bounds. 

Citizen-centred service could be an ideal candidate for progress on citizen-

centred federalism. Consider the seniors’ portal. If governments wanted to align

some of the programs within it more closely, they could turn to the stakeholders

for advice and/or suggestions on how the services could be integrated to make

them more effective and responsive to seniors’ needs. This is a more focused and

manageable project. The stakeholders they would be engaging—seniors or

groups representing them—would be highly motivated to participate, as it is their

services that will be affected. For the same reason, they are very well placed to

provide informed advice on what sorts of changes would be desirable. The

changes under consideration would be small enough that governments should be

able to implement many of them fairly quickly. This, in turn, means that stake-

holders would quickly see real and tangible results from their participation. That

would strengthen their trust in the process and their willingness to commit

further time and effort to helping governments improve the services. It would

also give them a sense of ownership of the programs and services. Finally, all of

this would help legitimate governments in the eyes of stakeholders. Similar
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opportunities exist in a wide range of other areas, including persons with disabili -

ties, urban aboriginal people, youth, the business community and single parents.

The encouraging news is that Canadians’ internet penetration and literacy rates

are reaching a level where new technologies could be used to do this kind of

engagement regularly and on a large scale. Of course, much work needs to be

done building skills and sorting out the methodological issues, but there is every

reason to be optimistic. In the coming years, online dialogue processes will

become a critical tool for governments looking for guidance and legitimacy on

complex policy issues. 

Having said that, let us add that such processes will not and should not aim to

replace other consultation/engagement tools—including traditional face-to-face

ones—but rather to complement them. In the end, there are many different strate-

gies and mechanisms for engaging citizens and stakeholders. They range from

community partnerships, conventional hearings and town halls to innovative new

mechanisms such as the BC Citizens Assembly on Proportional Representation.

They can be used to establish values, set goals and priorities, make trade-offs,

develop policy and improve the delivery of programs and services. Taken together,

they constitute a formidable suite of highly flexible tools to engage citizens and

stakeholders on a wide range of issues and topics. They could make a very signif-

icant contribution to reshaping how the federation works by giving citizens a

stronger and clearer voice in helping governments find and maintain the right

balance between the various principles underlying our federation. That is the

ultimate goal behind a more citizen-centred approach to federalism.

Asymmetry and citizen-centred federalism
One last topic needs comment: asymmetrical federalism. “Asymmetry” results

when a single government has different relationships with different members of

the federation. Over the last half-century, asymmetrical federalism has been

proposed and debated many times, most often as a way to respond to Quebec’s

concerns over federal intrusion into its jurisdictions. Other people oppose this

option on the grounds that it would bestow a constitutional status on Quebec

that other provinces do not enjoy. This, they say, would be unfair.

We need not comment on the merits of this argument here. It should be clear that,

in so far as the proposals here imply a realignment of roles and responsibilities, it

need not involve constitutional change. This could be done through administra-

tive arrangements. However, we do want to point out that asymmetry in

administrative arrangements not only occurs, it is very common. The recent
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Labour Market Development Agreements are an example. In fact, asymmetry is a

critical tool for managing a federation as big and diverse as Canada. Different

provinces have different needs and we see no reason to assume that efforts to inte-

grate services in a given area such as health or agriculture might not lead to quite

different arrangements between different governments, including provincial ones. 

On the contrary, citizen-centred federalism assumes that each government must

find its own level of comfort in working with other governments, according to

what its citizens want. This is a practical and realistic way of letting the federa-

tion evolve; and of responding to changing circumstances and the different needs

and aspirations in different parts of the country.
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Chapter 10

Dialogue, Democracy 
and Leadership
In a Collaborative World

Three arguments for engaging citizens
If we survey what has been said so far, we will find that this study provides three

basic arguments for why governance must change. It is worth revisiting them.

1. A more educated and aware public

The first is that Canadians have changed but our institutions have not kept pace.

In the early days, our society was largely agrarian, more culturally homogeneous,

and dominated by a small class of white, male land-owners. Today citizens are

more educated and informed. They no longer see themselves as passive

consumers of government policies and programs. They are more diverse,

educated and aware and less willing to accept that their role in democracy is

largely confined to participating in elections. They want their voices heard

between elections, they want to participate more fully in the debates that lead to

important decisions and they want their communities to become more fully and

meaningfully democratic. The challenge for governments is to provide the

leader ship and opportunities that will help them achieve this. 

Not everyone shares this view. A common response is simply to reject it. While

citizens certainly want good governance and want their elected representatives to

be accountable, most are not especially interested in getting more engaged

between elections. They have busy lives and with rare exceptions—such as the

1992 national referendum on the Charlottetown Accord—are content to leave

the work of governing to governments. 
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Sometimes these people go on to argue that a bigger commitment to engagement

could even hamstring governments, making it impossible for them to make hard

choices and provide the kind of leadership people really want. They worry about

giving too much influence to “special interest groups,” and interminable consul-

tations that lead nowhere or end up at the lowest common denominator. Rather

than trying to engage citizens more directly in the policy process, many think

governments should try to avoid this path altogether. In their view, representa-

tive democracy is mainly about a fair and accountable way to make public

decisions. The challenge of strengthening governance should be focused on

making the process more effective, transparent and accountable, say, by reforming

parliamentary and legislative processes and strengthening reporting—and to

make the overall process fairer, say, by reforming the electoral process. Citizens

should continue to have the final say over their governments through elections

but, for the most part, they are not looking for a new role in the process and

governments should not be trying to create one. 

So, who is right here? Do citizens want to be more engaged or not? 

Those who deny the claim seem to have an endless willingness to explain away the

repeated expressions of interest coming from citizens. We broached this issue in

Chapter 3 and there is no need to repeat here what was said there. It may appear,

then, that we are in a standoff with them. But the argument does not end here. For

one thing, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive. If we see ourselves in

the first camp, it does not mean we reject the options being proposed by those in

the second one. We are not opposed to parliamentary reform. Our concern is that

it does not go far enough. It fails to address the issues we are raising. 

This study is about enlisting citizens and organizations in helping governments to

solve a wide range of practical issues, from economic development to neighbour-

hood crime. The solutions to these issues require more than, say, changing how

parliamentary committees work or holding traditional consultations. They require

a more engaged role on the part of the community. While this begins with

dialogue, it does not end there. It is about more than voicing an opinion. So we are

not calling for endless consultations. On the contrary, this is about citizens, govern-

ments, volunteers and businesses working together to solve problems by discussing

them, making choices about them and then taking action to address them. 

In the course of our discussions, we have given two additional arguments for

promoting this kind of engagement. One has to do with the growing complexity

of our society; the other with government’s inability to change our attitudes and

behavior. It is worth reminding ourselves what we have already said about them.

Let’s review them one at a time. 
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2. Dealing with complexity

We said that new forces are at work around us, including globalization, new

techno logies, a more informed citizenry, and the rise of a new class of non-

governmental organizations and businesses on the service delivery and the advocacy/

policy-making fronts. They are affecting governance in at least two ways. 

First, so-called “cross-cutting” or “horizontal” issues—those that affect many

ministers and even governments but are the sole responsibility of none—are

multiplying rapidly. Health is an obvious example of a policy field that is increas-

ingly horizontal. Governments used to think that health policy was about curing

sickness. Now they recognize that it is also about preventing it. This, in turn, has

led them to focus on the causes of illness—such as obesity, smoking, pollutants

and workplace stress—and ways to prevent it, such as exercise, public education

or drugs. Today health policy involves a growing maze of connections to other

areas, such as parks and recreation, education, the environment and labour. It not

only raises cross-cutting issues—the whole policy field cross-cuts other ones. A

similar story could be told about the environment, immigration, education, secu-

rity, justice, aboriginal issues and the like.

Second, in a world of cross-cutting issues, complex arrays of government

programs, and an exploding number of community organizations and NGOs,

coordination and collaboration become critical. Without them, overlap and

duplication will go unchecked. Streams of red tape will form. Initiatives will

conflict, canceling out one another’s benefits and wasting scarce resources.

In response to the first issue, we have argued that traditional programs are usually

too narrowly focused to address cross-cutting issues effectively. For example,

programs to promote exercise may help reduce obesity in Canadians but if we

want to make real progress, we must attack the problem in other ways too, such

as raising public awareness or making healthier foods more available.

We noted in Chapter 2, however, that the premier or prime minister and central

agencies are usually responsible for coordinating “whole-of-government” initia-

tives like this. The authority of individual ministers and departments is normally

focused on a particular policy area. So a minister of health may have little oppor-

tunity to promote exercise. If he wants to launch a series of programs aimed at

making progress on this, he will have to rely on central agencies to coordinate

with other departments or governments who have that responsibility. 

This poses a serious challenge for democratic governance. As the number of

cross-cutting issues grows, an increasingly small cadre of people in a few central
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agencies could play a bigger and bigger role in more and more files. In effect, this

would centralize control and concentrate decision making in these organizations.

Chapter 2 argues that this trend is already at work in governments across the

country. If it is not checked, it will only make them more remote from citizens

and their elected representatives. 

On the second issue, we recognize that, however desirable coordination may be,

with so many players in the field, including three orders of government, civil

society and the private sector, no one—not even the Prime Minister or a

premier— has the authority to command all of them to align and work together

toward a common goal. Each one marches to its own drummer. Finding new

ways to coordinate the players is an increasingly urgent priority. 

A collaborative approach responds to both concerns. It recognizes that many of

the goals that citizens care about, such as safer streets, clean water and air, a

strong economy or good health, are cross-cutting. It then acts as a counterbalance

to centralization by committing governments, community organizations, NGOs and the

business community to work together to coordinate their activities in ways that will maxi-

mize their ability to achieve such goals. 

The Vancouver Agreement is one example. It is an innovative arrangement that

allows all three levels of government, along with non-governmental organiza-

tions from church groups to Meals on Wheels, to work together closely to

support sustainable community health and safety, economic and social develop-

ment, and community capacity building, in the lower east side of Vancouver. 

In setting up the Agreement, the parties recognized that the relationship between

governments and community organizations had to be flexible enough to let the

latter bring their special knowledge of the community to bear on solving local

problems. They did it by agreeing to a framework of principles, goals and perform-

ance indicators that left enough flexibility for these organizations to make further

choices about their own goals and priorities and plans for how to achieve them. 

That is the Agreement’s strength. It attacks complex problems from many angles

at the same time by letting people and organizations do what they do best. Such

an approach pushes governance out into the community, first, by allowing

community-based organizations and local businesses to participate in setting

goals and priorities in areas that matter to them and, second, by empowering

them to make choices about how they will participate in implementing the plan.

As a result, there is now a whole network of policy makers and service providers

in Vancouver who are working together to resolve these issues. In effect, the

Agreement is a cluster of mutually supportive partnerships—a network—
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involving community organizations and NGOs, the business community and the

three levels of government. Arrangements of these kinds obviously go far beyond

consultation. They require a deep level of engagement and participation from the

community in a range of activities that includes not just dialogue, but also

priority-setting, planning, implementation and reporting.

3. Promoting social change

There is another angle on community engagement that needs to be considered

here. The problems that community initiatives aim to solve often require more

than just better coordination between the players in the field. They require a

change in the values, attitudes and behaviour of ordinary people. As we have pointed

out, governments cannot force people to make such changes. The motivation

must come from elsewhere, usually, family, friends, neighbours and colleagues.

Now, while projects like the Vancouver Agreement show that governments are

making some headway in working with the private and third sectors to respond

to complexity, they are less aware of the value of community approaches as a way

to promote social change. This needs to be corrected. Community partnerships

are about more than just a way for governments to coordinate the various organ-

izations within a community. They can also be used to engage its citizens in ways

that promote social change.

For example, if obesity is a serious public health problem and exercise is a key

part of the solution, a government that declares to Canadians that they should get

off their couches and go biking might as well go fly a kite (and might be told to

do so). Such pronouncements are as likely to be met with passive resistance as

action. People resent being preached at by government. Peer pressure is a much

better way to get things done. People respond to what others around them think

and say about them. If governments really want people to change their habits,

they should work with local governments, businesses and organizations to enlist

moms and dads, extended family, friends, neighbours and colleagues in the

project. Obesity is a life-style problem that must be solved at the social level. As

we have said elsewhere in this study, the discussion must happen at the dinner

table, on the street-corner, at social gatherings and in the grocery store; not just

in think tanks, policy shops and legislatures. 

In the end, these three arguments taken together—a more educated public, a more

complex society, and the need for social change—make a very strong case for the

kind of community approaches we defend in this study. In effect, the overarching

conclusion they lead to is that we don’t really have a choice. There are deep issues that

must be solved, but governments can’t do it alone. They need citizens and the

private and third sectors to join in. The challenge, then, is to redefine the division
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of labour around governance; to assign new roles and responsibilities to the various

players—citizens, governments, the not-for-profit sector and businesses. 

The place to start is dialogue. It is the launch point for any meaningful effort at

collaboration or engagement. If governments want more coordination with

NGOs and businesses, they must bring all the partners to the table and establish

a new kind of dialogue with them. By the same token, if they want citizens to

change their attitudes and behaviour, they must establish a new kind of dialogue

with them. But to get the right result, it must be the right kind of dialogue. So

what kind of dialogue do we need?

Two kinds of dialogue
We should start with a distinction between two kinds of dialogue, both of which

aim at giving citizens a stronger voice in governance, but in different ways. What

we might call “having a say” aims at strengthening our voice by giving citizens

ways to be heard. Conventional tools include political parties, petitions, letters-

to-the-editor, radio talk shows and protests. With the rise of new technologies, a

host of new tools and forums are appearing, from blogging to YouTube. This has

attracted huge attention in the last few years, culminating last December with

Time Magazine declaring that this new “digital democracy” constitutes a revolu-

tion and naming You as its Person of the Year.

From our viewpoint, Time’s declaration that a revolution has occurred and that

we are living in a new digital democracy is optimistic, to say the least. Indeed, it

is arguable that new media are doing as much to undermine democratic debate

as promote it. What these new tools have in common with the old ones is that

they are used largely to amplify the voices of ordinary citizens and project them

into the public realm. Now, having a place to voice one’s views is a good and

important part of a healthy democracy. It needs these “open spaces” where spon-

taneous, free-wheeling debate and discussion can occur. But from a governance

perspective, their impact tends to be unpredictable and often whimsical. While

each of us is allowed to speak out and express our opinion, there is no assurance

that anyone will listen, that there we will be a meaningful exchange with others,

that we will learn anything new, or that any decisions or plans will result. At the

same time, the very open-endedness of this kind of dialogue encourages us to

treat every opinion as equally worthy of airtime. The result is many voices, all

speaking at once but with little in the way of rules or processes to guide, structure

or discipline them. Too often, the result is a lot like noise.
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By contrast, “deliberative dialogue” takes place within a framework of goals, values,

principles, rules and protocols. It encourages openness to and awareness of the

perspectives of others, leads to critical reflection of one’s own views, and develops

the skills and attitudes needed to negotiate trade-offs and compromises with

competing views. It is designed to move a group of people through a series of

stages, including dialogue, learning, debate and decision making. This is about

much more than having a say by expressing ideas and opinions. It is about fostering

a deeper understanding of and commitment to the values that underlie our polit-

ical institutions and practices. It is about creating a culture of civic participation,

evidence-informed debate, mutual adjustment and accommodation. It is about

taking democracy beyond our political institutions and into the workplace, our

organizations, schools and communities. Deliberative dialogue thus not only let’s

us have a say, it gives us a new way of making decisions and working together. 

Two striking examples where this kind of dialogue has recently been enlisted in the

service of better governance are the Government of British Columbia’s Citizens’

Assembly and the similar citizens’ assembly that has been convened by the

Government of Ontario. They take public dialogue well beyond the kind of

unstructured and free-wheeling debates that occur in newspapers, on radio talk

shows or in the blogoshere. In the BC case, participants gave up their weekends for

several months, left their homes and families, sat through long and often compli-

cated learning sessions, debated the options, framed and reframed issues, made

trade-offs and compromises with one another, and finally arrived at a conclusion.

These citizens not only rose to the occasion, they did what their political represen-

tatives seemed unable to do. They reached almost unanimous agreement on an

option for electoral reform. This not only shows that citizens are willing and able

to participate more fully in solving complex issues, but that they can be relied upon

to work together and to find solutions to problems that may elude their govern-

ments. Their decision was put to a province-wide referendum in the last election.

Ontario’s efforts tell a similar story, though the exercise is still under way.  

While forums like these are exceptional examples of how deliberative dialogue

can be used to engage citizens in governance, they still do not go the whole nine

yards. Their purpose is to solve a particular issue, which the participants in BC

did admirably. But we should note that they were asked to solve a quite specific

problem regarding electoral reform. The issue they tackled was clear and the task

was well-defined: discuss the issue; and, if you think a change is needed, recom-

mend an alternative. Once that task was done, however, their job was over and

everyone went home. There was nothing in their mandate about changing

people’s attitudes or behaviour—which is just as well. While the citizens’

assembly was well-designed for the task it took on, it is hard to see how it could

have brought about social change at the community level. 
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However, the techniques used in the citizens’ assembly could be extended to do

just that. They could be distinguished from the assembly and used to drive

community initiatives. This would change both the dialogue and the community

process. While the citizens’ assembly is designed to reach a decision on a particular

issue, community processes are designed to solve problems in the community.

This implies action. In such an initiative, the participants must be willing to go

beyond reaching agreement on a decision about an issue. They must be willing

to move to the next phase of the process: implementation. That would require

setting goals for their communities, forming a plan to achieve them, and working

together to implement it. Most importantly, they must be willing to hold each

other to account for its success.

This is a richer and more ambitious process than the kind of coordination that is

the primary goal of many community partnerships. Engaging citizens in this way

pushes dialogue down into the community. It not only asks citizens what they

think should be done. It challenges them to take responsibility for doing some

part of it. New media tools are a powerful enabler here. They could be used to

engage a large number of people from the community in a genuinely deliberative

dialogue in a way that conventional tools like TV, radio and newspapers could

not. If we really want these tools to bring about a revolution and the birth of a

new “digital democracy,” as Time Magazine suggests, this is where we must go.

We must use these tools to create a new kind of democratic forum, one that, like

the citizens’ assembly, is genuinely deliberative, but which is embedded in a

larger community process that is designed to produce action, not just talk.

The impact on democracy so far
But so far governments have not been focused on engaging citizens. Insofar as

they are experimenting with collaborative processes and new technologies, they

tend to be aimed at using them to coordinate their activities with those of businesses

and NGOs. The result is a somewhat elite-driven approach that sees community

partnerships more in terms of a new relationship between governments and

community organizations, than governments and citizens. This risks pitting

governments, businesses and even NGOs against elected representatives and,

ultimately, citizens.

As this new relationship between governments and organizations develops,

ministers become less dependent on the contacts and knowledge that local

politicians have of their communities. Increasingly, they have their own contacts,

networks and sources of information. If the old hierarchical model of bureau-

cracy made it hard for legislators to have an impact on the policy process, the new
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more networked one risks making them redundant. More and more policies are

forged by a small group of senior ministers and bureaucrats, working together

with leaders of influential organizations from outside government. As a result,

many legislators feel alienated from the process. They feel that their role has

been diminished. Not surprisingly, there is real concern among them that collab-

oration and partnerships threaten their role as representatives.

This, in turn, leaves the people they represent feeling resentful and disenfranchised.

They think that “the system” is not working for them and that their elected repre-

sentatives are powerless to do anything about it. As a result, many citizens today feel

that governments have lost touch with them. They have become too focused on

interest groups. The popular political discourse reflects this. For example, we hear

that institutions, such as cabinets, political parties and courts no longer work for the

people, but are controlled by elites who have their own agenda. We hear that politi -

cal leaders say one thing before an election and do another after; that, when they

consult with citizens, they do not really listen to what citizens have to say.

These concerns are not groundless. Nevertheless, the answer is not to try and

halt collaboration altogether. Indeed, it is just the reverse. We should be working

to expand it in ways that open up the dialogue to include citizens and legislators

in new ways. In the process we are sketching, collaboration is about more than

just coordinating governments and organizations. It is about engaging citizens

and communities. There is a critical role here for elected representatives. They

are the natural candidates to lead the dialogue that drives such processes. They

could act as a kind of facilitator to help citizens and organizations work through

the various stages of a community process. But this involves a shift in the conven-

tional view of their role.

Elected representatives as facilitators
The conventional role of elected representatives was famously summed up by the

18th century legislator, Edmund Burke, who said that a representative owes his

constituents his best judgment. In this view, electors choose their representatives

for the quality of their judgment. The representative then has a responsibility to

use his or her best judgment to promote the best interests of the people that

elected him. Their key role is to be a decision maker. 

On this view, it is not hard to see why many legislators feel their role has been

eroded. In reality, they do not make many important decisions. Moreover, the

more collaborative governments become, the more they will be turning to

NGOs, businesses and citizens for guidance. So representatives will have even
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less room to act as decision makers. But is this the only—or even the best—way

to understand their role?

The distinction between so-called “direct” and “deliberative” democracy

suggests two other ways. Direct democracy aims at giving citizens a role in the

act of decision making. This can happen in two ways. One is through more direct

control over elected representatives. The other is to by-pass the elected represen-

tatives and to give citizens a direct say through the use of instruments such as

referendums. Insofar as we are talking about the first, direct democracy casts the

representative’s role more as a messenger than a decision maker. In this view, it is

citizens who are the real decision makers, perhaps through local polling, refer-

enda or some other mechanism. The focus here is not on discussion, learning,

negotiation and compromise, but on majority rule. Once the will of the people

has been expressed, the job of the representative is simply to carry the message

back to Parliament or the legislature.

By contrast, deliberative democracy aims at strengthening citizens’ capacity to

participate more fully in democratic discussion and debate. This requires action

on a number of fronts, such as engaging people in discussion, encouraging them

to listen to one another, evaluate evidence and arguments, and ensuring that the

right information is available to support an informed discussion. The approach

thus creates a natural space for elected officials to assume a more interactive role,

one we might call the facilitator. By placing a major emphasis on deliberation,

discussion, learning, negotiation and compromise, it suggests that the elected

representative is not there to make decisions for citizens. Nor is he or she there

simply to carry their message back to government. Their real role is to help

citizens work through the process of discussion, learning, negotiation and trade-

offs; and then forming an action plan and assigning roles to implement it.

So our point is that a new emphasis on community engagement of the sort we are

advancing would greatly enhance the role of elected officials by creating a new

opportunity for them to act as facilitators in these processes. They would need to

become skilled at promoting deliberation through the right kind of public dialogue,

but that is a professional talent that they would develop—and the public would

expect from them—as they became more experienced in this way of doing things.

Still, we should keep in mind that this is only a shift in emphasis. Elected repre-

sentatives have always been called upon to play all three roles in the course of

their duty and that will continue. At issue is the question of where the emphasis

lies. We think that governments should view the effort to collaborate as a decision

to engage citizens as well as organizations.
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Leadership in a collaborative environment: 
an example
If this gives us a better idea of what the role of backbenchers and opposition

members should be like in a more collaborative environment, what about our

leaders? What should we expect from a cabinet or, more specifically, a prime

minister or premier? Recent events in the Province of New Brunswick provide

an occasion for some reflection and speculation. 

New Brunswick’s new premier, Shawn Graham, has set for himself and his

province the goal of being off Equalization by 2025. It is an ambitious goal that

some will view with a jaundiced eye. Skeptics will wonder whether any political

leader seriously believes his or her government could achieve such a goal. But

before dismissing it, we should ask about the alternative. 

New Brunswick is losing its most important resource—its young people—at an

alarming rate. At the same time, it has been unable to attract and hold immigrants,

especially young ones, who want to make the province their home. Finally, tradi-

tional industries are disappearing and the pace of development of new ones is not

encouraging. If the trend continues, by 2025 the province will not only be a “have-

not” province, it will be in serious decline. So the choices are clear: either the

people of New Brunswick can stand back, take a serious look at their situation, and

resolve to something to turn things around; or they can simply give up.

To the premier’s credit, his Self-Sufficiency Initiative puts the problem squarely

on the table. In effect, it challenges the community to face the situation. Either

they resolve to make an exceptional collective effort to change how things work,

or they give up on their province. We can only hope that New Brunswickers do

not regard the latter as a real option. So what can they do?

The first step is to form a plan. A task force was launched in January that will report

back to the premier in late March on what needs to be done. One of its members,

Francis McGuire, announced early on that the province must improve productivity,

increase wages, reverse the shrinking population and strengthen the labour force.

This all sounds about right, but what will drive these changes? McGuire has talked

about tax reform and hinted at a few other policy directions that may be in the

report, which also sounds fine. But it raises a question. Does the task force think

that policy alone will get the province where McGuire says it needs to go?

The answer must be no. New Brunswick’s status as a have-not province is not just a

result of bad policy. If it were, the premier would only have to change the policies

to solve the problem—which is just wishful thinking. There is no silver bullet,
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policy or otherwise. Self-sufficiency will take a fundamental change in outlook

and new ways of doing things—not just among politicians and business leaders,

but among ordinary New Brunswickers. If the province has a real chance of turning

its fortunes around it is because the New Economy is creating new opportunities

for growth and development in places like New Brunswick. Graham’s Self-

Sufficiency Initiative is about capitalizing on them. It aims at aligning the

province’s culture and economy more with the times. It is about instilling new

values, attitudes and practices in New Brunswick’s institutions, organizations and

people. The premier’s real challenge is thus to lead an agenda of social change, as

did Louis Robichaud in the 1960s. 

This will take a special kind of leadership. It is not the work of a “self-made man”

or even a Great Man. It will take someone with genuinely collaborative skills. Such

a leader must be able to listen to ordinary people and take direction from them.

He or she must be willing to empower them and show confidence in their ability

to solve problems themselves. He or she must be able to work with business and

community organizations in new kinds of partnerships. At the same time, such a

leader must help citizens and stakeholders recognize and accept that they too

have a responsibility for making change happen. Finally, the leader needs to be

able to make clear which tasks belong to individuals, communities and businesses,

on the one hand, and government, on the other. In a collaborative endeavor,

everyone has a role; everyone must be empowered to play it; and everyone must

be accountable for their part.

For our purposes, the point to be underlined here concerns the need to engage

the public. If they do not participate, the initiative will almost certainly fail. But this

about more than getting their “buy-in” to a set of policies and projects developed

by the government, with the help of the private and third sectors. The public

must take ownership of its own part in the project. If social change is a critical

condition of success, it must happen from the bottom up. This should begin with

dialogue. But if it is to lead to real social change, it must be more than conven-

tional consultation dressed up in digital clothes. The premier needs to make

ordinary people see that New Brunswick will not be self-sufficient in 2025 unless

they do their part. There is no magic solution. Government has a critical role to

play but so do they. They must recognize, acknowledge and accept that.

In effect, circumstances are pushing the premier toward a new division of labour

around governance, one that explicitly assigns key tasks to the public. His job as

their leader is to help them understand this and challenge them to assume some

personal responsibility by assigning themselves some real, measurable tasks. For

example, if the plan requires a major attack on illiteracy, he should lead citizens

in a discussion of their role in achieving the objective. Maybe they need to spend
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more time reading with their children. Or maybe they need to set up neighbour-

hood reading groups. Whatever the plan, the real point is that they need to be

part of the solution. 

Moreover, the premier should make clear to citizens that, if they fail, he will

not—and should not—shoulder all the blame. He cannot force them to do their

part. They must be willing to take ownership of their own plan and hold each

other to account for making it work. Social change requires community leader-

ship and social pressure.

Of course, the premier must have goals, duties and benchmarks of his own, for

which he is accountable. These might include providing the kind of encourage-

ment, leadership and support the public needs to achieve its goal. But his

responsibilities should be clearly distinguished from theirs. That is what we mean

by calling this “a new division of labour around governance.” The public cannot

expect government to provide all the solutions—and government should not

promise to do so.

If after a period of time the project shows measurable success, it will build trust,

confidence, new relationships and skills, and momentum; then the public can

move on to a bigger, more ambitious task. The process should be an iterative one.

So, by taking ownership of part of the project, forming their own plan, working

together in new ways to implement it, supporting one another in the process, and

exchanging and experimenting with new ideas, individual citizens can begin to

change how things work in their communities. They can begin to build the kind

of social relationships they will need to succeed in the New Economy.

Of course, there is no guarantee that they will rise to the challenge. Failure is

always a possibility. But if they don’t try, the project will likely fail anyway. Real

leadership lies in helping these people recognize that, if they want to save their

province, they must do their part; and then helping them to define it. So far, the

project is off to a promising start. There is a new premier who seems ready to

lead such a process; and there is a clear and achievable goal that virtually everyone

in the province has a major stake in attaining. These are critical conditions for

success. It will be an interesting process to watch. These are still early days but if

the province rises to the challenge, it will move the yardsticks on how we think

about leadership and governance. 
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Chapter 11

Canada in the Digital Age:
Toward the Community-
of-Purpose

When societies grow up...
This study has had much to say about the importance of making choices and the

role that deliberative dialogue plays in that. We have argued that citizens and

communities must be engaged in ways that empower them to make choices

together and to take responsibility for them. This is certainly in keeping with the

liberal-democratic tradition, which puts a high value on personal freedom and

choice. We insist on the right to choose where we live, who we marry, what god

we worship, who we want as our leaders and what kind of career we will have.

But let’s keep our feet on the ground. As nearly any sociologist or therapist knows,

this romance with freedom is often more theory than practice, more idea than

reality. Its depth is easily exaggerated. Popular culture is a case in point. The

misleading message from so much of it is that making choices is perfectly natural,

even easy. The rise of talk-show and reality TV, in particular, suggest that “lifestyles”

can be changed like a suit of clothes. They cannot. Having choices is not the same

as making choices. Our capacity and willingness to make hard choices and live with

the consequences is limited. While we are legally free to choose our husbands and

wives, religion, political affiliation or career, as often as not these “choices” are the

result of outside influences, such as family history, race or social class. Making and

living with such choices takes reflection, will and follow-through. In the absence of

these, having too many choices can be a bad—indeed, a destructive—thing. 

Nevertheless, as we have argued throughout this book, in today’s world we have

no real choice but to make choices—all sorts of them, everyday. Consider just a

few of the questions that ordinary Canadians face as they go about their lives:
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• Should I leave the rural community I grew up in to look for a better

future elsewhere? 

• Should I quit smoking? 

• Should I have children? 

• How should I respond to my son’s admission that he is gay? 

• Should I drive a smaller car to contribute to environmental protection?

• What responsibility do I have to retrain myself to become more

employable? 

• Should I send my children to private or public schools? 

• Should I join Neighborhood Watch to help ensure that our streets

are safer? 

• Am I saving enough for my retirement? 

• Is it my job to care for sick or aging family members? 

• What should I do to welcome my new immigrant neighbours who

have just arrived from Pakistan? 

Dealing with such questions is often demanding and stressful. We may wish to deny

or escape them, but we can’t. The more our society changes, the more we find

ourselves in situations where we not only can make choices, we must. Indeed, we find

ourselves pushing up against a numbing existential fact: Not to choose is already to

choose—or to let others choose for us. So either we resolve to take control of our

destiny or abandon ourselves to the tyranny of fate and happenstance.

In the end, the only real option is to take control of our lives by taking responsi-

bility for our choices. That is not easy. It requires autonomous, well-adjusted

individuals, who have the confidence, commitment and skills to make and carry

out difficult decisions. As a society, we should not take this for granted. So far, we

have done little to prepare ourselves or our children for it. It requires new skills

and training. A key conclusion of this study, then, is this: in societies like Canada

building personal autonomy should be a key goal for the future. We believe that the

kind of progressive governance we are advancing in this book would make a crit-

ical contribution to the training. It demands of us that we begin to take on new

responsibilities that require deliberation, learning, debate, compromise, decision

making, planning and action. In essence, it demands that we become

autonomous, well-adjusted individuals.

Still, we must not lose sight of another point. Who we are is not only decided by

the choices we make. We are also a product of the values, history and traditions

of the society in which we are embedded. In this respect, Canada is not just a

liberal society; it is also a traditional one. If liberal societies emphasize autonomy,

creativity and innovation, traditional societies emphasize rootedness, community

and belonging. The two are not mutually exclusive. Every society—and every
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individual—needs both. No human society could function without some measure

of personal choice. And none could exist without a real sense of community or

belonging. It is not simply a question of choosing one kind over the other, but of

striking the right balance.

So if this book makes the case for strengthening personal autonomy, it should not

be taken as a defense of radical individualism or libertarianism. Liberal-democratic

societies are populated by social creatures whose welfare depends on their being

bound together by common purposes. This book is therefore as much about

community-building as it is about choice. If our society is changing in ways that

move it further toward the liberal end of the continuum, we must still keep one eye

on social cohesion. It matters. Indeed, it matters now more than ever. Canada is one

of the world’s most diverse societies. And we are becoming even more so. Not only

do we have a popular culture that idealizes choice, we are facing a demographic chal-

lenge that could have a major impact on the cohesiveness of our society.

In 2001, one Canadian in eight was 65 years old or more. By 2026, that number

will be one in five. Today there are more Canadians 65 years and older than ever

before; they represent about 13% of the country's population. The number of

people over 80 has increased 41% during the last decade, expanding the size of

this cohort to almost a million. At the other end of the spectrum, the number of

children age four and under has dropped by 11% over the last decade. It stands

at about 1.7 million. 

In short, Canada is an aging society. A critical consequence of this demographic

trend is a shrinking labour market. If this trend continues, in 20 years there won’t

be enough working people to support the number of Canadians who will be

collecting government pensions and making frequent use of the healthcare system.

In the coming years, governments will be facing huge pressures to ensure that the

labour force continues to grow. The obvious solution is immigration. We could

bring in large numbers of people from other parts of the world to offset this trend. 

This would hardly be the first time Canadians turned to immigration to expand

the population. It was one of the three pillars in Sir John A. Macdonald’s

National Policy. There have been other waves as well. But this time it raises a

new issue. Most of these people will be from cultural backgrounds that are very

different from mainstream Canada. Today, China, Pakistan and Iran are in the

top five source countries for immigrants. In the early 1980s and 1990s, none was

a major source country. This trend is reconfiguring the demographic features of

Canada. Citizenship and Immigration Canada estimates that by 2017 20% of the

population will be made up of visible minorities. In Vancouver and Toronto,

visible minorities are expected to make up 50%.  
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So while immigration has always been an important policy tool for Canadian

governments, employing it now could have all kinds of unforeseen consequences.

How will a large influx of New Canadians affect the cohesiveness of our society?

Will they bring new values and practices that challenge long-standing Canadian

values? What if New Canadians begin forming permanent enclaves within

Canada, ones in which they continue to practice their traditional lifestyles and so

fail to integrate into Canadian society? Or what if they wonder why they should

have to work hard to support an aging population that did not bother to save for

its own retirement?

If we want to ensure continuity within our values and institutions, we must ensure

that the people coming into Canada from other cultures are fully integrated into

our society. But first we must be clear what our own values are. As we move into

the 21st century, the answer to this question is more uncertain than ever. As a result

of the new social, technological and economic forces around us Canada today

looks less and less like the 19th nation-state envisioned by the founders and more

and more like a network of communities, embedded within Marshall McLuhan’s

global village. How, then, shall we define Canada in the 21st century?

Old-style nation-building and the 
new decentralizing forces
Although countries like Canada have always had social, cultural, political and

economic ties beyond their borders, today they are multiplying exponentially. In

the 1990s, the trend even convinced many futurists that the era of the nation-

state was coming to a close; the global village, they said, would be a world without

borders. They foresaw the coming of a new political era, one that would unite us

through a single, global economy, the Internet and a new generation of interna-

tional political institutions. 

A decade or so later, it is clear that national borders are more resilient than the

futurists thought—particularly in the aftermath of 9/11. Few people today

believe that countries are about to disappear. But almost no one doubts they are

changing. The real question is how. One influential view is that, while countries

may continue to exist, they are being hollowed out. Their capacity to act as self-

determining nation-states is being severely curtailed. In this view, globalization is

undermining the political foundations of the nation-state by removing its

authority to use its power—its sovereignty—to build the nation, while merging

it with the global economy. Without these levers, say anti-globalization activists,

government has no way of reinforcing the common bonds that hold a country
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together. It is all but defenseless against the powerful centrifugal forces of inter-

national trade and commerce. 

What should Canadians make of this view? Are the ties that bind us together

unraveling, to the point where the country is likely to be pulled apart? 

However we may answer these questions, it seems clear that the forces of decentra -

lization—integration of our national economy into the global economy, growing

communications links with groups outside the country, increasing mobility of citi-

zens, and high levels of cultural heterogeneity— have been rising dramatically and

are having a very real impact on Canadian political culture. Moreover, there is no

obvious counterbalancing force. Thus while residents of, say, Toronto and

Vancouver may still belong to the same country, increasingly they belong to

different regions of the global economy, are linked into all kinds of transnational

networks, and have large immigrant populations with ties to different parts of the

world. Who they are as Canadians—what they share through their common citi-

zenship—may say little about their respective interests as participants (and perhaps

competitors) in the global economy or as members of the Chinese-Canadian or

Indo-Canadian communities. In the absence of something to counterbalance this

trend, the sense of common identity through shared citizenship may well erode.

What steps are available to counterbalance it? Could we launch a new nation-

building project? Sir John A. Macdonald’s National Policy is the classic example

of such a strategy. It tied the country together with a railway and then used the

political power of the state to erect tariff walls and build a national economy. By

any measure, Macdonald’s program was a success. It consolidated the fragile new

Dominion and established it as a real country. It was the kind of program and

leadership needed to build Canada. Nevertheless, an old-style nation-building

program simply isn’t in the cards today. The global economy is a fact of life in the

21st century. Whatever destiny Canada may have as a nation-state, we are now

too committed to this path to withdraw from it. While the anti-globalization

crusaders may long for a simpler time, there is no turning back. The answer is

not to put a halt to globalization. It is to reinvent the nation-state for the global

village. What, then, will define countries like Canada in the future?

Old-style national-identities and the new identity
In traditional nation-states, national identities are supposed to be the glue that

holds a nation together. Or, to put it in more contemporary language, they are

the basis for its social cohesion. Shared values, beliefs, traditions, language, and

so on, help ensure that a society will be integrated and orderly. 
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The link between national identity and social cohesion has always troubled

Canadians. We have been culturally, linguistically and regionally diverse since the

beginning. Our people have never had a single, national identity of this sort.

Some people see that as our Achilles’ heel, a weakness that we failed to overcome.

Our real problem, they say, is that we have not done enough to make ourselves a

genuine nation. These people think that, if there is a Balkanizing trend in our

national politics, what lies behind it is our proclivity to overindulge our diversity.

While tolerance is admirable, in this view, we have gone too far. For example, we

have combined one of the world’s most decentralized federations with a policy of

official multiculturalism. We have discouraged aboriginal peoples from inte-

grating more fully into mainstream society. We have promoted bilingualism and

biculturalism as a national goal. We have allowed the provinces too strong a voice

on the national stage. 

In this view, our deference to diversity has only stoked the national unity fires,

encouraged identity politics, and further weakened the already tenuous bonds of

Canadian society. If we are no longer capable of a national conversation, it is

because we now have so many identities that we cannot understand one another.

We should be moving in the opposite direction, working to promote a set of

common Canadian values rather than encouraging ever-more cultural diversity

and difference.

Now, it is likely true that too much diversity without some kind of counterweight

will lead to fragmentation. Nevertheless, even if Canadians are dangerously close

to a tipping point on social cohesion, the answer does not lie in trying to assim-

ilate everyone to some kind of pan-Canadian national identity. This approach to

national unity remains snared in the old 19th century vision of ethnic identities as

the basis for nation-states. An effort to construct such an identity out of the

culturally diverse timber of our society will surely fail. Our society and our iden-

tities are increasingly heterogeneous rather than homogeneous, diverse rather

than monolithic, civic rather than national, inclusive rather than exclusive.

Indeed, the idea of a pan-Canadian national identity is not only anachronistic, for

many Canadians it is offensive. Nevertheless, we should be careful not to throw

out the baby with the bathwater. It does not follow that we should give up on the

idea of a Canadian identity altogether. Rather, we should ask: What does it mean

to have a common identity for a different kind of society? The recent history of

Quebec nationalism is instructive here. 

Through the 19th and much of the 20th centuries, French-Canadian nationalism

was linked to ethnicity. “The nation” included those who were born and raised as

French-speaking Catholics. They had their own language, history, traditions and

religious practices. In recent years, most Quebec nationalists have taken a very
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different view. They now insist that Quebec nationalism is not about protecting

ethnicity. It is about establishing a thriving francophone society in the heart of North

America. In this case, “the nation” includes anyone who is committed to that goal,

who wishes to participate in its realization, and who chooses to reside in Quebec

for that purpose. This is a very different way of defining “the nation.” It is through

a mission, rather than ethnicity. It transforms nationalism into a shared commit-

ment to an overarching—and worthy—goal that can appeal to federalists and

sovereigntists alike. Membership in such a community is inclusive in the sense that

an “outsider” can join it by making a personal commitment to the goal. 

This approach helps us see why traditional national identities are increasingly

unacceptable. They are too monolithic, too all-embracing, and too exclusive.

Rather than being members of a single ethnic or cultural group, increasingly citi-

zens belong to many different communities, each of which may contribute to their

identity in a different way. Thus few if any Canadians would regard themselves as

simply a Muslim, Jew, anglophone or Marxist. We recognize that our identities,

like our society, are diverse and complex. Someone can be a Canadian, Albertan,

Muslim, Pakistani, environmentalist, musician, teacher, father, liberal and

disabled, all at the same time. Moreover, each of these “partial identities” may be

quite different from the others. In a socially and culturally networked society, such

as our own, each individual is a member of many groups. Identity is a constella-

tion of such memberships. Within limits, a person (or a community) can decide

who they want to be by choosing the relationships they enter into, the networks

they build, the objectives they set, the missions to which they commit, and so on. 

This is the opposite of how traditional identities work. Ethnic identities evolve

over generations—often centuries—and change only slowly. While we are free to

explore and discover them, we are not free to change them. Nor can we choose

our ethnic group. We are born into it. In contrast, a “networked” identity is, to a

much greater degree, defined through choice. 

Western countries like Canada are moving rapidly toward some kind of post-

modern identity along these lines. Our society is now so diverse and complex that

the old discourse around national identities hardly makes sense to us anymore.[11]

We are called on daily to make choices that can transform our relationships to

family, friends, co-workers, and so on. Such choices often result in new roles, new

responsibilities, new perspectives and new values, many of which may be in tension

with our ethnic identity. Ethnic identities simply don’t equip us to deal with these
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kinds of choices or with constant social change. They tend to resist change, rather

than embrace it. As a result, they are themselves quickly broken down by exposure

to societies like our own. For example, studies show that while the children of

immigrants often retain elements of their ethnic identity, they rarely do so with

anything like the completeness and depth of their parents. Instead, they tend to see

their ethnicity as a part of who they are. They retain some aspects of it and abandon

others, as they are exposed to western values and practices. [12]

The community-of-purpose
This returns us to the social cohesion question. If neither old-style nation-

building nor old-style national identities can be called upon to act as a

counterweight to the growing forces of decentralization, how do we secure and

maintain enough unity-of-purpose to keep countries like Canada from being

pulled apart? 

In the future, we must turn to missions to play a central role in offsetting decen-

tralizing forces with unifying ones. They provide a community with a reference

point for defining what it wants to be and why it exists. Missions frame the narra-

tive that explains the community’s special purpose and its relationship to other

communities. The reframing of Quebec nationalism is an excellent example of

how this works. Its mission not only explains what distinguishes Quebec as a polit-

ical community from other ones with which it may be linked, including other

regions of Canada. It also explains why someone might want to go on living there

even though changing circumstances make it difficult or personally costly. For

example, a recession in Quebec might mean that someone living there could find

a job more easily or make more money by moving to another part of the country.

But if they are personally committed to Quebec’s mission, that person may opt to

stay just because they believe in it—because it has a very high personal value for

them. They are thus willing to make a personal sacrifice to remain a part of it. 

This is a particularly important point. It shows that a commitment to such a

mission involves more than self-interest or personal gain. It speaks to who we are

and what makes our life meaningful. As such, it has intrinsic value to us. We

believe it is worth doing for its own sake, not just because it will get us something
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else. Of course, many goals are just a means to an end. For example, we might be

willing to see our province pay equalization costs because it will help ensure

political stability, which, in turn, will contribute to a strong economy and good

employment prospects. There is nothing wrong with this kind of thinking. It is

perfectly normal to make decisions and commitments out of self-interest. But not

all commitments are made for such reasons. This is not how we approach

marriage, having children or, hopefully, choosing a career. Such choices are all

life-defining ones in the sense that they will shape who we become and help

determine what makes our life a meaningful one. 

The same is true for a community. If we’re looking for its reason-to-be—its

mission—self-interest doesn’t get us very far. It gives us a stake in, say, Canada

only insofar as another option, such as separation or continental integration, does

not promise better results. If that changes, our commitment to Canada may

vanish. Thus Gordon Gibson recently warned in the Globe and Mail of a looming

secession crisis in Alberta, should the federal government get designs on its oil.

His point, presumably, is that Albertans’ attachment to Canada is starting to feel

more like a means-to-an-end than an end-in-itself. As a result, they are increas-

ingly willing to weigh the costs and benefits of their membership in

Confederation. As for nationalists in Quebec, some of them may be federalists

now, but they could as easily be sovereigntists tomorrow, if they feel that

Quebec’s mission is being thwarted. 

The lesson here is that countries are not held together by self-interest alone. A

country’s mission must rest on a different kind of commitment. Citizens must see

it as something they identify with. This sense of personal commitment is essential

to a real mission. It provides the glue that will hold a country like Canada

together in the future.

Missions thus are the basis for a new kind of nation-building, or, perhaps better,

community-building. They are a new way of establishing a community’s identity

within the global village. Such an identity is inclusive rather than exclusive in the

sense that it is not based on ethnicity. It is networked as opposed to monolithic

in the sense that it can coexist with other identities based on other missions. Thus

citizens can have, say, a strong provincial identity and a strong national one. This

kind of identity is not a zero-sum game. However, if identities conflict, they can

compete with one another. That can make citizens feel they must choose between

them. As different communities develop and articulate their respective missions,

it is important to ensure that they are complimentary. 

This way of looking at identity transforms the 19th century view of nation-states

as the natural home of culturally distinct peoples into the forward-looking view
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that, in the global village, political communities should exist to fulfill a mission.

The identity of the people that inhabits them is constituted through choice,

commitment and an act of will—that is, through a shared commitment to a

mission. We can call such a community a community-of-purpose.

Community-building and social cohesion
In early-modern France and England the “commons” was a physical space where

people met, such as a town square or a market. It was usually in the centre of

town. These public spaces, from town commons to the common rooms of bars

and clubs, not only encouraged discussion, debate, persuasion, choice and action

about community affairs. People also gathered there to become acquainted, cele-

brate community events, and share their stories, memories, hopes and

aspirations. The physical commons was a locus of information and learning,

support and solidarity, friendship, commerce, entertainment and connectedness.

It fused social, cultural and political aspects of community life. As an institution,

the commons was a portal into the community that, in hindsight, gives a partic-

ularly rich meaning to the term “public space.”

As we saw in Chapter 10, internet spaces like You Tube, My Space, Google and

the blogosphere are linking Canadians in all kinds of new ways, allowing them to

speak and be heard as never before. Together, they constitute the foundation for

an electronic version of the old town square or marketplace—a digital commons.

People are already using this space to connect with each other in a vast, diverse

and diffuse national conversation. 

But it could be much more. This space is part of a much larger web of digital

connections that is forming across the country—what we can call the digital

union. It includes a rapidly expanding grid of private and public networks, for

commerce, administration and the delivery of services. This new platform could

be used to establish a new kind of digital space, one that brings Canadians, their

governments, businesses and civil society organizations together in an on-going

deliberative dialogue. It could provide the information and communications

infrastructure for community-building of all sorts.

Throughout this study we have discussed communities and community-building.

Communities, we said, come in all shapes and sizes. They can be big or small,

geographic or communities-of-interest, local or transnational. Communities can

and do exist within other communities. Indeed, our society is a network of

communities. Now we see that to be cohesive and resilient a community needs a

mission—especially large communities. This cannot be imposed from the top
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down. It must come from the members. It constitutes their reason for belonging

to the community and underpins their willingness to work together to achieve

common goals, so they must have a genuine sense of identification with it. It must

express their views and they must see themselves in it. 

This kind of community-building won’t happen without deliberative dialogue.

We need it to establish new relationships, make compromises and decisions, set

goals, plan together and coordinate action, all of which are integral to the process

of building a community. Governments could act as enablers, partners and facil-

itators of these processes. 

Moreover, such a community-building project provides the only viable answer to

the social cohesion question. If the basis of social cohesion in the old nation-state

was some mixture of ethnic and economic nationalism, in the community-of-

purpose it is the pursuit of common goals or, more broadly, a mission. We build

cohesion across the society by building cohesion within and across the network

of communities that comprise it. As we have seen with examples like Pathways to

Education, Prince Rupert or New Brunswick’s Self-Sufficiency Initiative, this is

not only possible, it is already happening. There is no reason to assume that we

could not or should not expand the approach.

Canada as a community-of-purpose
In the past, when Canadians asked “Why do we exist?” the question was

discussed in the context of the traditional nation-state. We assumed that the

answer lay in our identity as a “nation.” But discussion of what made that iden-

tity distinctive or unique quickly fell silent or, alternatively, turned to vague talk

about “Canadian values” or key social programs, such as medicare. Critics replied

that, however admirable these values or programs might be, there was nothing

uniquely Canadian about them. It was hard to disagree. 

Once we reframe Canada as a community-of-purpose, however, things look

different. Our lack of a national identity starts to seem like strength rather than

a weakness. Notwithstanding our on-going national unity tensions, Canadians

are among the most open-minded and tolerant people in the world. We are

skilled at managing difference. Where conflicts over identity have arisen, such as

Quebec, we have dealt with them in a remarkably democratic and civilized way.

Far from being threatened by difference, then, we have made a virtue of it. We

have even begun to speak as though diversity and difference are at the core of our

identity—our post-modern identity. 
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The world has noticed us too. Increasingly, countries with serious tribal and

ethnic conflicts are looking to Canada for answers. They are impressed by the

way we treat respect for diversity and inclusiveness as a given. Unlike them, we

have not become prisoners of our ethnic and cultural tensions. On the contrary,

we are a society with a remarkably open and promising future—more than almost

any country on earth. As the world moves into the 21st century, we could do and

be many things. What, then, should Canada be?

This study is an effort to answer that question. Not with a list of attributes that

belong to some abstract identity. Rather, by trying to sketch the kind of processes

we need to move Canada and Canadians forward. In our view, community-

building must rest on a solid foundation that includes strong and focused

leadership; a firm commitment to liberal-democratic principles and rights; a will-

ingness to explore and deepen our experiment with diversity; the development of

a new generation of public infrastructure; a new and innovative approach to

federalism; a community-directed approach to participating in the New

Economy; recognition that information and knowledge are key resources for the

21st century; and an informed and democratically engaged citizenry. 

This book tries to move us beyond the view of citizens as passive consumers of

government policies and programs and toward one where the relationship

between citizens, businesses, NGOs, communities and governments is dynamic,

reflective, engaged and committed. They discuss, negotiate, plan and organize

together. It is about shared commitments, shared decision-making and shared

responsibility. In such a community, there would be a high degree of consensus

on the roles of different players, the goals they were promoting, the means of

assessing their progress and the mechanisms for adjusting to change. There

would be new infrastructure and processes for sharing information, consulting on

new plans, reporting on performance and for connecting with one another and

with our governments. In short, the vision proposed here aims at transforming

the role of citizens from passive consumers of government services into agents of

public deliberation and choice. It is the vision of a truly citizen-centred democ-

racy and government. Such a vision is idealistic, to be sure—but then, that is what

visions should be. We believe that working together toward it is a worthy goal.
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Chapter 12

Just do it...
Seven Steps to
Progressive Governance 

In the end, it’s all about making choices
We are at a crossroads in history. The emergence of new technologies—along

with an exploding population—has created a world unlike anything that has come

before it. These technologies have the power to strengthen democracy, and the

values on which it rests; or to centralize power and weaken those values. While

the future is undecided, let’s be clear about one thing: one way or the other, that

power will be used. 

When Crossing Boundaries held its first series of roundtables almost a decade ago

two themes emerged that still occupy us today. One was about how the spread of

new information and communications technologies is making government more

horizontal. In effect, a new generation of public infrastructure is emerging from

within the old one of bricks and mortar, departments and programs. 

We quickly saw that it was organized differently. Rather than a series of self-

contained departments and agencies, it was more like a network. Its pathways cut

across traditional boundaries of all sorts, from simple program boundaries to

national borders—hence the name: Crossing Boundaries. We predicted that as this

infrastructure develops government’s centre of gravity will shift away from the

old system of silos and onto the new one of networks. At some point, the old skin

might be shed altogether. 

Ten years later, the trend continues. The idea still seems right. Indeed, if

anything can be said with confidence about the story of our transition from the
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industrial to the information era, it is that the erosion of the old industrial-era

boundaries is the opening chapter.

The second theme from these early sessions was that partnerships of all sorts—

interdepartmental, intergovernmental, private-public and community

partnerships—seemed like the natural response to the change. We thought

everyone would be using them as a way to connect across boundaries.

Partnerships and collaboration, we declared, were the way of the future. 

That has turned out to be far less clear. Indeed, it may be wrong. The reason, we

now see, lies in a third theme, which escaped our attention at the time. New tech-

nologies are both a driver and an enabler of change. 

To call them a driver is to say there is no stopping them. They are here, they are

going to be used and they are going to change us—like it or not. We can even say

what the overall impact will be on our society and institutions. It will make them

far more connected and interdependent. In short, it will force us to cross bound-

aries of all sorts as we become more networked.

To say that technology is an enabler, however, is to focus on what is unknown. It

is to consider what things it could be used to do that are not certain, only possible.

For example, governments could use them to greatly increase their capacity for

evidence-based policy development, integrated services, transparency and

accountability, community development and citizen-engagement. But now we

see that these things cannot be taken for granted. Nothing about new technolo-

gies assures us they will happen, whether or not the world is more connected.

Some people argue otherwise. They think more connectedness is inherently

democratizing. Most recently, Time Magazine gushed that the way You Tube,

blogging and Google connect us amounts to a social revolution and declared that

we are living in a new digital democracy. Commentators around the world

scoffed at the claim, replying that there is as much reason to believe these tools

are dumbing down democratic debate as fostering it.

The critics have a point. The technology could as easily lead to a future where

politics is demagogic, services are government- rather than citizen-centred,

Canadians have abandoned the countryside to large corporate farms, with 90%

of us living in five or six crowded, under-serviced cities, and government is highly

centralized and controlled by elites. In short, becoming more connected doesn’t

necessarily mean becoming more democratic. 
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So the difference between technology as a driver and an enabler lies in the space

that exists for us to make choices. Insofar as it is a driver, that space all but disap-

pears. The future is largely indifferent to our values, attitudes, aspirations and

efforts. Insofar as it is an enabler, there is room for us to put it to our own uses.

The future is open. 

What then have we learned after ten years of reflection, research and consulta-

tion? In a nutshell, it has taught us to think about the future differently. In

particular, we now see that, while crossing boundaries is a given, partnerships and

collaboration are not. Partnerships depend on trust, good will, mutual respect;

and the right blend of skills, knowledge, infrastructure, rules and leadership.

Nothing in the technology either assures or prevents these qualities from devel-

oping. Whether they do or they don’t will depend on the choices we make. 

In Chapter 1 we talked about how the idea of what it is to be progressive in poli-

tics has evolved over the centuries and seems to be changing again. We said it is still

about relying on reason and evidence; and it is still about meeting needs and

providing opportunity. But we suggested that today it is also about empowerment

and responsibility. In the 21st century, there should be a clear focus on strength-

ening autonomy, for individuals and the communities they inhabit, in ways that

give them greater control over their own futures. But autonomy requires the power

to make and follow through on choices. Progressive governance, we concluded,

aims at helping individuals and communities develop this kind of autonomy.

So the final question is this: Are we, as individuals and as a society, prepared to do

what is necessary to ensure that our future is populated with autonomous, demo-

cratic citizens and communities? Or will we leave that up to chance—or someone

else—to decide? We are at a fork in the road. One path leads to greater collabo-

ration, the other to greater control. What choice will we as Canadians make?

Now there has been enough talk. It is time for action. So let us bring the discussion

to a close by drawing from our reflections a short summary list of seven steps that

we believe governments must take to ensure that Canadians are on the right path.

1. Redefine the relationship between governments and citizens

Government today is too easily seen—and too easily sees itself—as a provider,

decision maker and problem solver. That no longer serves us well. Instead, we

should see government more as an enabler, partner and facilitator. We need

government that helps us solve our own problems rather than solving them for

us. Challenges such as community crime, illiteracy, the integration of new
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Canadians, obesity and environmental conservation will not be solved by an old-

style top-down approach. 

Consider health outcomes. Reducing, say, obesity requires a change in the values,

attitudes and behaviour of ordinary people. Governments can’t force individuals to

make such changes. The incentive must come from elsewhere, such as family,

friends and colleagues. Social change requires social pressure. It happens from

the bottom-up, not the top-down.

Redesigning our institutions for the future therefore requires a new division of

labour around governance; one in which governments are genuinely ready to

empower citizens; and where citizens, in turn, are ready to accept a greater level

of responsibility for their personal and collective well-being and for the habits

and actions of one another.

2. Develop the new tools to support the new division of labour

A key strategy for engaging citizens in governance is through community initia-

tives aimed at tackling issues that matter to them. Not-for-profit organizations

are well positioned to help here. In many cases, they are already working with

citizens to achieve community goals through initiatives like Pathways to

Education. 

New technologies have a vital role to play. They provide the infrastructure to

manage large-scale community partnerships. They now make it possible for a

whole community—whether a geographic one or a community-of-interest—to

discuss and debate issues; and for organizations and governments to share files

and information, plan and coordinate their activities.

Insofar as internet-based tools are seen as relevant to governance and democracy,

however, the tendency so far is to view them as a platform for people to express

opinions. Little has been done to use them to promote genuine deliberation, that is,

engagement between the participants where views are exchanged and discussed,

issues are framed and reframed, new information is introduced and considered,

trade-offs and compromises are reached, conclusions are formed and debated,

and action-plans are formed. Without this kind of dialogue, the new division of

labour will fail.

In the end, if citizens are to bring about social change, they must be able to assign

themselves some real, measurable tasks, such as reducing obesity or smoking or

improving literacy rates, and hold each other to account for failing to make
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progress. Government can provide leadership and support here, but citizens must

do some of the heavy lifting. Elected officials should have a key role as facilita-

tors of such dialogues.

For their part, governments should make the development and testing of the

tools a high priority. Much work needs to be done around building the right skills

in facilitating such exchanges and in developing the methodology to ensure that

they are rigorous and reliable in their findings. 

3. Adopt a more collaborative model of government

Throughout this book we have seen how our society has changed but our political

institutions have not kept pace. Issues like global warming, global terrorism or inte-

grating a national health system sprawl across a number of policy fields, requiring

a coordinated response from a range of departments and even governments. 

Conventional government was not designed to manage such complex tasks. It is

used to controlling the policy agenda. That must change. Governments must be

more willing to see themselves as one player among many in the field. They must

open up the policy process to bring in other organizations—and the public—

from the beginning. Decision making has to move closer to the people and

organizations affected by it. 

The world of self-contained jurisdictions, hierarchy and silos is no longer

workable. Collaboration and partnerships must be seen as critical tools in an increasingly

horizontal world.

4. Treat information as a public resource

In the past, governments have been highly controlling and secretive about govern-

ment information. Knowledge is power. That culture must be reversed. It is time

governments put an end to departmental secrecy around the policy process. It

serves no real purpose other than to give Cabinet greater control over public

debate. As partners in governance, the public will need access to government infor-

mation for deliberation and decision making. Governments must adopt a new

philosophy and new standards around the control and management of knowledge and infor-

mation to ensure that the public has access to it. Federal and provincial governments

must come to see themselves as the stewards of this new resource, not the owners.

The recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change provides

a model for how to de-politicize scientific or expert information, based on a clearer
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division of labour between the certification of knowledge and policy making. By

applying three simple lessons from the Panel process, governments could greatly

reduce the risk of politicizing their own research processes.

First, subject to concerns such as national security, all studies that feed into the

policy process should be made public within a reasonable period of time, whether

they are commissioned or internal. At the moment, there is no such requirement.

Governments are free to pick and choose which documents to publish and which

to suppress. 

Second, experts within the department should be required to indicate the depart-

ment’s level of confidence in the findings of all published studies, say, by

assigning a number to them. This would help clarify the role that scientific and

other expert knowledge played in their policy making. It would also make it

easier to compare and contrast the department’s views with those of other

governments and organizations—a form of peer review. 

Finally, the minister’s role should be confined to providing policy direction. His

or her views on policy should not influence how the department evaluates scien-

tific or other expert knowledge.

5. Empower communities

In order to bridge the growing economic digital divide, particularly between

rural and urban centres, communities must adopt a new approach to economic

development. They must learn to work together to find niche opportunities in

the New Economy that they are well positioned to exploit. 

But citizens and community organizations must be confident that, if they rise to

the challenge by coming together as a team, government will meet its responsi-

bilities as an enabler, facilitator, capacity-builder and partner. They will need the

right skills, resources and infrastructure. 

These range from technical skills to build and maintain e-infrastructure, to quality

information around product development or business opportunities, to the soft-

skills around collaboration and community dialogue. Governments must help

them build this capacity. While government is not the answer to all their needs, it

must be willing to respond quickly, reasonably and fairly to such requests.

This requires a new and more flexible approach to community development on

the part of governments. They must be willing to agree on a set of goals, priorities,

standards and targets and then let communities operate within that framework.
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At present, even though the language of partnerships is often used to describe the

relationship, governments continue to micromanage projects, making it difficult

to plan and launch initiatives. This is a significant barrier to exploring innovative

ways to access the New Economy. 

We therefore call for a new compact between communities and federal and provincial

governments, one in which communities would take greater responsibility for

solving their problems in exchange for a commitment from governments to work

more collaboratively with each other to support them.

6. Modernize the machinery of government

If collaboration is a critical requirement for better governance, the fragmented state

of government bureaucracy is now one of the biggest obstacles to real progress. It

makes real collaboration very difficult, if not impossible. Governments urgently

need to fix it. If they fail, their ability to work effectively with communities, busi-

nesses or other governments will be seriously handicapped. Fixing the problem

requires that governments are willing and able to work together more effectively to:

• streamline and harmonize regulatory frameworks;

• work across established boundaries at the program, departmental and

jurisdictional levels; and

• collect, use and share information in new ways.

We recognize that these changes raise real issues about the impact on our system

of government, particularly as this relates to privacy, accountability and federalism.

PRIVACY: Citizens want governments to take advantage of the historical opportunity

to use new technologies to improve government. At the same time they are rightly

concerned about the possible erosion of their personal privacy. The key issue here is

one of trust. Governments must take the necessary steps to build the right trust rela-

tionship with citizens. This should begin with the following two things.

First, Canadians need a full and open discussion of what privacy means for them in the

information age. They need to be engaged on this issue. New technologies could

be very helpful in accomplishing this. 

Second, this dialogue should explore the difference between the two paradigms

of privacy we have set out in Chapter 7, in an effort to help the public arrive at a

better balance between their desire to have full control over the use of their

personal information and government’s legitimate needs to use it for innovation

and improvement.
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ACCOUNTABILITY: As partnerships and collaboration become deeper, they could lead

to a blurring of the traditional lines of accountability. This need not undermine

the parliamentary system, anymore than did federalism. However, we must begin

developing another tier to our accountability practices, one that puts the emphasis on the

accountability that partners have to one another. This could start with what we have

called “partnership reports.” 

A partnership report would be the product of an on-going dialogue between the

partners of an initiative. For each of the partners to manage their contributions well

and meet their accountability requirements to their own legislatures, they must

focus on clear sub-goals with targets, indicators and so on, and report individually

to their respective legislators and auditors. Partnership reports, on the other hand,

can and should be used for other purposes. The partners should make them the

basis of an ongoing discussion over the relative success of the partnership, grounds

and means of changing it, lessons to be learned from the experience, sources of new

opportunities, and the contributions of the various partners and their value. 

FEDERALISM: Growth and change within our society have pushed us beyond the

vision of federalism in the 1867 Constitution. We are paying too high a price for

our refusal to confront this reality squarely. Over the decades, the tendency of

governments to act in isolation has produced a hodge-podge of policies, regula-

tions, programs and services. This is unacceptable. It is a huge drain on resources;

it undermines the effectiveness of many government policies and programs; and

it creates a burden for citizens and businesses who must sort through the mess to

get the services they need. 

Executive Federalism is no longer adequate for managing the federation. It is not an

effective way of motivating governments to solve such problems; and it leaves no

authoritative way to resolve differences over values, goals, priorities or trade-offs.

Too often the result of such meetings is arcane debates, procrastination or simply

a stand-off. 

New deliberative processes involving citizens and stakeholders could help fill this gap.

They could be used to provide guidance to governments in the intergovernmental

arena. They could help governments set outcomes, priorities and establish new

principles. For example, they might be used to engage seniors or the disabled to

help them achieve a better alignment of services across jurisdictional boundaries. 

Governments should begin experimenting immediately with this citizen-centred

approach to managing the federation. They should begin with smaller, practical

areas where immediate results could be seen. This would build skill, confidence and

trust in the process. As that happens, governments could graduate to larger issues.
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7. Check centralization

As the number of cross-cutting issues grows, an increasingly small cadre of

people in a few central agencies is playing a bigger and bigger role in more and

more files. This is centralizing control and concentrating decision making in

these organizations. 

This trend may be the single most important challenge facing our governments

today. It fosters a culture of control, secrecy and elitism. It undermines efforts at

collaboration, partnerships, engagement and openness. The trend must be checked. 

A collaborative approach acts as a counterbalance to centralization by committing

governments, community organizations, NGOs and the business community to

work together to coordinate their activities in ways that will maximize their

ability to achieve such goals. 

The historic challenge that now faces our governments is to move from a highly centralized,

command-and-control style of government to one in which public authority is distributed

across a wider number of citizens and organizations.

We are hopeful that the transition will be a success, but the time for action is now.

The plates are shifting; the challenge is before us. Either we rise to meet it or we

abandon ourselves and our fate to the results of random forces in motion. 
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What the readers have to say about Progressive Governance:

“Challenging, provocative and profoundly optimistic about governing, community and citizenship; the au-

thors have the courage to confront the way-it’s-always-been-done crowd in ways that defy any false right-

left dialectic. The core question is not whether we can trust government, but whether government can step

out of its self-absorption and trust citizens and communities.”

Senator Hugh Segal

“Think of this book as a kit for a 21st century model of the network relationships between governments

and communities, politicians and people, services and consumers. Considerable assembly will be required,

but shifting those complex connections from a vertical to a horizontal axis has ample potential to repay

the effort. More than a must-read, this is an essential nutrient for a demanding future.”    

Jim Travers

Columnist, Toronto Star

“Analyzing governance of the Canadian federation, across three levels of government and a vast array of

stakeholders and engaged citizens, is an extremely daunting challenge. Proposing solutions takes it to

quite another level. The authors have succeeded admirably in crafting a lucid and highly analytical survey

of challenges and opportunities facing Canada in the 21st century."

L. Ian MacDonald

Editor, Policy Options 

“… a well-crafted book that is relevant to all Canadians with an interest in democratic renewal or exploring

ways of making the country work better. The authors provide provocative prescriptions for improving on

the current governance structure in Canada. They have produced a 21st century set of recommendations that

takes federalism, privacy and accountability into consideration. A good read from beginning to end.” 

David Zussman

Jarislowsky Chair in Public Sector Management

University of Ottawa

“While the Internet has radically changed our world, our political institutions have not kept pace. They

were designed for a different era. Here is a book that addresses that issue head-on, providing us with a com-

pelling picture of a government that is not only more efficient and effective, but also more democratic.”

Hon. Belinda Stronach

MP Newmarket-Aurora
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